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Thesis Abstract

Engineering environmental simulation devices such as heliodons, wind tunnels and water 
tables are generally understood as distinct from and technical supplements to the architec-
tural models they test. In this conventional disciplinary exchange, architects design models 
that are then tested and verified within environmental simulation chambers, yielding in-
sights about environmental performance. In this thesis, a closer look at environmental mod-
els, through precedent analysis and through physical prototyping, challenge this disciplinary 
delineation, situating the device simulating environmental phenomena as active agents in 
the architectural design process. The main research question this thesis asks is: How do 
physical environmental models “make knowable” the nonvisual environmental “phenom-
ena object” of airflow?  The key objective of this research is to establish a framework for 
discussing architecture’s exchanges with its atmospheric surroundings through both close 
reading of existing environmental models in context and through prototyping them using 
architectural tools and techniques. 

Models distil and through this distillation, new relationships between models and target sys-
tems, between models and methodologies, between models and their constituent compo-
nents, are revealed. Historian of Science D. Graham Burnett’s analogical/ontological model 
distinction provides a theoretical framework for discussing models in context and for 
describing architectural insights yielded by working with environmental models in particular. 
Burnett suggests that the relationship between a model and its target system is neither 
static nor unidirectional; it is, in fact, the dialogues between the two that allow models to 
play their most productive roles as design and thinking tools. This thesis builds on Burnett’s 
distinction by suggesting that the productive dialogues that can occur between models and 
their target systems also occur internally within the constituent components of the model 
itself. In the case of environmental models, the three main components that establish this 
dialogue are the instrument that generates a controlled environment, the materialisation 
of air as a moving phenomena, and the architectural model itself. These dialogues are most 
productive when the relationship either between components or between models and 
target system shifts, revealing new readings, or productive misreadings. 

Three case study models and prototyping of three types of environmental model illus-
trate this thesis. Chapter 2 moves from the phenomena of air movement captured in 
Étienne-Jules Marey’s 1900-1902 wind tunnel photographs, providing a general introduction 
to flow visualisation, to the mechanics of the wind tunnel itself, offering a way of framing 
environmental models as sensitive mediating instruments. Marey’s work moves from phe-
nomena to instrument, establishing reciprocities between the two. In chapter 3, Victor and 
Aladar Olgyay’s 1955-1963 thermoheliodon acts as a case study for highlighting the shifting 
relationships between environmental models and their target systems in light of develop-
ments surrounding climate control in post-war American suburbia. This chapter reads envi-
ronmental models in relation to their target systems while also showing how a deliberate 
misreading, in this case of the thermoheliodon as a model of architecture, reconciles some 



tensions evident in the actual architectural model photographed on the testing bed. This 
chapter moves from an architectural context of climate control to the thermoheliodon as 
a controlled model environment to explore two models of architecture--one predicated 
on environmental mediation and the other predicated on encapsulation. In chapter 4, David 
Boswell Reid’s 1844 test tube convection experiments acts as a point of departure for 
aligning a little-known modelling technique, the filling box technique, with a contemporary 
design agenda predicated on thermal variability. Unlike Marey’s wind tunnels and the Olg-
yay’s thermoheliodon, Reid’s experiments are extreme distillations, allowing them to oper-
ate readily as devices for architectural speculation. This chapter provides a closer reading of 
the relationship between the phenomena of convection and architecture as a vessel for this 
phenomena. A series of filling tank models illustrates themes explored in the chapter while 
also suggesting a counter model of architecture, one predicated on establishing equilibrium 
with its surroundings.    
 
The design component of this thesis entails prototyping three types of environmental mod-
el—wind tunnels, water tables, and filling tanks—all of which make air flow associated with 
natural ventilation visible. Each model type is described in a catalogue including drawings, 
photographs, and videos; each catalogue is aligned with a related case study chapter, estab-
lishing reciprocities between insights revealed through reading environmental models and 
those revealed through making them. The models are designed, constructed and evaluated 
based on their ability to create a steady-state environment of legible airflow. It is through 
the act of constructing the instrumentation of the model and through the materialisation of 
air that models reveal vantage points for considering architectural environmental mediation. 
These insights are in some cases tectonic, revealing ways of thinking about joints, surfaces, 
and assembly logics. They are in other cases responses to working with forces associated 
with pressure of air or weight of water.  Fundamentally, the prototyping process revealed 
air’s extreme sensitivity to both constructional anomalies and external disruption, revealing 
the complexity of creating a steady-state environment. 

 

  





Lay Abstract

Skillful design of airflow in buildings can reduce energy consumption and increase thermal 
comfort. There are technical resources available to architects for explaining the principles 
of building ventilation. However, fluid dynamics are complex, making design integration of 
these principles challenging. Conventional techniques used by architects to test airflow prin-
ciples include static diagrams and complex digital simulations. This thesis explores a third 
technique—using physical environmental models such as wind tunnels and water tables to 
make the principles of airflow legible as a material process.  

Environmental simulation devices have conventionally been used as engineering tools. 
Architects design building models tested within the environmental model, but are rarely re-
sponsible for design or operation of the environmental model itself.  In this thesis, a closer 
look at the design, operation and construction of environmental models, through precedent 
analysis and through physical prototyping, tests how environmental models might operate 
as architectural design tools. The main research question this thesis asks is: How do physical 
environmental models “make knowable” the nonvisual environmental “phenomena object” 
of airflow? The key objective of this research is to establish a framework for discussing 
architecture’s exchanges with its atmospheric surroundings through both close reading of 
existing environmental models in context and through prototyping them using architectural 
tools and techniques. 

The central argument of this thesis is that it is through the dialogues between three ele-
ments—the instrument creating a controlled environment, the phenomena of airflow, and 
the architectural model—and their full-scale counterparts, referred to as a model’s target 
system, that environmental models offer productive vantage points for considering architec-
tural environmental mediation.  Three case study models illustrate this thesis: Étienne-Jules 
Marey’s 1900-1902 wind tunnels, Victor and Aladar Olgyay’s 1955-1963 thermoheliodon, 
and David Boswell Reid’s 1844 Convection experiments. The design component of this 
thesis includes prototyping  three types of environmental models: wind tunnels, water 
tables, and filling tanks. Prototypes are designed, constructed and evaluated based on their 
ability to create a steady-state environment of legible airflow. It is through refining the 
instrumentation of the environmental model and the methods used to materialise air that 
architectural insights about environmental mediation emerge. Fundamentally, the prototyp-
ing process revealed air’s extreme sensitivity to both constructional anomalies and external 
disruption, revealing the complexity of creating a steady-state environment. 

 



Fig. 1.1:  Streamlines. Water table prototype V3 study. 
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Fig. 1.2:  Vortices. Water table prototype V2.
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Fig. 1.3: Plumes. Filling Tank prototype V2 architectural model study. 
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We live submerged at the bottom of an ocean of the element air, which 

by unquestioned experiments is known to have weight.   

-Evangelista Torricelli, 1644
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1.1 Streamlines, Vortices, & Plumes

Streamlines, vortices, and plumes are flow patterns; the continuous filaments of streamlines 
indicate steady, continuous flow (fig. 1.1); trailing curls of vortices reflect turbulent flow 
(fig. 1.2); cloud-like formations of plumes indicate one fluid flowing through another of a 
different composition (fig. 1.3). These fluid processes take place around us continuously 
given that “we live submerged at the bottom of an ocean of the element air” (Torricelli, 
1644 cited in West, 2013. p.66). Moreover, the built environment is tasked with mediating 
between given exterior ‘ocean’ and desired interior ‘ocean,’ effecting flows through, around, 
and in-between the two (Brown and Gillespie, 1995). Skillful design of and with airflow 
can lead to effective ventilation strategies, to enhanced exterior microclimates, to reduced 
air infiltration, to reduction of urban wind tunneling and downward vortex effects, all of 
which can reduce energy consumption and/or increase thermal comfort. There are many 
resources available to architects for designing in a way that is highly attuned to air move-
ment. However, the principles of fluid dynamics remain notoriously complex and as a result, 
there is a gap between engineering knowledge about airflow behaviour and architectural 
strategies that engage meaningfully with these behaviours (Battaglia and Passe, 2015).  

Streamlines, vortices and plumes are terms used in fluid dynamics. Yet to focus on these 
flow patterns purely in scientific or technological terms overlooks their strange materiality, 
which is active, shifting, often perceivable, and therefore spatial. Moreover, when made visi-
ble, streamlines, vortices, and plumes are beautiful and visually beguiling; they invite inhabita-
tion and material speculation. They are strange, complex systems that operate in ways that 
raise material and spatial questions, questions beyond technical performance. How might 
architects engage with these rich, beguiling processes more knowingly as a means towards 
both technical and designerly ends? 

Streamlines, vortices and plumes are also visible reminders of contemporary environ-
mental crisis. The vortices following an airplane in flight, the plumes of exhaust from indus-
trial buildings, or the plumes of effluents outlet into the sea are potent reminders of climate 
change, often now referred to as climate breakdown. The environment today is a human 
construction irrevocably altered through, among other things, industrialisation and associ-
ated atmospheric emissions. Whereas the ‘ocean of air’ Torricelli referred to in 1644 would 
have been considered beyond the control of the humans submerged within it, we are no 
longer passive recipients of the vagaries of climate. We are active agents in its production. 
How do architectural designers operate in a way that acknowledges how complicit the 
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built environment is in both global and regional-scale atmospheric alterations?  
Architectural design questions about building environmental mediation, about air’s 

material sensibilities, and about atmosphere as a global-scale human construction raise 
corresponding representational questions. A fundamental starting point for understanding 
how we might engage with these fluid phenomena in design then entails understanding 
what tools and techniques we might use to represent them at scale as well as related 
questions about what scales of observation and representation are relevant. In an era of 
heightened environmental concern prompted by climate change and resource depletion, 
architects require technical, representational, and conceptual tools to design in a way that 
is attuned and responsive to environmental processes. Increased disciplinary specialization, 
the complexity of fluid dynamics, and representational limitations, however, present current 
obstacles to this agenda. Hight clarifies what is at stake: 

The architect’s ability to manipulate environmental conditions has been limited by the dis-
cipline’s tools themselves, which require either cumbersome technical simulations of fluid 
dynamics or notational rules of thumb. In the latter, arrows and other signs lead to a false 
or at least impoverished understanding of the physics of heat flow and light. As Michelle 
Addington has demonstrated, the properties of heat transfer do not operate according 
to simple Newtonian geometrical vectors or at the scale of the architectural wall section, 
but rather as thermodynamic processes at either microscopic or vastly larger scales than 
those enclosed by architecture. To engage such processes requires expanding our mindset 
and toolkit to make knowable such nonvisual phenomena objects” (2009, p.26). 

Understanding the material tendencies of environmental phenomena, particularly those 
related to invisible thermodynamic and fluid processes, is crucial to being able to engage 
with these processes as design variables. As Hight notes, however, architects have strug-
gled to understand and represent such environmental conditions due to thermodynamic 
complexity and to the attendant scalar questions they raise. Passe and Battaglia also note 
that increasing disciplinary specialization has led to an outsourcing of knowledge about 
building ventilation in particular to engineers (2015). They lament that the complexity of 
fluid dynamics is rarely communicated using methods readily accessible to architects, noting 
the “apparent gap between engineering knowledge of natural ventilation and its implemen-
tation into spatial design strategies” (2015, p.6). In particular, they suggest that there is a de-
ficiency of resources providing architects with accessible knowledge that can be integrated 
in the early stages of design, which is particularly important for establishing environmental 
success of future design strategies. “Existing literature communicates in a very technical 
manner and contains mathematical formulae many architects are ill equipped to incorpo-
rate for lack of knowledge, patience, or time…the first sketch, which sites the building in 

Figure 1.5: Computational Fluid Dynamics (Cfd) Simulation.. 
Source: Battaglia and Passe, 2015. 

Figure 1.4: Static environmental section. Source: Battaglia and 
Passe, 2015
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the landscape, almost always determines the success of the design for natural ventilation” 
(ibid). This thesis explores the design potential of using physical environmental models such 
as wind tunnels and water tables, understood as environmental models, to ‘make knowable...
(the) nonvisual phenomena object’ of airflow. The main question this research considers is: 
How do physical environmental models “make knowable” the nonvisual environmental “phe-

nomena objects” of airflow? as well as the supporting question: What properties of airflow do 

environmental models make knowable?

At the conventional scale of building design, environmental models supplement two con-
ventions noted by Hight: ‘notational rules of thumb,’ or static environmental diagrams (fig 
1.4), and ‘cumbersome technical simulations’, or digital simulations such as computational 
fluid dynamics (cfd) (fig 1.5). These notational strategies fall under one of two categories: air 
movement indicated as a field of vectors, referred to as “vectored space” by Gissen (2008) 
or thermal gradients indicated as topographic contours. Ramirez attributes the origins of 
the ‘thermal topographic’ technique to Alexander von Humboldt (1817), who “viewed 
atmospheric phenomena like air temperature as geographical phenomena that required a 
precise coordination of longitude, latitude, and altitude” (2014, p.279). These conventions 
are often associated with technical simulations of environmental systems within buildings 
and both are inherited from scientific representational practices (Gissen, 2012a). There are 
contemporary designers who consider the construction and alteration of atmospheres 
beyond the mechanics of building ventilation. For example, Philippe Rahm and Sean Lally’s 
speculative design work, featured in more detail in chapter 4, calibrate architecture’s atmo-
spheric conditions as a means towards more experiential ends. Nevertheless, Rahm and 
Lally’s work, usually presented as digital drawings, utilise a similar visual language as that of 
the environmental diagram and cfd. 

What are some limitations of these two conventions?  Environmental diagrams rely on 
static drawings to represent complex dynamic conditions; diagrams neglect to capture an 
inherent property of moving fluids, their shifting behaviour over time. Related limitations 
of ‘idealised’ drawings of fluid conditions are explored in more detail in chapter 2. Digital 
simulations such as cfd have been critiqued as being easily misappropriated by architects 
(Moe, 2010). Moreover, Addington notes that there is a lack of empirical data for verifying 
computational codes used in flow visualisation software for assessing airflow in buildings 
in particular (2007).1  One significant limitation of cfd for this research is methodological. 
Cfd is “often unable to follow the rapidity of the design changes and decision making” that 
takes place early in the architectural design process (Munitxa, 2015, p.366). Munitxa notes 
that the conventional methodology for using cfd follows a ‘model-measure-analyse’ cycle, 

1.  Addington provides a thorough account of the develop-
ment of cfd, and some of the particular challenges of using cfd 
to analyse thermal behaviours of buildings. She attributes the 
time lag between development of cfd for use as an aeronautics 
tool in the 1970s and its application to building physics twenty 
years later to the fact that “the fluid mechanics of a room are 
vastly more complex than those of an airplane, and compara-
tively speaking, much less consequential” (2007, p.165). Adding-
ton goes on to note that as a result of this complexity, there is 
a lack of empirical data for verifying computational codes used 
in flow visualisation software. Passe and Battaglia also notes 
that thermodynamic principles are notoriously complex, and 
that modeling thermal exchanges between solid materials and 
airflow is computationally intensive. Visualising the complex 
dynamic three-dimensional workings of airflow exchange 
compounds the complexity of evaluating its workings and 
effects. “The reason why natural ventilation has been so difficult 
to evaluate is its complex, dynamic, three-dimensional nature. 
Temperature and air velocity distributions within a building are 
especially dynamic when natural convection is combined with 
external factors such as changing wind patterns, which directly 
influence the flow patterns within a building” (2015, p.8). 
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“in most cases limiting the studies to the end of the design process” (ibid). In other words, 
cfd requires a certain level of design resolution before analysis of environmental interaction 
is possible, limiting its role as an early generative design tool. Finally, neither static diagrams 
nor computational simulations provide direct access to the material dimension of moving 
fluid phenomena, instead rendering the streamlines, vortices and plumes of moving fluids as 
a field of vectors or colour gradients. 

The intention of this research is not to explicitly critique these existing conventions. but 
to explore opportunities offered by another approach, using environmental models.  What 
is an environmental model? The term ‘environmental model’ is used throughout this thesis 
in absence of an existing, more established term.2 I offer a working definition here that has 
been honed as the thesis has developed. This definition is concise, but its broader contours, 
their origins, and their significance are explored throughout this thesis. Environmental models 

are instruments that create controlled environments that materialise the phenomena of airflow 

in relation to a scaled architectural model. In subsequent chapters, analysis of historic case 
study models and design of contemporary prototypes elaborate on each element of this 
definition. As a by design thesis, this project includes a written and a design component. 
The critical interplay between these two modes of research is presented in the method-
ology section. In the bluntest terms, design research opens up imaginative possibilities, and 
written research contextualises these possibilities historically, conceptually, and technically. 
Both modes of research explore how environmental models work both as technological 
artefacts as well as conceptual architectural artefacts. 

Chapter 2 explores Étienne-Jules Marey’s wind tunnel prototypes through two frames: 
first through the lens of the camera, focusing on the streamlines and swirling vortices 
captured in his photographs. The initial frame focuses on the phenomena of airflow and 
its materialisation through the addition of smoke, placing Marey’s work within a broader 
context of early developments in flow visualisation.  The second frame of reference is as a 
spectator in Marey’s physiological research station, observing the wind tunnel itself. While 
the wind tunnel does not appear particularly refined, it is presented both as a scale model 
and as a full-scale artefact, a sensitive instrument that is both an alteration to and extension 
of his graphic method. In chapter 2, I establish what is meant by the materialisation of air 
and clarify why environmental models are referred to specifically as instruments. Chapter 
3 uses Victor and Aladar Olgyay’s 1955-1963 thermoheliodon to explore the implications 
of constructing a controlled environment in an environmental model within a broader 
post-war context of building climate control. This chapter focuses less on the phenomena 
of airflow materialised and moreso on the relationship between the instrumentation of the 

2.  Wind tunnels, for example, have been referred to as ‘tools’ 
or ‘devices’ (Lee, 1998), as ‘experiments’ (Shapiro, 1964), or as 
‘scale models’ (Emori and Schuring, 1977).  
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thermoheliodon and the conceptions of architecture it suggests. Chapter 4 pairs a historic 
case study model, David Boswell Reid’s 1844 convection experiments, with a contempo-
rary modelling technique, the filling box technique, to explore two models of architecture 
that spatialise the thermal phenomena of convection. In this chapter, we return to the ma-
terialisation of air, focusing on the plumes of convection in particular ; this analysis is paired 
with a closer look at the scale architectural models that house this phenomena. 

Three types of environmental models—wind tunnels, water tables, and filling tanks—
were prototyped in parallel to written research. All three model types materialise airflow 
within the controlled environment of a testing bed or vessel. Wind tunnels and water tables 
materialise airflow as a result of pressure differentials. Filling tanks materialise airflow as a 
result of buoyancy (temperature) differentials. Prototypes were developed and evaluated 
initially in response to at least two of the three primary governing parameters defining 
environmental models: construction of a controlled, steady-state environment; legible 
materialisation of airflow; interaction between airflow and architectural model. Architectural 
insights were not honed through conventional testing of an architectural model within a 
set testing chamber, but through the iterative act of designing, fabricating, and testing the 
environmental model itself. Case study chapters are paired with prototype catalogues. 
Marey’s streamline photographs serve as an aspirational starting point for wind tunnel and 
water table prototypes. Reid’s convection models are paired with filling tank studies as both 
materialise convection and raise related questions about models of architecture that house 
this materialisation. 

While models have their own autonomy, they are also representations and thus also 
establish dialogues with those attributes of the world that they represent. Model traits 
such as size, materiality or form that are either included or excluded from a model re-
flect individual designer intent as well as larger collective values held at the time of their 
construction. As such, models are reflective, acting as cultural mirrors of both conscious 
and unconscious priorities at the time of their construction. Models are also projective, 
offering new conceptions and interpretations about the subjects of their representations. In 
Philosophy of Science, those attributes in the world that a model represents are referred 
to as a model’s target system. Historian of Science D. Graham Burnett offers a framework, 
explored further in this chapter, for describing those productive moments in which a dia-
logue emerges between a model and its target system. He suggests that it is the oscillations 
between a physical model and the target system that it represents that allow the model to 
become a ‘thinking’ tool, opening up new conceptions of the model and the world that it 
represents. 
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This research is structured as a series of exchanges between text and physical mod-
els. The interplay of text and model initiates a dialogue between the three constituent 
elements of the environmental model—the instrument creating a controlled, steady-state 
environment; the phenomena of airflow; and the architectural model. Marey’s work estab-
lishes a dialogue between the phenomena of airflow and the instrument that produces it; 
the Olgyay’s work establishes a relationship between the instrumentation of the thermo-
heliodon and two competing paradigms of environmental architecture; Reid’s convection 
experiment establishes a relationship between the phenomena of convection and con-
ceptions of architecture that contain or dissipate it. In physical prototypes, the challenge of 
constructing a steady-state condition and/or materialising flow lead to architectural insights 
that are multiplicitous and varied, reflecting the iterative nature of the prototyping process. 
These insights are in some cases tectonic, revealing ways of thinking about joints, surfaces, 
and assembly logics. They are in other cases responses to working with forces associated 
with pressure of air or weight of water.  Fundamentally, the prototyping process reveals air’s 
extreme sensitivity to both constructional anomalies and external disruption, revealing the 
complexity of creating a steady-state environment. A concise way of stating the thesis of 
this research is: it is through the process of trying to make the environmental work as a me-
chanical device that it works most effectively as a lens for revealing architectural concerns 
about environmental mediation. 

The significance of this research is threefold. First, case study analysis resituates existing 
knowledge from a wide range of disciplines such as engineering, building science, history of 
science, philosophy of science, sustainability, architectural history, and architectural theory 
to an architectural design context. Most of the re-‘searching’ of case study models entailed 
identifying latent themes embedded in case study models that have continued resonance 
and making connections between the foundations of these themes and their contempo-
rary manifestation. Case studies are contextualised to a point in the sense that they are 
contextualised enough to establish a trajectory of design thinking. Research is therefore 
episodic and is not intended to provide a comprehensive historical overview of any single 
model or moment, but to provide a vignette for understanding each model at a particu-
lar moment in a way that sheds light on relevant issues today. Second, design prototypes 
adapt and modify engineering and hobbyist fabrication guidelines to suit the materials, tools, 
and techniques available in most contemporary schools of architecture. Design research 
resituates techniques often used in lateral disciplines into a contemporary design context. 
Third, this thesis expands the role of the environmental model from verifying environ-
mental performance to acting as a ‘forensic’ device for navigating the many scales at which 
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architecture engages with and is implicated in its environments. It is through the design and 
construction of the environmental model that productive insights about architectural en-
vironmental mediation are revealed at the scale of the joint, the body, the building, and the 
world. In fabricating and operating environmental models, the designer is confronted with 
viewing the built environment through a range of lateral disciplinary lenses: the plumber, the 
mechanic, the machinist, the photographer, the climatologist, the building scientist, and the 
environmental scientist.   

While this research draws from a number of lateral disciplines, the intended audience is 
disciplinarily centered on the architectural educator, architectural scholar, and speculative 
designer interested in critically engaging with problematics associated with environmen-
tal management, control, and mitigation in the built environment. Environmental models 
traverse scales of interpretation, from the instrument to the world. This trait enables them 
to raise questions across a vast range of sizes and scales about how buildings are implicated 
in their environmental surroundings; from tiny hairline gap/leak as a result of constructional 
defect to the scale of the planet as a metaphorical tank enclosing and impacting the biomes 
of the world. Thus the environmental model acts as a disciplinary lens for the architectural 
designer and scholar, focusing attention on a broad bandwidth of environmental concerns, 
from the mechanics of building ventilation to the earth’s atmospheric augmentation. As 
such, the research contributes to existing disciplinary conversations—communicated 
through design, writing, and teaching—about the techniques we use to design in a way that 
critically engages with architecture’s constructed environments understood across many 
scales.  

This research is motivated by concerns that I have grappled with first as a student of 
architecture, then as a design practitioner, and now as a researcher and educator. First, as 
a student and later as an educator, the research is motivated by a perceived disciplinary 
disconnect between two substantial domains of architectural discourse: sustainability and 
representation. While sustainable discourse offers a rich range of matters of concern for 
architects, it lacks a similarly rich range of techniques for enabling design speculation of 
these concerns. Given the weight of both areas and their significance to the foundations 
of the discipline, lack of conversation across these domains struck me as a deep problem 
worthy of attention. As a practitioner, the research is motivated by struggles to make sense 
of a consequential and tangible condition, wind movement patterns, on the site of a com-
missioned project in rural Ontario, Canada. Wind movement through the rural site played 
a significant role both instrumentally as a possible source of energy, and experientially as an 
activating agent of the shifting landscape. Extensive attempts, described in more detail in the 
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concluding chapter, to understand wind’s tendencies synoptically failed, revealing the impov-
erishment of my own understanding of the fluid dynamic of air movement. This research 
was prompted by an acknowledged lack of self-awareness of the principles and behaviour 
of air movement that I suspected was a broader disciplinary concern. Finally, as an edu-
cator, the research is motivated by interest in honing techniques that enable students to 
think critically about environmental processes and their often incommensurate scales of 
operation. Rather than through the conventions of diagram, digital simulation, or calculation, 
I suspected there was much to be learned through making, using some of the translational 
representational techniques that I had been taught as a student. One of the prompts for 
the research was a sense that learning through material engagement would enable myself 
and students to make conceptual connections between environmental processes as techni-
cal principles and environmental processes as material systems with experiential properties. 
Fundamentally, the research is motivated by desire to productively dissolve some persisting 
distinctions between technology and design, between representation and sustainability, and 
between building performance and experience.

1.2 Environmental Models: An Overview

The use of environmental models in this thesis intersects with three broader contexts. 
First, environmental models—particularly the most common of the three, wind tunnels—
have conventionally been used as engineering tools for predicting model performance 
at full-scale. Second, environmental models played a role as an integrated design tool for 
assessing environmental performance of buildings in the post-war period before being 
eclipsed by computational techniques. Third, contemporary variants of environmental mod-
els include ‘responsive’ landscape models and full-scale installations and fieldwork devices 
that register air movement at full-scale. The use of environmental models in this thesis 
differs yet draws insight from all three domains.

The primary role of environmental models, particularly wind tunnels, is as an engineering 
experimentation tool. Their primary value in this context is numeric, establishing force-simil-
itude and reconciling scale effects between physical model and their counterparts (targets) 
at full scale. “If scaled correctly, deflections, deformation, speeds, forces, accelerations, ener-
gies, temperatures, electric currents, magnetic fields, and a host of other relevant quantities 
measure on the scale model permit prediction of the corresponding quantities of the 
prototype design” (Emori and Schuring 1977, p.7). Contemporary ventilation resources for 
architects tend to focus on computational strategies, and when they do include reference 
to physical models, the emphasis is also on reconciling scale effects. In Designing Spaces for 
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Natural Ventilation: An Architect’s Guide, Battaglia and Passe describe some advantage of using 
wind tunnels, but lament that, “The drawback is that the dynamics of the air flow within the 
building is not measured” (2015, p.281).  

While qualitative structural models such as Frei Otto’s tensile form-finding experiments, 
Antoni Gaudi’s hanging catenary studies, and Heinz Isler’s frozen cloth models are well-
known, Addis suggests that experimentation using models has received little scrutiny in en-
gineering, noting “the contribution of model testing…to progress in structural engineering 
has…. not be duly recognised and has been addressed by very few structural engineers.” 
(2013, p.12) The qualitative value of environmental models in engineering in particular is 
generally downplayed. In Scale Models in Engineering: Fundamentals and Application, Emori 
and Schuring dismiss qualitative models as being beyond the scope of the book despite 
their valuable role in “delineating the boundaries of new engineering devices rather than in 
pinpointing exact data” (ibid, 5). Similarly, Barlow, Poe and Rae’s comprehensive Low-speed 

Wind Tunnel Testing devotes only two (of 728) pages to qualitative ‘Small Wind Tunnels’ 
(1999). 

Environmental models played a limited role as architectural design tools in the post-
war period. This period is explored in more detail in chapter 3. Aronin notes that in 1949, 
the Aeronautical Engineering Department at the University of Texas “initiated a modest 
program in research on the aerodynamic characteristics of modern homes… Full-scale 
experimental rooms as well as models of them for wind-tunnel tests, were constructed” 
(1963, 201). At their zenith in the 1950s and 1960s, academics such as Victor and Aladar 
Olgyay used environmental models to make solar trajectories and wind flow patterns 
visible to hone bioclimatic design methodologies. Aronin credits earlier European advances 
in visualizing wind flow around buildings, highlighting G. Eiffel’s wind tunnel experiments in 
particular as well as government-sponsored investigations in England in the same period 
(ibid). Similarly, heliodons were being used for academic research but only erratically at 
the time. While they had been invented 1939, the Olgyays note that in 1954, there were 
only 18 in use in the US, Canada, and England (1957, p.26). In many cases, these techniques 
were subsequently eclipsed by computational techniques. Several universities such as MIT 
and Princeton have retained active environmental modelling programmes. For example, 
Munitxa has integrated robotics with wind tunnels to test how building form and materi-
ality impact airflow at Princeton University, where Victor and Aladar Olgyay developed the 
thermoheliodon (2015) (fig. 1.6). 

Some contemporary designers use physical models, often with digital components, for 
engaging with environmental processes as an integral part of the design process. Cantrell 
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Figure 1.6b (bottom) (left): MIT’s heliodon ‘solarometer’ is used 
to test principles of solar house (1950). Source: Barber, 2013. 
(middle/right): MIT’s PRex (Projects for Reclamation Excellence) 
and Nepf Environmental Fluid Mechanics Lab collaborated to 
develop a hydrological model to test PRex’s Pontine Marshes 
Revitalisation Scheme project. Source: PRex, n.d. 

Institutions such as MIT and Princeton have longstanding tradi-
tions of working with analogue environmental simulations. 
Figure 1.6a (top) (left): The Olgyays’ thermoheliodon was devel-
oped at Princeton University’s environmental laboratory. Source: 
Barber, 2014 (middle/right) At Princeton’s environmental lab, 
Munitxa integrates robotics with a wind tunnel to test how 
building texture impacted airflow. Source: Munitxa, 2015. 
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and Holzman provide a comprehensive overview of methods for designing ‘responsive 
landscapes’ that digitally mediate between environmental processes at full scale and their 
physical manifestations as design proposals, installations, or physical models (2016). Rob-
inson’s Rapid Landscape Prototyping Machine exemplifies this approach. Using a sand box 
and a 6-axis robotic arm with sand-forming tools, re-grading strategies for Owens Lake, 
California are tested and then digitally analysed with an aim of designing low maintenance, 
low water-intensive landscapes (ibid) (fig. 1.7). Rico and Llabres Valls (2016) have devel-
oped similar analog/digital working methods, testing, among other processes, how physical 
obstructions placed within a delta impacts sedimentation patterns. In visual artist Garth 
William Emergence exhibition for the San Francisco Exploratorium, a scale model of the 
Exploratorium was submerged within a four-foot water tank, similar to a filling tank (also 
referred to as a ‘cloud tank’). Ink was injected into the model and recorded; flow pat-
terns were then mirrored and projected on the building facade at full scale (Cantrell and 
Holzman, 2016) (fig. 1.8).  Future Cities Lab’s Aurora project, referred to as a ‘live model,’ 
translates weather data into a physical model with dynamic componentry that responds to 
this data. This analogue/digital hybrid approach to modelling environments methodologically 
establishes a dialogue between ‘data’ being sensed, the instrument processing this data, and 
a resultant design proposal that emerges through this dialogue. They establish a ‘process of 
feedback, sensing the environment, processing the sensed data, and visualizing the response’ 
(ibid, p.7). The capacity for responsive models to operate both analytically and generatively 
is of central concern to this research. “These models can be used as analytical engines to 
understand the patterns around us and, in some cases, as conceptual frameworks for architec-

ture.” (Gattegno and Kelly Johnson, 2012, p.141).
While this research is concerned with scale physical models, there are relevant architec-

tural projects that register air movement at full-scale within the contingent environment of 
the ‘real’ world. For example, Höwler and Yoon’s Wind Screen makes local airflow patterns 
visible through the movement of individual ‘turbines’ installed within a cable matrix (fig. 
1.9). Similarly, Smout Allen’s Envirographic Instruments are designed to register contingent 
environmental conditions such as air and water flow at full-scale on site (Smout Allen, n.d.) 
(fig. 1.10). The key link between these projects that register air movement and environmen-
tal models in this thesis lies in the design and crafting of componentry which sensitively 
registers and responds to the force of air movement.  As prototype catalogs illustrate, 
many of the design insights honed through environmental model prototypes arose through 
the crafting of the instrumentation of the components that register and manipulate air or 
water movement. 
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Figure 1.7: Robinson’s Rapid Landscape Prototyping Machine. 
Source: Cantrell and Holzman, 2016.

Figure 1.8: Garth William’s Emergence Installation at the San 
Francisco Exploratorium,  Source: Cantrell and Holzman, 2016. 
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Figure 1.10: Smout Allen’s Air (below) and Water (below right)
Envirographic Instruments aid field investigations. Source: Smout 
Allen, n.d.

Figure 1.9: Höwler and Yoon’s Wind Screen registers air move-
ment full-scale. Source: Cantrell and Holzman, 2016.
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This research combines attributes of different approaches. It takes guidance from 
engineering literature about componentry, configuration, assembly, and flow visualisation 
techniques. Engineering literature sheds light on the mechanics of how to create controlled 
environments or how to visualise airflow within the environmental models. Research draws 
methodological insights from ‘responsive’ landscape design projects, which rely on iterative 
working methods to establish dialogues between an environmental phenomena, its regis-
tration, and a resultant design proposal. Finally, research draws insights from architectural 
installations and instruments that register airflow by focusing on designing the instrumenta-
tion of the environmental model itself, understanding it as a crafted object of architectural 
speculation with componentry designed to respond to the material properties and forces 
of air movement. 

1.3 Miniaturising the Gigantic

As scale artefacts, architectural models can be understood as miniatures in cultural the-
ory. However, because of the inclusion of an environmental phenomena, the architectural 
models in environmental models raise additional questions about miniaturisation in relation 
to their opposite, the gigantic forces of nature. In The Savage Mind, Claude Lévi-Strauss 
notes particular traits of miniaturization in the context of crafted artefacts such as carvings 
and miniature paintings; his theories have subsequently been applied to architectural mod-
els. He suggests that while full-scale objects are generally understood as being composed 
of many parts, miniatures are understood as a totality—they are “apprehended at a glance” 
(1962, p.16). This totality is a function of both a reduction in scale and in number physical 
properties, making miniatures accessible in relation to their more complex conditions at 
full-scale. Lévi-Strauss suggests that while miniatures are representations, they also operate 
with a particular autonomy that extends beyond simply being a representation. “They are 
not just projections or passive homologues of the object: they constitute a real experiment 
with it” (ibid).  As Moon notes when discussing architectural models, “it may be indeed, as 
Lévi-Strauss once remarked, that the power of the small model lies in the way it makes 
up for a lack of sensual dimensions by an increase in intellectual dimensions” (2003, p.53). 
Levi-Strauss does not explicitly address miniaturization in relation to particularly gigantic 
phenomena, but his theories underpin those that do.3 

Gaston Bachelard devotes a chapter of The Poetics of Space to the miniature, focusing 
particularly on literary miniatures and on the imaginings they evoke (1994). He notes that 
literary images that exaggerate diminution allow for viewing these miniaturized conditions 
with fresh eyes. Most of the literary case studies Bachelard presents for consideration 

3.  Cultural theories about miniaturisation been applied spe-
cifically to architectural models. See Morris (2006) and Moon 
(2003).
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involve miniaturizing vast expanses of the natural world.4 Bachelard’s “Lilliputian imagina-
tions” do not, however, scale in reverse (ibid, p.161).  “Of course, we should lose all sense 
of real values if we interpreted miniatures from the standpoint of the simple relativism of 
large and small. A bit of moss may well be a pine, but pine will never be a bit of moss. The 
imagination does not function with the same conviction in both directions” (ibid, p.163). 

Stewart’s On Longing, Narratives of the Miniature, the Gigantic, the Souvenir, the Collection 
(1992) explicitly explores the significance of scale and the exaggerative effects of the minia-
ture and the gigantic on narration. She suggests that miniatures had particular value during 
the Victorian era, when they were used as devices for explaining the world. Like Levi-
Strauss, she argues that miniatures, through distillation, offer a heightened didactic focus; 
they have the capacity, through exaggeration, to make the mundane fantastic or strange. 
The miniature offers an image of an intricate orderly world. Nowhere is this more height-
ened that in the Victorian dollhouse. Stewart notes that the fact that most dollhouses are 
Victorian is not coincidental. “Contemporary dollhouses are distinctly not contemporary; 
it is probably not accidental that it is the Victorian period which is presently so popular for 
reproduction in miniature, not only because that period’s obsession with detail and materi-
ality is so analogous to the miniature’s general functions, but also because Victorian modes 
of production presented the height of a transformation of nature into culture” (ibid, p.68).

While Stewart’s references include miniature books, flea circuses, Victorian dollhouses, 
and toy train sets, among other things, her observations about the distilling effects of minia-
turization resonate with Levi-Strauss and Bachelard’s similar observations that “a reduction 
in dimensions does not produce a corresponding reduction in significance… these (min-
iature) forms (are) especially suitable “containers” of aphoristic and didactic thought” (ibid, 
p.43).  Stewart points out that miniaturization is a distinctively cultural act and one that is 
measured in relation to the scale of the human body, the workings of the hand, and optical 
limits: “There are no miniatures in nature; the miniature is a cultural product, the product 
of an eye performing certain operations, manipulating, and attending in certain ways to the 
physical world… the miniature assumes an anthropocentric universe for its absolute sense 
of scale” (ibid, p.55). Rather than simplify, the miniature concentrates and amplifies thought 
and focus. It has its own attendant temporal logics that are not bound to the logics of the 
scientific investigation. Stewart and Bachelard both note that miniatures have the capacity 
to induce reverie, perceptually slowing down time.5  

Within the context of miniaturization, what is remarkable about environmental models 
is what they miniaturize; they effectively miniaturize their opposite, the gigantic. Bachelard 
notes that many of the literary references to miniaturization focus on vast extents of the 

4.  Regarding architectural models, Morris similarly notes, “only 
through the small can we really think about the truly large.” 
(2006, p.11)
5.  Stewart describes that a toy train has its own temporal 
logic, a time that is “particular to its own boundaries” (1992, 
p.66). “The miniature… skews the time and space relations of 
the everyday life world, and as an object consumed, the min-
iature finds its “use value” transformed into the infinite time of 
revery…. the miniature (has the capacity) to create an “other” 
time, a type of transcendent time which negates change and 
the flux of lived reality. (ibid). Here, the logics of material and 
temporal scaling are suspended. Bachelard too focuses on the 
capacity for the miniature to induce daydreaming or a perceptu-
al slowing down of time (1994). 
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natural world. He implies that the imaginative effects of miniaturization are amplified as 
the distance between the miniature and the full-scale subject of miniaturization grows 
greater. Stewart describes the gigantic as being distinctively exterior, unwieldy, difficult to 
contain, and disorderly. It is beyond the scale of the body, subsuming it. The natural world 
provides the most fundamental lived example of the gigantic. Whereas Levi-Strauss notes 
that miniatures subvert part-whole relations by distilling complex full-scale conditions into 
a comprehensible ‘whole’, the gigantic is understood not as a temporal or spatial whole, 
but as something that can only be partially understood and understood in moments. If the 
miniature is marked by containment, the gigantic is marked by the lack thereof, the infinite.

It is in the comparisons between the miniature and the gigantic where application to 
environmental model is most profound: “While the miniature represents a mental world 
of proportion, control, and balance, the gigantic presents a physical world of disorder and 
disproportion. It is significant that the most typical miniature world is the domestic model 
of the dollhouse, while the most typical gigantic world is the sky—a vast, undifferentiated 
space marked only by the constant movement of clouds with their amorphous forms” (ibid, 
p.74). The contemporary era marked by climate change and awareness that humans are 
agents of large-scale environmental destruction disrupts Victorian-era understandings of 
humans as being diminished recipients of the incomprehensible forces of nature. Theorising 
the relationship between the miniature and the gigantic today is particularly fraught. In an 
era of climate change, climate mitigation, climate adaptation, and, most recently, climate 
breakdown, it is increasingly urgent that architectural designers and scholars grapple with 
how to best problematise the relationship between gigantic ‘natural’ processes and design 
of the built environment. Making comparisons between the ‘miniature’ and the ‘gigantic’ 
today, though, is complicated on a number of fronts. One the one hand, the distance 
between humans and their environments has collapsed as we come to understand that 
the natural world is increasingly a human construct, dampening the hyperbolic comparisons 
of the miniature and the gigantic. On the other hand, the distance between humans (and 
their representations) and environments seem even greater and more difficult to reconcile 
given the seeming expansiveness of contemporary environmental destruction in relation 
to any single person or technological system. Nevertheless, there is an acknowledged need 
for techniques and ways of working that critically engage with the seemingly incommensu-
rate spatial and temporal distances between global and territorial scale natural processes, 
building-scale interventions, and their body-scale representations.

Several contemporary architectural scholars engage meaningfully with this issue, raising 
fundamental questions about how architecture as a discipline might engage with the natural 
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world as a ‘critical aesthetic project,’ effectively subsuming the gigantic into the miniature 
domain of architectural representation (Lally, 2017). Architectural theorist Diana Agrest’s 
Architecture of Nature (2018) features over a decade of work in which the natural world is 
the subject of architectural representational scrutiny (fig. 1.11). The book features student 
work representing natural phenomena operating at extreme temporal and spatial scales, 
ranging from tectonic shifts to sinkhole formations to delta erosion to dune formation 
to glacial runoff. The work deploys architectural representational techniques—by using 
sectional, planometric and perspectival drawing conventions, by making natural processes 
topological, and by working generatively between drawing and model—to render legible 
natural processes not evident otherwise. Agrest argues that “architectural modes of seeing 
reveal nature’s (Earth’s) sectional organization and articulates its diverse systems and trans-
formative processes” in ways distinct to that of the environmental sciences (ibid, p.13). 

Architectural historian David Gissen theorises about the relationship between archi-
tecture and its often-overlooked immense atmospheric surroundings. Dust, smoke, and 
pollution, among other ‘sub-natures,’ or undesirable aspects of the natural world, are often 
subjects of Gissen’s scrutiny (2009). Gissen’s work places representational paradigms for 
describing these sub-natures within a broader historic framework, but also challenges these 
historic conventions, calling for contemporary disciplinary invention (2012a). For example, 
he encourages consideration of how “architecture, as a monumental form, can visualise pol-
lution in a fundamentally different manner than science,” as something other than a cloud 
of molecules or a field of vectors, to “another architecturally intelligible form” (ibid, p.122). 
He proposes reconstructions of atmospheric conditions to aesthecise and to give legible 
form to environmental flows generally presented using scientific paradigms. For example, 
his Pittsburgh Reconstruction Project is a visualisation of the historic smoke of industrialisation 
reconstructed as a floating cube over present Pittsburgh (fig. 1.12). The image proposes a 
kind of containment of the gigantic, diffuse processes that are by their nature uncontain-
able. It turns the gigantic into something manageble and legible, inviting imaginings both of 
an industrial past while acting as a lens to “enable use to understand our own carbon-satu-
rated environment as something that may, one day, pass into history as well” (2012b, p.52).   

Architectural scholars Rania Ghosn and El hadi Jazairy’s practice Design Earth use a 
range of architectural ‘media devices’ such as drawings and physical models to miniatur-
ise global scale environmental issues, making them relatable at human scale. Their ‘Pacific 
Aquarium’ project, featured in the 2016 Oslo Architecture Triennial, is particularly apt to 
this research (fig. 1.13). The project features nine aquariums, understood as miniatures of 
the ocean, that incorporate design interventions corresponding with various ocean-scale 
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Figure 1.11:  Agrest’s research explores how architectural 
representational techniques might describe the material and 
temporal qualities of the gigantic natural world. (above) Cao’s 
point cloud model of water of Lituya Bay 84 seconds after a 
tsunami (right-top) Model of water volume at same moment. 
(bottom) Model of water volume 126 seconds after tsunami. 
Source: Cao in Agrest, 2018.
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Figure 1.12: Gissen’s Pittsburgh Reconstruction Project reconfig-
ures the smoke once shrouding the industrial city as a singular 
monumental visible object. Source: Gissen, 2012b.

Figure 1.13 (below and below left): In Ghosn and Jazairy’s Pa-
cific Aquarium Project, the aquarium is undersood as a miniature 
of the ocean which reconciles the ‘scalar dissonance’ between 
humans and global scales of environmental degradation. Source: 
Ghosn and Jazairy, 2017.
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anthropogenic uncertainties such as those related to deep sea mining, floating landfills and 
plastic islands, and coral reef destruction. Ghosn and Jazairy align Bachelard and Stewart’s 
theories on the miniature with those of theorists such as Bruno Latour and science fiction 
author Ursula Le Guin, describing the act of working in the aquarium as miniature ocean 
‘worlding’. They note: 

In general, complex systems are difficult to fathom, and the issue of climate change is 
particularly challenging because its effects involve vast scales of both time and space. 
Furthermore, an ocean is large, difficult to see all at once in its depths and extents, and it 
requires a vast representational machine to comprehend. Its sheer size is overwhelming. 
What is the affective agency of a cabinet of natural history in a postnatural world and 
within this ocean of uncertainties? If environmental issues are unrepresentable in their 
scale, their ubiquity, and their duration, then perhaps miniatures of the Earth can present 
such scientific concerns to the senses. (2017, p.273) 

In light of Torricelli’s observation that ‘we live submerged at the bottom of the ocean of 
the element air,’ it is not difficult to transfer the logics underpinning the Pacific Aquarium 
project to that of the environmental model, understood as atmospheric miniature. Agrest, 
Gissen, and Ghosn and Jazairy’s work collectively suggest that designing in a contemporary 
post-natural context demands disciplinary techniques that miniaturise the gigantic; doing 
so starts to reconcile the vast scales between the two and enables contemplation of their 
causal connections in ways that engage the imagination. 

1.4 Model/Target Shifts

Good environmental models operate as productive tools for design speculation. They 
reveal insights in this case about the relationship between architecture and its environmen-
tal surroundings. As representations, they miniaturise the gigantic. This section explores how 
environmental models operate as design and thinking tools by introducing a theoretical 
framework that builds on Historian of Science D. Graham Burnett’s distinction between 
‘analogical’ and ‘ontological’ models.6 Burnett’s argument is situated within a broader archi-
tectural theoretical context of correspondence between representation and represented, 
or between miniature model and gigantic target. Fundamentally, models are both objects 
and ideals and Burnett’s framework allows us to think about the relationship between the 
object and the ideal in a way that also gives agency to the materials and forces of both. 

A 2008 interview published in Models: 306090 between historian of science D. Graham 
Burnett and architect Daniel Solomon provides a useful theoretical framework for describ-
ing some ways in which environmental models operate as design tools that build up from 

6.  Much of the writing from section 1.4 was initially published 
in Fill, Flow, Track: Modeling Environmental Exchange by the author 
(2012). 
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the disciplinary foundations on which they rest. In the interview, Burnett reflects on the 
historical use of physical scientific models within the context of contemporary architectural 
design, making a distinction between analogical models and ontological models. Analogical 
models, he suggests, are models whose central attributes apply by analogy to the physical 
traits or attributes of the scaled thing that is being modeled. In other words, the model is 
understood as distinct from but analogous to aspects of the world, or the target system, 
it represents. The connection between the model and its target system(s) are based on 
the juxtaposition of similarities in appearance of behaviour, and these similarities make the 
model analogous to the conditions in the world that the model represents. Ontological 
models cause the physical traits of the world being modeled “to be made manifest -- and 
hence allow[s] for the revealing, touching, tweaking, or accessing of... the actual forces and 
stuff at issue” (ibid, p.44). Burnett goes further to suggest that it is not so much the distinc-
tions between the two as the indeterminacy or the flipping between the “as” and the “is”, 
between analogical models and ontological models, where models are most potent. He 
suggests that often a productive shift occurs when models yield insights to the workings of 
the world that one wouldn’t have access to otherwise.7  

To illustrate this distinction, Burnett uses the roughly four-hundred-year development 
of clock-making that eventually lead to a conception of a clockwork-universe as a prime 
example of the slippage between analogical and ontological modeling. Initially understood 
as a timekeeping device that modeled by analogy the orbiting of the earth around the sun, 
the clock eventually became a conception of how the world literally works: “Somewhere in 
there a mess of thinking folks go from having built a clockwork model of the visible features 
of celestial dynamics to reasoning that the celestial dynamics themselves may well be a big 
clockwork” (ibid, p.45). The model, in this case a clock, which replicates the cosmic workings 
of the world in miniature, shifts from being a representation of the cosmic world to being 
understood as that world. This shift in understanding facilitated by the model instigated a 
paradigm shift in thinking about the actual workings of the world from one governed by 
the will of God to one governed by the mechanistic laws of science.

Burnett’s analogical/ontological model distinction provides a useful lens for understanding 
exchanges between environmental models and their target systems. Burnett claims the 
relationship between a model and its target system is based on analogical or ontological 
continuity. Burnett suggests that “analogical devices facilitated thinking by providing the 
user with an assemblage of elements and relations that were intended to be juxtaposed 
with some other assemblage of elements and relations” (2008, p.44). In other words, the 
analogical model is distinct from its target system and establishes links between the two 

7.   Starkey elaborates on a similar distinction between 
descriptive models and projective models in architecture, stating 
that “while the former type is limited to the representation of 
reality, the second type has the potential to generate reality” 
(2005, p.266).  
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based on juxtaposing their similar attributes through analogy. These similar attributes might 
be based, among other things, on form (how it is configured or what it looks like), material 
(how it is constructed or what it’s made of) or behavior (what it does, how it performs, or 
what physical processes it reveals).8

Analogical / Ontological Models 

As a broad simplification, architectural models generally share visible formal traits to the 
full-scale buildings that they represent, and they are understood as separate and distinct 
from their target systems. Moon notes “while a model is one element in the process of 
architecture, it also has an independent existence as an object, quite apart from the project 
with which it is associated… a model is not a miniature building, because the miniaturiza-
tion makes it something else” (2003, p.16).9 Here the architectural model is understood 
as an independent representation, albeit an imaginative one, of its target, the future built 
project it represents. 

While he refers to drawing, Hill presents a similar view of the distinction between 
representation and represented.10 He suggests, however, that some analogies—particularly 
those establishing material similitude—are more productive than others, suggesting that 
“a dialogue can exist between what is designed and how it is designed, between design 
intention and working medium, between thought, action and object—building the drawing 
rather than drawing the building… as an analogue to building, a drawing can be cut, built, 
erased and demolished” (ibid, p.17). Creating closer analogous links involves expanding the 
architects’ toolkit to include unconventional, often more materially rich, media. For example, 
“if a building is to be made of artificial light, it can first be modeled in artificial light and 
drawn in photograms so that the techniques and materials of drawing are also those of 
building” (ibid). 

Burnett suggests, however, that in some models “the language of analogy is no longer 
going to suffice” (2008, p.44). He notes that sometimes models can cause physical traits “to 
be made manifest—and hence allow[s] for the revealing, touching, tweaking, or accessing 
of... the actual forces and stuff at issue” (ibid). In these cases, the model and its target align. 
Elizabeth Diller describes this inseparability between representation and target system. She 
notes that as a student at Cooper Union “the distinction between the representation and 
the represented collapsed entirely” (2001, p.131). Antoine Predock claims, “Compared to 
a drawing on paper, the models are very real; they are the building” (cited in Moon, 2003, 
p.16). Hani Rashid, a student of Daniel Libeskind’s suggests, “What was really interesting 
about [Libeskind’s] approach, was that the model for us became a piece of architecture. 

8.  Frigg and Hartman (2006) distinguish between four 
different model types—iconic, idealized, analogical, and phe-
nomenological—and each of the which is defined in relation 
to the analogous relationships they establish between models 
to their target systems. Iconic models are “naturalistic replicas” 
or “mirror images” of their targets. They are formally similar to 
their targets. The iconic model looks like its target system. Some 
architectural presentation models would fall in this category. 
Idealized models simplify complex systems to make the isolated 
traits of the target system more legible. A wind tunnel might be 
understood as an idealized model because it isolates a single 
environmental variable, wind, and replicates its forces at scale. 
Idealised models is are behaviourally analogous to their target 
systems. Analogical models (not to be confused with Burnett’s 
use of the term) also focus on replicating behavior, but often 
this involves alterations or substitutions to model materiality or 
configuration in order to clarify some condition at full scale. For 
example, moving water represents moving air in water tables. 
Analogical models exhibit behavioural similarity but this similarity 
relies on a substitution-of material, form, scale attributes, etc.—
for clarity. Idealized and analogical models reveal the “hidden” 
mechanisms of their target systems. Phenomenological models 
focus solely on representing observable properties without 
theorizing their origins (ibid). The phenomenological model, like 
the iconic model, then establishes congruencies between model 
and target based on visual similarity. Broadly speaking, then, Frigg 
and Hartmann’s distinctions suggest that there are two key 
analogous dimensions between models and their target systems 
in the sciences: formal and bahavioral similitude, and that 
establishing this analogical continuity entail reducing or isolating 
variables and making material and/or formal substitutions.  

9.  As Echenique notes, “if (the model) were not unfaithful, 
that would be the reality itself and not a representation” (1970, 
p.25).
10.  Hill suggests that it would be naïve to assume that there 
are no differences between buildings and their representations. 
He notes, “All representations omit as much as they include. 
The drawing, model, photograph and text provide ambiguous 
and elusive information—an uncomfortable thought for any 
architect. Rarely do marks on paper equate to marks on site. 
To transform the drawing into the building requires an act of 
translation and an intimate knowledge of the techniques and 
materials of drawing and building“ (2005, p.16).  
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There was no separation, really, in our minds at that time between making a model of a 
building and it being the building… and that’s really the kind of exuberance and attitude we 
had to modelmaking” (ibid, p.16).

Eisenman’s 1976 Idea as Model exhibition established a key moment of liberation for the 
architectural model from its conventional role as a presentation tool to that as the kind of 
thinking tool suggested by Burnett. The exhibition, held at the Institute for Architecture and 
Urban Studies, revealed the potential of the model to act as a generative tool in a way that 
had previously been afforded primarily to drawing. In curating the exhibition, Eisenman was 
guided by “a long-standing intuition… that a model of a building could be something other 
than a narrative record of a project or building. It seemed the models, like architectural 
drawings, could well have an artistic or conceptual existence of their own, one which was 
relatively independent of the project that they represented” (Pommer cited in Frampton 
and Kolbowski, 1981). The Idea as Model exhibition liberated the architectural model from 
acting as a scale replica of a final building, giving it autonomy to play a more active role as a 
generative design tool. 

One of the key attributes of environmental models is that they materialise airflow, re-
vealing its behaviours and force-potentials. This attribute touches on a related observation 
about ontological models; they “allow for the revealing, touching, tweaking, or accessing of... 
the actual forces and stuff at issue” (Burnett, 2009, italics mine). Often the materials used 
to replicate environmental phenomena in models are identical to those found in nature- 
air pressure induced in wind tunnels replicate air pressure found at 1:1 in the world, for 
example. These force-exchanges transcend being simply stand-ins for the actual forces they 
represent- they are the same forces. 

Unlike the conventions of static drawing of computational simulation, environmental 
models facilitate the “revealing, touching, and tweaking” of fluid phenomena as material 
systems. Fundamentally, prototyping environmental models builds on the tradition in archi-
tectural education of learning through making. Evans (1996) notes that some architectural 
conditions simply resist being drawn. He uses the palpable luminosities of James Turrell’s 
light rooms as an example of one such condition. He notes that ‘not all things architectural 
(and Turrell’s rooms are surely architectural) can be arrived at through drawing... if judge-
ment is that these qualities in and around the shadow line are more interesting than those 
laid forth clearly in drawing, then such drawing should be abandoned, and another way of 
working instituted’ (ibid, p.159).  This research suggests that atmospheric phenomena and 
air movement is one such architectural quality that demands another way of working and 
that this way of working involves working with the ‘actual’ material of airflow itself. 
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This other way of working, however, disrupts conventional ways of considering the 
relationship between models and materiality. Historically models were valued for their ma-
terial muteness. On the Art of Building in Ten Books, Alberti warns against using unnecessary 
decoration in architectural models, suggesting that the materiality of the model itself and its 
means of construction should be subdued: “Better than that the models are not accurately 
finished, refined, and highly decorated, but plain and simple, so that they demonstrate the 
ingenuity of him who conceived the idea, and not the skill of the one who fabricated the 
model” (Alberti, 1452 cited in Smith, 2004, p.28). During the Renaissance, emphasis was on 
form, rather than materiality (Morris, 2006).11 Sarkey notes that architectural models have 
historically held inferior intellectual status as representational tools, leading to their under-
theorised status in relation to drawing (2005). He traces the source of this status to the 
Renaissance, when a dissociation occurred between the act of design, which took place us-
ing the clean, refined and ‘gentlemanly’ act of drawing in the studio, and the act of building, 
which took place within the grubby, material world of construction. One consequence of 
this division of labour was that drawing gaining a higher intellectual status than the model, 
which was relegated to the messy, material domain of the workshop (ibid). In this research, 
the material nature of the physical model is one of its key strengths, rather than liabilities. 

Whether a purely ‘ontological’ model/target system exists or not is not what is at stake. 
What is at stake is not so much the distinction between the analogical and ontological 
dimensions of models as the productive conversations between them. Models have an 
imaginative capacity to open new ways of thinking. In the case of environmental models, 
this projective dimension applies both to reconceptualisations of environmental systems as 
well as the architectural models they collude with. Models play subtle yet decisive roles in 
contributing to these shifts in thinking. It is not so much the distinction between the analog-
ical and ontological dimensions of models as the productive conversations between them, 
which turn the model into a thinking tool. 

Burnett and Solomon suggest that the relationship between good models and targets 
is dialogic, the relationship is one that shifts. The model informs conceptions of the world 
as much as the world informs conceptions of the model. In Models are Real, visual artist 
Olafur Eliasson, whose work engages directly with both environmental effects and physical 
models, also elaborates on these as/is oscillations, stating that: 

Previously models were conceived as rationalized stations on the way to a perfect object. A 
model of a house, for instance, would be part of a temporal sequence, as the refinement 
of the image of the house, but the actual and real house was considered a static, final 
consequence of the model. Thus the model was merely an image, a representation of real-

11.  The etymology of model and a shift in the term from 
modulus to modellus reinforces this focus of on form. Whereas 
“the original form of the word is Latin as modulus, which the 
primary meaning of small-scale....The rediscovery of the text 
of Vitruvius gave obvious impetus to the usage of the term in 
the early Renaissance, and the word shifts from modulus to 
modellus, and a further connotation of ‘form’ was also implied” 
(Healy, 2008, p.19).The denigrated status of the architectural 
model was reinforced by the Beaux Arts traditions of priori-
tising elaborate drawing at the expense of three-dimensional 
explorations (Moon, 2003). Moon provides a good account of 
the shifting status of the architectural model from the Beaux 
Arts to today (ibid). 
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ity without being real itself. What we are witnessing is a shift in the traditional relationship 
between reality and representation. We no longer progress from model to reality, but from 
model to model while acknowledging that both models are, in fact, real…. Rather than 
seeing model and reality as polarized modes, they not function on the same level. Models 
have become co-producers of reality (2008, p.19).

Eliasson is describing a historic shift in the epistemological status of models. He suggests 
that models have moved from being conceived of as static representations of the world 
to being active agents in constructing understandings of it. Thus the ‘oscillations’ described 
by Burnett apply explicitly to design practice, to the moments in the design process in 
which a new insight (about a model) emerges that prompts a reconceptualization of its 
target system and vice versa. In this thesis, these insights are often most heightened through 
deliberate or accidental substitutions, misreadings, or inversions between model and target 
or, in the case of the environmental model, between instrument, phenomena, and archi-
tecture. The idea that distorted readings between models and targets are often the most 
productive crosses disciplines. Barlow, Pope and Rae note that “some of the most import-
ant results are those associated with “distorted” models, that is, models in which complete 
similarity cannot be achieved but that nevertheless are very useful. Such models are the 
norm rather than the exception, as becomes apparent when almost any specific wind 
tunnel program is being planned” (1999, p.2). 

Burnett’s analogical/ontological model distinction provides a way of discussing environ-
mental models in three ways.  First, the distinction provides a dialogic framework for dis-
cussing how models converse with their targets, situating models within a broader context 
beyond the internal workings of the model itself. Second, the distinction highlights how the 
materiality of environmental models, allows for the ‘seeing, touching, and tweaking’ of the 
‘actual stuff ’ at work in the model, providing a particular kind of intellectual access to the 
workings of the world. Third, the distinction provides a way of describing those moments 
in both the design process and the process of researching case study models in which a 
reading or misreading of a model and its environment enables productive reconceptualiza-
tion of and new insights about that model and its target system. 

Research builds on Burnett’s argument by suggesting that the productive dialogue/oscil-
lations that can occur between models and their target systems also occur internally. In the 
case of environmental models, the three main components that establish this dialogue are 
the instrument that generates a controlled environment within which architectural models 
are tested, the materialisation of air as a moving phenomena, and the physical obstructions, 
often architectural models, that alter these flow patterns. The remaining chapters illustrate 
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this point by developing conceptual dialogues between these three components (instru-
ment, phenomena, architecture) and between these components and their target systems. 

1.5 Thesis Overview

Research Aims and Objectives 

This thesis explores the design potential of using physical environmental models such as 
wind tunnels and water tables to ‘make knowable...(the) nonvisual phenomena object’ of 
airflow (Hight, 2009, p.26). The key objective of this research is to establish a framework 
for discussing architecture’s exchanges with its atmospheric surroundings using environ-
mental models through both close reading of existing environmental models in context 
and through prototyping them using architectural tools and techniques. The argumentation 
of this thesis pivots around establishing the foundational principles for understanding what 
make an environmental model an environmental model. These foundational principles are 
established through the work of others, using case study model analysis to place them in 
context. and tested as conceptual design tools through the physical prototyping process. 
The main research question in this thesis is: How do physical environmental models “make 

knowable” the nonvisual environmental “phenomena objects” of airflow? as well as the sup-
porting question: What properties of airflow do environmental models make knowable?  Each 
chapter includes a constellation of questions that support reflection of these two related 
questions. These supporting questions open related insights about the science of airflow, 
about historic techniques and methodologies used to make it legible, as well as about how 
working materially yields material and conceptual insights about architectural environmen-
tal mediation. Each chapter addresses a series of related questions that support additional 
reflection. These supporting questions open related insights about the science of airflow, 
about historic techniques and methods used to make airflow legible, as well as about how 
working materially with air and water yields insights about architectural environmental 
mediation. 

Ch 2 Étienne Jules Marey’s Wind Tunnel: Lines over Time

How does Marey’s wind tunnel build on insights using the graphic method? What was the 
significance of Marey’s flow visualisation technique in relation to his contemporaries?  What 
do Marey’s photographs reveal about flow behaviour? How is the wind tunnel understood 
as a physical instrument? 
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Ch 2A. Wind Tunnel Catalogue 

How might engineering and hobbyist guidance be adapted to create wind tunnels using 
contemporary architectural tools and techniques? What design insights about airflow are 
yielded through designing, fabricating, and operating wind tunnels? In light of challenges in 
replicating Marey’s smokestream technique, how do other flow visualisation techniques 
register air’s material sensitivity? 

Ch2B Water Table Catalogues

How might engineering and hobbyist guidance be adapted to create water tables using 
contemporary architectural tools and techniques? What are the design implications of sub-
stituting air for water in water tables? What are the key obstacles to creating a steady-state 
condition (a ‘controlled environment’) in water tables? 

Ch3 The Olgyay’s Thermoheliodon: Controlling Climate to Reduce Climate Control

How does Olgyay’s thermoheliodon reflect his bioclimatic design methodology? What con-
stitute the ‘models’ and ‘targets’ in Olgyays’ thermoheliodon? What models of environmental 
architecture do the controlled environments in the Olgyay’s thermoheliodon suggest? 

Ch4 Reid’s Convection Experiments: Thermal Differentials and Fluid Scaling / 4A Filling Tank 
Catalogue

How might Reid’s convection test tube experiments be read as architectural models? How 
does the filling tank technique inform contemporary theories about ‘thermal asymmetry’ in 
architecture? What other models of architecture are suggested by the filling tank technique? 

Methodology

Environmental models are dialogic, operating as reflective, technical and projective arte-
facts. In the broadest sense, this thesis methodologically explores these dialogues through 
two related strands of research: research into design and research through design (Frayling, 
1993/4). Research into design adopts the conventions of the humanities model of research-
ing historical or theoretical concerns about designed artefacts; case study analysis follows 
this model of research. Research through design includes ‘materials research’, ‘development 
work’, and ‘action research’; design prototypes follow this model of research (ibid, p.5). This 
section elaborates on specific research strategies underpinning each mode of inquiry and 
establishes methodological links between the two. 
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Environmental models are reflective artefacts. Case study chapters 2, 3, and 4 rely 
primarily on historical research methods to illustrate how environmental models operate 
in context. Analysis of primary and secondary sources contextualise environmental models 
in two ways. First, case study models are used to place certain topics of contemporary rel-
evance within a broader historic context.  Etienne-Jules Marey’s wind tunnel photographs 
operate as a focal point for analysing flow visualisation in relation to his contemporaries. 
Victory and Aladar Olgyay’s thermoheliodon is used as a focal point for understanding 
competing demands associated with climate control in a post-war American suburban con-
text. David Boswell Reid’s convection models are used to illustrate early analytic practices 
of building ventilation. Second, analysis of key primary sources situate environmental mod-
els in relation to the particular methodological practices of their makers. Closer reading of 
Movement (1895) and Animal Mechanisms (1879) places Etienne-Jules Marey’s wind tunnels 
as both extensions of and aberrations from his graphic method and chronophotographic 
techniques. Close reading of Victor Olgyays’ Design with Climate: Bioclimatic Approach to 

Architecture (1963) places the Olgyays’ thermoheliodon as an extension of his bioclimatic 
design methodology. Close reading of Reid’s Theories and Practices of Building Ventilation 

(1844) place his convection experiments within a broader context of the nascent field of 
building technology.  

Environmental models are technical artefacts designed to create a controlled environ-
ment of steady, legible airflow. In this light, prototypes documented in catalogues 2a, 2b, and 
4 are modes of experimental research.12 Often used to test principles of environmental 
building performance, experimental research is marked by three characteristics: use of a 
treatment, measure of variables read in relation to the treatment, a control in which no 
treatments are applied, and an emphasis on causality as explanatory tool (Groat and Wang, 
2013). Conventional environmental model experiments fit neatly within this tradition. A 
series of design proposals (variables) for a given site (control) are tested in order to un-
derstand airflow patterns in relation to those buildings (treatment). The experiment is sup-
ported by the understanding that there is a distinct causal relationship between the form 
of a building and the behaviour of air, a moving material with particular flow characteristics. 
Experimental research is often quantitative, relying on numeric data for comparative analy-
sis. The model prototypes in this research differ in that the ‘treatment’ is the environmental 
instrument itself rather than building model. The variables under consideration are the 
componentry and flow visualisation techniques used to construct and test the model. Pro-
totypes are evaluated based on the causal relationships established between these physical 
components and air movement made visible. The experiments are measured in relation to 

12.  Burry and Burry describe prototyping for architects as “the 
revelatory process through which a designer gains insight into 
how well their experiment is proceeding” (2016, p.12). In this 
thesis, prototyping refers to the process of experimentation of 
designing and constructing individual environmental models as 
part of a larger trajectory of iterative working. 
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an ideal demonstrated by case studies, in particular Marey’s wind tunnel photographs. This 
ideal is not measurable, but is assessable through visual comparison.

The prototyping process of environmental models in this research is a ‘designerly’ 
variant of experimental research. They deviate from conventional experimental research in 
particular ways. While the prototyping process was methodical to a point, individual vari-
ables were not tested in isolation; instead, the ‘leap’ from one to the next entailed making 
multiple changes to multiple components based on experience, smaller ad-hoc experi-
ments within each prototype, and intuitive decision-making. Finally, the insights revealed 
through the prototyping process were not restricted to technical insights about how to 
construct a controlled environment, reflecting that environmental models are projective 
artefacts, revealing vantage points for viewing how architecture mediates environmental 
conditions across scales. The prototyping process is a design process predicated on certain 
nonlinear ‘designerly’ ways of working (Cross, 2006). Prototypes were developed as part 
of an iterative, reflective process in which all elements of the ‘experiment’ were open to 
broader speculation for their design potential. Reinhardt’s characterisation of Schon’s re-
flective practice is apt: “an alternative to a linear methodology is what Schon has termed a 
‘reflective conversation’. The reflective design process is singular and specific, subjective and 
interpretative.....Slippages, overlaps or misinterpretations are not considered mistakes in a 
calculated, predetermined process, but understood as potential for alternate unprecedent-
ed solutions” (Reinhardt, D. 2008, p.187).

Environmental models are technical artefacts that ‘work’ (or ‘don’t work’) mechanically. 
They are also design artefacts that ‘work’ (or don’t work) conceptually, as products of 
messy, iterative, interpretive design process. Archer summarises this distinction when de-
scribing research in design versus research in technology: “If Technology is “knowing-how”, 
then Design is “envisaging-what“ (Archer, 2007. p.19). While the former characterisation 
relies on deductive reasoning, the latter is characterised by abductive reasoning. Peirce’s 
notion of abductive reasoning is speculative, requiring best-guesses given known and 
known-unknown variables. The as/is oscillations that enable new conceptualisations of a 
model or its target described by Burnett are characteristics of abductive reasoning, which 
Groat and Wang describe as happening “in a flash” (2013, p.37).  While abductive reasoning 
is associated primarily with design thinking, it also informs argumentation in case study anal-
ysis, allowing both case study models and design prototypes to operate not as a static but 
as active dialogic artefacts. In case study analysis, ‘oscillations’ enable shifts in vantage points, 
either in time, making links between historic and contemporary themes, or in physical space, 
making links between model and instrument, or in conceptual space, making links between 
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model and ideal/target, 
Finally, both case study analysis and design prototypes rely on logical argumentation as a 

research strategy. Groat and Wang note that while theoretical thinking informs all architec-
tural design research, in some research, the intended outcome of the research is the de-
velopment of a broad explanatory theory (2013). A fundamental trait of logical argumen-
tation is the “enumeration of first principles”, defined as “a fundamental proposition that is 
so self-evident that it need not be derived from even more elemental proofs’ (ibid, p.379). 
These first principles are described as being elemental blocks from which more complex 
argumentation can build. Much of this research focuses on establishing a clear definition for 
what constitutes an environmental model. These components are the first principles upon 
which argumentation rests. Written research reveals some of the origins of these principles 
(flow visualisation, controlled environments, etc.); design research engages materially with 
these principles. Both written and design research establish what constitutes ‘good’ versions 
of these constituent elements and argumentation uses these concepts to construct a 
thesis about how they operate relationally to make properties of airflow knowable to the 
architectural designer. 

The development of this thesis is analogous to Marey’s process of testing various 
geometric shapes within his wind tunnel as he searched for that profile that would induce 
uplift. Some of the shapes Marey tested were crude, reflecting either tenuous awareness 
of the principles of the forces of flight or simply a curiosity about how non-aerodynamic 
forms impacted airflow dynamics. Through observation and refinement of the wind tunnel 
and the profiles contained within it, an awareness of the principles of uplift slowly emerged, 
creating a refinement of profile that eventually allowed for the possibility for lighter than 
air flight in the hands of others. Marey wasn’t fully aware of the quantitative principles 
underpinning his discoveries; his preoccupations, instead, were with honing a visualization 
technique and the corresponding instruments that would produce it. So too has been the 
preoccupation of this project. While the relationship between environmental models, their 
targets, and their constituent elements shift, fixing their flight at least momentarily enables 
speculations both about how the world works and about how things might come to work 
in the world.  
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a momentary looseness in the model that, when properly managed, allowed for a genera-

tive or creative process to unfold… Suddenly the model is there not as a way to think but 

as a thought, not as a tool, but as a discovery, a demonstration, or even an explanation  

-Daniel Solomon, Masters of the Universe, 2008
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2.1 Introduction 

French polymath Étienne-Jules Marey was a prolific inventor best known for his work 
devising photographic techniques for capturing incremental views of birds in flight. His 
1900-1902 wind tunnels are one of the final projects of a prolific career using the graphic 
method and chronophotography to make animate motion visible. Marey’s wind tunnels 
mark a shift in focus from the subject of flight to the medium of flight, using smoke streams 
to visualise airflow around wing profiles for use as aeronautics research tools. The smooth, 
moving lines of smoke that erupt into trailing eddies and vortices around linear and cam-
bered profiles captured in Marey’s photographs reveal a rich material world supporting the 
mechanics of heavier-than-air flight (fig 2.1). 

Marey’s photographs offer a useful visual primer for some general principles of air flow 
behavior. Air and water are inelastic, Newtonian fluids; in other words, they do not have 
‘memory of previous shapes’ (Vogel, 1984. p.15). Air moves as result of differences in 
pressure or differences in buoyancy; the former takes place in cross ventilation; the latter 
in stack-effect ventilation. Air flows in a straight line until impeded by an obstacle, which 
causes air to deflect. The obstacle creates air resistance, “the forces opposing an object as 
it moves through air” (Ramirez, 2013, p.127). The particles of unimpeded air movement 
result in laminar flow, which is characterised as moving “more or less parallel to each other 
in smooth paths,” whereas the fluid particles in turbulent flow are characterised as moving 
“in a highly irregular manner” (ibid). In Marey’s photographs, the steady streams of smoke 
are referred to as streamlines, which reflect laminar flow.1 The vortices of movement on the 
trailing side of physical models reflects turbulence. 

Marey’s wind tunnel prototypes were some of the first but were not the first wind 
tunnels (Lee, 1998). Similarly, while Marey was one of the first to use the smoke stream 
visualisation technique, he did not invent the technique (Mueller, 1984). While his earlier 
investigations of bird flight informed developments in aeronautics, the wind tunnels them-
selves contributed little to aeronautics research.2 Moreover, while Marey was aware that his 
wind tunnel might be used to test building ventilation, they were not constructed in service 
of architectural research (Braun, 1994).3 

So why start with Marey’s wind tunnel? Marey’s work is an appropriate starting point for 
this research because it marks a significant starting point in the history of airflow visu-
alisation and of wind tunnel development more generally. While not the first to use the 
smokestream technique, his flow visualisation technique captures the behavior of air-flow 
as a material phenomena, revealing particular attributes of airflow behaviour in a way that 
surpasses that of his contemporaries. Moreover, Marey’s technique of translating air to 

1.  Horace Lamb’s 1895 Hydrodyanamics first applies the term 
streamline to air movement, understood as a ‘line of motion’, 
or ‘a line drawn from point to point, so that it’s direction is 
everywhere that of the motion of the fluid’ (Lamb in Ramirez, 
2014, p283). Technically, streamlines are numeric properties 
used in flow calculations; they are not visible lines of flow 
patterns (Kline, 1963). The lines of smoke in Marey’s wind tunnel 
are technically referred to as filament lines (also referred to as 
streaklines or pathlines in steady flows) and are the “instanta-
neous trace(s) of all fluid elements that pass through a given 
fixed point in space” (ibid). In continuous flow, streamlines are 
the same as streaklines.
2.  Scientific American notes that Marey’s photographs 
reinforced what was already known about wing profiles for 
aeronautical studies, “that concave surfaces are more advan-
tageous than plane surfaces as regards flying, a result of which 
has been already proven by the aviators” (1902, p.75). Braun 
notes that Marey’s bird flight studies had a larger impact on the 
history of aeronautics, having influenced the Wright brothers’ 
early understanding of aeronautic processes (2004).
3.  One of the first wind tunnels built in 1894 by H.C. Vogt 
was used to test models of buildings (Lee, 1998)
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Figure 2.1 Marey’s wind tunnel smokestream photograph illus-
trates the transition from laminar to turbulent flow.  
Source: Didi-Huberman and Mannoni, 2004. 
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parallel flowing lines has direct visual links to contemporary ventilation drawings, facilitating 
comparison of environmental models in relation to their drawn counterparts. Finally, the 
size and assembly of Marey’s wind tunnel offers a manageable starting point for under-
standing the mechanics of low-tech wind tunnels to a non-specialist. This chapter establishes 
a relationship between the phenomena of air captured in Marey’s photographs and the in-
strumentation of the device that generated it. Thus Marey’s wind tunnel prototypes and his 
smokestream photographs establish foundational insights about how environmental models 
materialise airflow and what this materialisation reveals about air behaviour. In chapter 1, 
I offered a working definition of environmental models, suggesting that an environmental 
model is an instrument consisting of a controlled environment that materialises the phenom-

ena of airflow in relation to a scaled architectural model. This chapter focuses specifically 
on the concept of materialising the phenomena of airflow and on clarifying choice of the 
word instrument to describe the assembled componentry of environmental models. While 
Marey’s wind tunnel and his wind tunnel photographs are not architecture per se, they are 
rich in architectural speculative content.

Graphic Method (Lines) and Chronophotography (Over Time)

Étienne-Jules Marey’s work has captured the imagination of disciplines ranging from phys-
iology to aeronautics to architecture to cinematography.  He was a prolific inventor and his 
work was broadly disseminated. What allowed his work to captivate such a wide audience 
and to endure lies in his skillful merging of scientific invention with representational acumen. 
Marey’s two primary working methods were the graphic method and chronophotography. 
The high-contrast drawn inscriptions of the graphic method and the methodical time-lapse 
chronophotographs of animate motion reflect a fascination as much with the workings of 
the natural world as with the techniques of recording it. It is difficult to separate technical 
invention from visual presentation in Marey’s work and this blurring of intent becomes par-
ticularly clear in one of Marey’s last projects, his wind tunnels and associated smoke stream 
photographs.  

Marey’s life work was devoted to recording animate motion as a sequence of discrete, 
interrelated moments. Motion was understood as distance covered over time. He devel-
oped two-dimensional representations of complex three-dimensional movements, often 
those that happened at rates indiscernible to the naked eye, making the mechanics of 
movement visible. Trained as a physiologist, Marey’s earliest work involved devising drawing 
machines that made physiological conditions such as blood flow intensities and heart rates 
visible as a series of lines and curves transcribed on a surface (fig 2.2). The technique by 

Fig 2.2: Marey’s Sphygmograph (‘Pulse-Writer), uses the graphic 
method, transcribing the pulse to a two-dimensional, measurable 
drawing. Source: Marey, 1860 in Braun, 1994.
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which these transcriptions were translated from machine to drawing is referred to as the 
graphic method. Marey did not invent the graphic method, the origins of which can be 
traced back to the seventeenth century, but he did popularize the technique (Hinterwald-
ner, 2013). In an 1876 lecture titled ‘The Graphic Method in the Experimental Sciences, and 
on its Special Application to Medicine’, Marey describes the intention of this technique: 

To render accessible all the phenomena of life—movements which are so light and fleet-
ing, changes of condition so slow or so rapid, that they escape the senses—an objective 
form must be given to them, and they must be fixed under the eye of the observer, in 
order that he may study them and compare them deliberately. Such is the object of the 
graphic method (p.65). 

The graphic method was used to translate a vast range of human and animal motion 
throughout Marey’s career, but the defining features remained the same: an ‘inscribing 
apparatus’ distilled three-dimensional movement into two-dimensional legible/measurable 
lines on paper. Marey’s graphic method distilled complex imperceptible three-dimensional 
movement into high contrast, measurable two-dimensional drawings. 

The delicate nature of many of Marey’s graphic method recordings meant that slight 
frictions and resultant inertia in the mechanics of the transcribing device could lead to 
distortions in the transcribed curves (Hinterwalder, 2015). Photography offered a solu-
tion, creating a physical distance between the phenomena being observed and the device 
recording it. Over his career, Marey was a pioneer of many photographic techniques. He 
calibrated the timescales of his photographs to capture movement that was generally too 
fast to be perceivable by the human eye. He was best known for co-pioneering, along with 
Eadweard Muybridge, chronophotography, which captured multiple incremental images of 
animate motion on a single photographic plate, revealing subtle transitions in movement 
not visible otherwise. One of the first and most well-known photographic instruments he 
devised, the photographic gun, captured successive movements of a bird’s wing movements 
in flight (fig. 2.3) (Braun, 1994). In many cases, Marey combined attributes of both the 
graphic method and chronophotography, working between the two methods as needed 
to create the most legible record of his studies (Hinterwalder, 2015). For example, many of 
his studies of human motion entailed distilling the human figure to a series of high contrast 
lines inscribed on a wearable suit; after photographing movement chronophotographically, 
these lines were then transcribed back to paper, working across drawing and photography 
as needed to clarify and refine his findings (fig 2.4). 

Both his graphic method and chronophotographic techniques informed Marey’s meth-
odological approach to developing his wind tunnels, and I will return to this shortly, but his 

Fig 2.4: Marey’s human motion studies combine attributes of 
both the graphic method and chronophotography  Source: 
Braun, 1994. 

Fig 2.3: Marey’s chronophotographic technique captures 
incremental movements of bird wings in flight onto a single 
photographic place. Source: Marey, 1895.
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deep interest in the subject of flight provided a further direct connection to this work. Mar-
ey’s wind tunnels were developed in service of the pursuit of human flight. Understanding 
the mechanics of animate flight of birds and insects had been a preoccupation of most of 
Marey’s career. He completed extensive, increasingly precise, measured investigations of 
flight patterns of a vast range of species of birds and insects. His work devoted to flight 
was meticulously documented through drawing and photography, catalogued and published 
widely, most prominently in La Machine animale. Locomotion terrestre et aérienne (Animal 
Mechanism: A Treatise on Terrestrial and Aerial Locomotion, 1874), Vol des oiseaux (The 
Flight of the Birds, 1890), and Movement (1895). He came to understand that animate flight 
was a function of complex interactions between the surface profiles of wings, their range of 
joint movements, and air resistance.  

From Object to Medium

The wind tunnels mark a gradual shift in Marey’s work from the subject of movement to 
the medium through which movement takes place: air. Braun notes that “towards the end 
of the century (Marey) had entered more deeply into the domain of physics proper: he 
had concluded his analysis and synthesis of the movements of practically every kind of ani-
mal that stirred on the earth or in the air or water. Now Marey turned his cameras on the 
invisible media through which the movers moved to make visible the motion of waters and 
of air” (2004, p.215). Marey’s initial investigations study flow behaviour as registered by solid 
materials. He completed studies of fabric moving in the wind. To track the motion of water 
in the wave tank, he covered the surface of the water with wax and resin balls that were 
then agitated with a propeller (fig 2.5). The water tank photographs recorded movement 
of flow around physical obstructions and are the most direct visual precursors to his wind 
tunnel studies. “It was this device that gave him the idea of making a similar experiment 
with wisps of air produced by a wind tunnel.” (Musee D’Orsay, 2004).  Upon completing 
the water tank studies, Marey speculated that “chronophotography would also be appli-
cable to the study of movements of the air and would fit the way in which threads of gas 
compose themselves against obstacles of different forms. A wind tunnel, producing air cir-
culation inside a glass-enclosed channel holding particles of brilliantly lit fluff, would realize 
the necessary conditions for these studies” (Marey, 1893 cited in Ramirez, 2013). Of note is 
the initial impulse to use ‘brilliantly lit fluff ’ as the medium for registering air movement.  

Marey had a clear awareness of the material properties of air. Ramirez notes that Marey’s 
methods had distinct, shifting relationships to working with and in air (2013). Manning 
suggests that Marey’s work shifted from plotting movement imperceptible to the eye to 

Fig 2.5: Marey’s water tank flow studies are the closest visual 
precursors to his wind tunnels. Source: Marey, 1895. 
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plotting forces (2008, p.82). A more accurate description would be to say that the pursuit 
of plotting forces and pressure differentials bookended Marey’s career. Marey’s first graphic 
method devices were ‘pulse-writers’ that made heart rates and blood pressure intensities 
visible. Many of the transcribing instruments Marey devised early in his career relied on air 
pressure as a sensitive force-registrar. Rubber tubes, tambours and pumps drove much of 
his walking/drawing machines. Smoke blackened cylinders were used as registers for draw-
ing machine drawings. The mechanics of airflow, pressure and resistance were underpin-
nings of much of Marey’s work. Marey worked ‘with’ air, an inelastic material that exerted 
pressure within his pneumatic pumps and offered resistance when displaced by flight. He 
also worked ‘in’ air, honing techniques for observing how live and mechanical birds and 
insects displaced air through wing movement. When introducing Marey’s wind tunnels as a 
culmination of a career working with and in air, Ramirez notes “with each methodological 
shift--from optical methods, to the ‘graphic method,’ and finally to chronophotography--air 
was transformed from something that was wholly internal, to something that was external, 
and finally to something that negotiated both inside and outside” (2013, p.127).

2.2 Lines over Time

Informed by his work with the graphic method and chronophotography, Marey’s wind 
tunnels were one of the final projects of his prolific career. In the wind tunnel, smoke 
from burning tinder was drawn through fine silk gauze, which straightened the air currents 
before they progressed into a viewing chamber, lined on three sides with black velvet. Air 
was drawn through the chamber using an aspirating ventilator. He describes the seemingly 
straightforward concept behind the wind tunnel as follows: “Produce a steady stream of air 
within a closed device with transparent walls; introduce parallel and equidistant wisps of 
smoke; on the trajectory of these wisps of smoke, place diversely shaped surfaces, at the 
contact of which they change their course; light brightly and take an instant photograph of 
their appearance. Such was the programme” (cited in Musee D’Orsay, 2005). The choice 
of ‘brilliant white’ smoke, black velvet as a backdrop, and magnesium photographic lighting 
combined to ensure that the workings of the wind tunnel were easily photographed as 
lines moving over time. Like the graphic method, the high contrast smoke filament cords 
create continuous lines moving through space; the darkened wind tunnel is spatially com-
pressed, creating a flat substrate for registering this movement. Flow patterns are captured 
through temporally calibrated photographs that reveal a moment in time of a particular 
flow regime.
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The broadest legacy of Marey’s wind tunnel is the rich photographs capturing its 
workings. 65 photographs of Marey’s wind tunnels have survived (Ramirez, 2013). These 
photographs distill the vast expanse of the atmospheric sky dome, the space of flight, to a 
flat slice represented by a series of high contrast moving visible parallel lines. These moving 
lines transition from streamlines to beautiful swirls and vortex trails when their path is 
disturbed. Marey’s wind tunnels were developed in service of the emerging discipline of 
aeronautics research. The obstacles placed within the wind tunnels were designed with a 
particular intent: to fine-tune the orientation, or angle of attack, of wing profiles to encour-
age uplift (fig 2.6).4 The visual analysis of wing profiles in Marey’s wind tunnel offered the 
promise of providing crucial visual evidence for what caused some flying apparatuses stay 
aloft while causing others to stall and dive. Fine-tuning the profile and shape of the wing 
involved observing which profiles reduced turbulence on the leeward side of the profile, 
suggesting improved efficiency. Marey’s photographs reveal certain scientific principles--ex-
tensive turbulence caused by profiles with high angles of attack; the efficiency of concave 
(cambered) to linear surfaces, and the general air movement patterns around circular and 
pisciform shapes. 

The resultant photographs of these explorations have been celebrated as artistic 
achievements. In 2004-5, The Musee D’Orsay held an exhibition titled Movements of Air 

Étienne-Jules Marey (1830-1904) Photographer of Fluids, which, as the title suggests, focus-
es less on the mechanics of Marey’s wind tunnel, and more on the rich photographs of 
the resultant smoke streams. To overly aestheticize Marey’s work fails to recognise their 
intent. Marey intended to make air (the inanimate subject of investigation) not just a visible 
phenomenon, but also a measurable one. In fact, the primary contribution of Marey’s wind 
tunnel at the time was in the technique he devised for measuring air speed differentials.  “M. 
Marey has devised an ingenious method of measuring the speed of each stream at different 
points of its path, and especially in front and in the rear of the obstacle where adjustments 
to the currents would be most pronounced and would have most impact on aerodynamic 
performance” (Scientific American, 1902, p.75). He did this by incorporating a vibrating 
device that translated linear smoke streams into waveforms, the crests of which could be 
counted and their rates of movement understood relationally (fig. 2.7).5 

Links between Marey’s wind tunnel photographs and both the graphic method and chro-
nophotography are clear. “For the wind-tunnel images Marey used the continuous line from 
the graphic method and the multidimensionality from the chronophotographical method” 
(Hinterwaldner, 2013, p.15). Like the graphic method, the high contrast smoke filament 
‘cords’ create continuous lines moving through space; the darkened wind tunnel is spatially 

4.  Marey’s chronophotographic studies and related drawings 
of model airplanes in flight clarify what was at stake in making 
the forces and pressures of air movement around physical 
obstructions visible. Braun notes that “the photographs he pro-
duced of the paper airplane revealed one of the most critical 
events affecting control of an aircraft—stall. When the curved 
surface was brought to the horizontal position and the angle of 
attack was zero, the centre of pressure moved quickly to the 
rear, forcing the airfoil… and consequently the aircraft, to dive 
suddenly and precipitously” (1994, p.217).
5.  Funded by the Smithsonian Institute, Marey’s wind tunnels 
were developed as aeronautics research tools. The crucial defi-
ciency of Marey’s wind tunnels at the time was that they could 
not provide numeric data on air pressure, a crucial parameter 
for understanding air resistance (Hoffman, 2013). Thus while 
Marey’s photographs made measurable one phenomena, air 
speed, they neglected to capture another deemed more useful 
at the time, air pressure. 
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Fig 2.6: Marey’s wind tunnel wing profile aeronautics studies. 
Source: Scientific American, 1902. 
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Fig 2.7 (right): Marey’s wind tunnel study of air movement 
around a circular form. (opposite): Marey used a vibrating device 
to create waves in the smokestreams; these were then mea-
sured relationally using a measuring stick incorporated in the 
wind tunnel. Source: Didi-Huberman and Mannoni, 2004. 
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compressed, creating a flat substrate for registering this movement; a measuring stick at-
tached to the testing bed quantifies this information (ibid). The flow patterns are captured 
through temporally calibrated photographs that reveal discrete moments of a particular 
flow regime. Just as with his other chronophotographs, his wind tunnel photographs are 
calibrated to reveal physical conditions in motion operating at a very discreet moment in 
time that are difficult to discern otherwise. 

Flow Visualisation Contemporaries

Marey presented four photographs from the final wind tunnel studies to the French 
Academy on June 3, 1901 (Musee D’Orsay, 2005). He lost enthusiasm for the wind tunnel 
experiments shortly after completing the final version likely due to a combination of ill 
health and theoretical limitations.6 Lee notes that “while Marey’s photographs have been 
celebrated for their beauty, his tunnels were rudimentary, and he contributed little to 
aeronautical development or wind-tunnel design” (Lee, 1998, p.14). Similarly, Marey did 
not pioneer the smoke tunnel technique and interest in the technique waned shortly after 
his work was published (Mueller, 1983).7 The significance of Marey’s work lies in the clarity 
of the flow visualisation technique he devised. A comparative look at the work of three 
of Marey’s flow visualization contemporaries--German physicists Ernst and Ludwig Mach; 
German zoologist, Friedrich Ahlbourn; and British engineer, Henry Selbe Hele-Shaw--high-
lights what makes Marey’s work distinct: the heightened legibility of the material behaviors 
of moving air.8 

Within the history of flow visualization Ernst and Ludwig Mach’s studies were most 
closely related to that of Marey; they have also been deemed more significant because 
their research predated Marey’s. Vogel notes that “if one tries to find a person who has 
played a pioneering role for the development of flow visualization, one would think 
foremost of E. Mach (Vogel, 1984, p.2). E. Mach developed several techniques for studying 
movement of supersonic projectiles; his son, L. Mach, adapted the supersonic techniques 
for visualizing subsonic conditions, applying his father’s research to aeronautics research. 
L. Mach was familiar with “the principles of model testing, and the study of fixed models 
against which air current is directed” (Hoffman, 2013, p.3). He tested a range of visualiza-
tion techniques in his wind tunnels using “silk thread, cigarette smoke, and glowing iron 
particles” (Mueller, 1983, p.50).9  However, while L. Mach may have pioneered the smoke 
stream wind tunnel technique, he failed to capture its workings as precisely as Marey. Muel-
ler notes that “the smoke was faint and difficult to make out” (1983) (fig 2.8). 

Marey was also aware of Henry Selby Hele-Shaw’s techniques, which were widely 

6.  The smoke tunnels were eventually destroyed in 1979 
when expansion work on a neighboring stadium involved dem-
olition of Marey’s work station. 
7.  Chanetz gives a contradictory account, suggesting that 
Marey’s 1899 wind tunnel “permitted the first visualizations of 
fluid flows” (2017, p.583).
8.  Both Hele-Shaw’s and the Machs’ work were widely pub-
lished and Braun notes that Marey was aware of both (2004). 
Ernst Mach had presented his son’s work to Marey in a visit to 
Paris in 1896 (Hoffman, 2013). Marey may not have been aware 
of Ahlbourn’s work. However, they were contemporaries and 
Hinterwaldner has compared their work (2013, 2014). 
9.  Of broader relevance to this thesis, Hoffman notes that 
Mach’s preoccupation with getting his wind tunnel and its corre-
sponding flow visualisation to work moreso than with the actual 
working results. “His laboratory journal tells us that the actual 
objects of experimentation was the apparatus for representing 
streamlines. Meticulously described specifications for the various 
parts of the apparatus, small sketches of their arrangements, 
and remarks on techniques of visualization contrast sharply with 
the almost uncommented listing of the photographic plates that 
were obtained… Mach did not ascertain any genuinely new 
aspect of the processes in the air. What happened, rather, was 
that he came upon a new context for deploying his appara-
tus” (Hoffman, 2013, p.4). As a result, his research shifted from 
projectiles to glider wing profiles.
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published at the time (Braun, 2004). Hele-Shaw also developed a streamline visualisation 
techniques using coloured glycerine. His 1898 obituary notes the workings of the Hele-
Shaw technique as follows: “he arrived at his greatest and even sensational discovery in this 
field, for which glass plates were mounted within .020 inch of each other, stable stream line 
flow was established at all the water velocities within which he experimented. Colouring 
matter (eventually glycerine), introduced at the entry of the thin water sheet through very 
fine equally spaced holes, appeared from each hole as a clearly defined and stable stream 
line automatically mapping out the flow” (Guy, 1941, pp.794-795).10  Hele-Shaw’s technique 
was intended to replicate flow patterns of an ideal fluid. By using glycerine, a more viscous 
fluid than air or water, Hele-Shaw showed linear flow patterns around obstructions with a 
high degree of contrast and clarity (fig. 2.9). However, Hele-Shaw’s technique smooths out 
the swirling eddies and vortices of turbulence, distilling all fluid behaviour to a continuous 
steady linear condition (Hele-Shaw, 1899). 

Hinterwaldner has analysed the work of German zoologist Friedrich Ahlbourn’s flow 
visualization studies in relation to Mareys. As Hinterwaldner has shown, many of Marey’s 
and Ahlbourn’s working methods were similar ; they both moved back and forth between 
graphic method, physical model, photography and drawing. Both were interested in clearly 
making transitions between laminar and turbulent flow visible by translating flow patterns 
to a series of parallel lines. Their experimental setups differed, however, in that Ahlbourn 
felt that water was a better medium for visualising laminar and turbulent flow patterns. 
He noted that photographic flashes as well as air straighteners disturbed air movement, 
altering laminar flow patterns in wind tunnels. Instead, he used water tanks in which club 
moss spores acted as particulate traces of his flow regimes. His photographic experiments 
tested differences between capturing these flow patterns with both a still and a moving 
camera (fig. 2.10). However, just as with Mach’s photographic studies, Ahlbourne’s studies 
lack both the visual clarity of flow patterns as well as the visual distinction between laminar 
and turbulent flow patterns (Hinterwaldner, 2013).  Hinterwaldner notes: 

How intensely must Ahlborn have wished for such an orderly array as the parallel smoke 
streaks in order to draw the flow lines. His British colleague Henry Selby Hele-Shaw 
observed ‘‘strong whirlpool action’’ in his own tubes and found it hopeless to study these 
to begin with. The wish he expressed with respect to the fluid is revealing and also holds 
for the tracer material. He wrote that a simpler situation ‘‘would be the case if the water 
flowed very slowly in a perfectly smooth and parallel river bed, when the particles would 
follow one another in lines called ‘streamlines,’ and the flow would be like the march of a 
disciplined army, instead of like the movement of a disorderly crowd, in which free fights 
tak[e] place at various points. (2013, pp.23-4)

10.  Hele-Shaw’s technique was short-lived. He went on to 
abandon it, realizing that the physical problem explored using 
this technique was best visualized three-dimensionally, a limita-
tion of the closely placed plates that directed and contained the 
water movement.
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Fig 2.8:  L. Mach’s Flow Studies using the schlieren technique. L. 
Mach is credited with developing the smoke visualisation tech-
nique, but I was unable to find photographs of them. They were, 
nonetheless, described as being weak and difficult to discern. 
Source: L Mach in Hoffmann, 2013.
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Figure 2.9: Hele-Shaw’s ideal fluid studies use glycerine to study 
boundary-layer flow behaviour of ships moving at sea.  Source: 
Hele-Shaw, H.S.,1899.
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Figure 2.10: Ahlbourn’s water tank uses club moss spores to 
visualise laminar and turbulent flow patterns.  
Source: Ahlbourn in Hinterwalder, 2013. 
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Fig 2.11:  Marey’s wing profile studies in the his final wind tunnel 
prototype. Source: Didi-Huberman and Mannoni, 2004. 
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Fig 2.12:  Marey’s wing profile study in his 21-smokestream wind 
tunnel.  Source: Didi-Huberman and Mannoni, 2004. 
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Fig 2.13:  Marey’s wing profile study in his 21-smokestream wind 
tunnel.  Source: Didi-Huberman and Mannoni, 2004. 
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What set Marey’s work apart in relation to his peers was the combination of its visual 
clarity, achieved by translating air to a series of lines moving through space, without sacrific-
ing legibility or complexity of turbulent flow patterns (figs 2.11 2.12, 2.13). Mach and Ahl-
bourn’s techiques show the transition between laminar and turbulent flow as a continuous 
field (rather than distinct lines) of flow movement. Hele-Shaw distills flow to legible lines 
but, by working with a more viscous material, occludes the complexity of turbulent flow. 

Not Drawing

Marey’s wind tunnel distilled continuous laminar airflow to a series of tidy parallel lines. 
The approach of presenting flowing air or water as a series of parallel lines was common 
drawing practice at the time (as it is today for representing static building ventilation 
patterns).  Lilienthal’s streamline drawings of air movement around airplane wing profiles is 
good example of this approach (fig 2.14).11  This section reflects on some of the distinc-
tions between the phenomena of airflow captured by Marey’s photographs and drawn 
representations that preceded them in light of Galison and Daston’s distinctions between 
drawn idealisations and ‘objective’ representations offered by the mechanical eye of the 
camera (2010). A comparative look at these traditions reveals some of the ways in which 
photographs of fluid phenomena differ from drawings for capturing the complexities of 
air movement. While this analysis focuses on scientific drawings at the time, they can be 
transferred to apply to similar building ventilation drawings today (fig 2.15).

Marey’s photographs were included in an exhibition for the 1900 World’s Fair, which 
would have had a broad public audience as well as being published in the Scientific Amer-

ican and La Nature, popular scientific magazine with wide readerships. The role of the 
‘mechanical eye’ in the Victorian-era sciences suggested in fact that it was Marey’s moral 
obligation to circulate his photographs, despite not fully understanding their workings (Das-
ton and Gallison, 2010).12  Comparing Marey’s photographs to drawings of air and water 
movement illustrate the turn from ‘truth to nature’ methods of representing scientific data 
to ‘mechanical objectivity’ (ibid). 

Galison and Daston suggest that “Truth to Nature” traditions were marked by repre-
senting the natural world as a set of carefully constructed idealizations observed in situ. 
In contrast, “Mechanical Objectivity” traditions represented the natural world as aberrant 
and idiosyncratic as made evident through the lens of the camera. Marey’s emphasis on 
precision measure and methodical photographic documentation exemplifies the quest for 
mechanical objectivity. He so exemplifies it that Galison and Datson begin that their lengthy 

11.  “In his 1889 book, Lilienthal sketched his impression of 
streamlines for flow past a profile showing clearly his conclu-
sion that for best performance (lift/drag) the flow departs the 
trailing edge smoothly” (Culick, 1997, p.218) Hinterwaldner 
notes that Friedrich Ahlbourn referred to drawings by Leonard 
Euler, British naval engineer William Froude (who also inspired 
the work of the Machs), and English physicist Michael Faraday, 
who developed a “theory of lines” related to magnetic fields 
(2013).  Hele-Shaw also makes direct reference to Faraday’s 
work (1899). 
12.  Datson and Gallison describe this late 19th century, “shift 
from ideal types to individual depiction” (2010, p.98) which 
took place gradually and corresponded to some degree, but not 
entirely with, the advent of photography, but equally with a new 
moral imperative. Early 19th century scientific representations 
were largely in the form of large-scale drawings or etchings, 
often completed by artists under the watchful eye of scientists, 
who became increasingly suspect of the mediating hand of the 
artist. Photography became an antidote to subjective biases 
and interpretations of the artist. By the late 19th century, this 
surveillance of the artist turned inwards to the scientist and 
was reflected in “a form of self-control at once moral and nat-
ural-philosophical. For in this period, the scientific authors came 
to see mechanical registration as a means of hemming in their 
own temptation to impose systems, aesthetic norms, hypothe-
ses, language, even anthropomorphic elements on pictorial rep-
resentation. What began as a policing of others now broadened 
into a moral injunction for the scientists, directed both at others 
and reflexively at themselves” (ibid, pp.103-104). 
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Figure 2.14 (top): Lilienthal’s streamline drawings of air move-
ment around airplane wing profiles. Source: Lilienthal, 1896. 

Figure 2.15 (bottom):  A similar visual language of parallel 
streamline drawings of air movement through a building section 
to illustrate principles of building ventilation.  Source: Passe and 
Battaglia, 2015. 

Figure 2.16 (top): Imposed symmetries in Charles Worthington’s 
idealised drawn studies of liquid drips (bottom) Photographs of 
similar phenomena.. Source: Worthington in Daston and Galison,  
2010. 
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paper by quoting Marey,: 
There is no doubt that graphical expression will soon replace all others whenever one 
has at hand a movement or change of state—in a word, any phenomenon. Born before 
science, language is often inappropriate to express exact measure or definite relations.” 
Others might cry out to salvage the “insights of dialectic,” the “power of arguments,” 
the “insinuations of elegance,” or the “flowers of language,” but their protestations were 
lost on Marey, who dreamed of a wordless science that spoke instead in high speed 
photographs and mechanically generated curves; in images that were, as he put it, in the 
“language of the phenomena itself” (p.81).

Prior to the widespread use of photography, natural scientists tended towards depicting 
idealized versions of nature using drawing, etching and paintings. ‘Typical ’was defined in 
a few ways—either as “ideal versions, characteristic exemplars, or averages” (ibid, p.96). 
These ideals were painstakingly and deliberately constructed often with the aid of appara-
tuses such as camera obscura and viewing grids; however, liberties were then applied over 
these constructed drawings to smooth out imperfection or idiosyncracies, transforming 
the observations of many particulars to a single ideal. This active interpretation, definition 
and recording of what was ‘typical’ in the natural world marked the honed judgment of the 
professional at the time. 

Fluids present particular challenges to drawn idealisation. Attempts to impose symme-
tries or apply consistent regulating geometries result in unconvincing representations. As 
an example, consider the imposed symmetry evident in Arthur Worthington’s ‘drop splash’ 
1877 prints in relation to the asymmetrical variations of the same phenomena captured in 
his 1893-1895 photographs (fig. 2.16).  Similar challenges are evident when viewing draw-
ings of air and water flow. British engineer William Froude’s 1877 drawing of wave patterns 
caused by resistance of a ship moving through water demonstrate the same tendency 
towards idealisation; he draws wake as a perfectly symmetrical condition (fig 2.17). Forced 
symmetry and smoothed over aberrations result in fluid drawings that appear frozen.  

In some cases, discrepancies between drawing and photographs of the same phenomena 
reflect misunderstandings about fluid behaviour. Consider Lilienthal’s 1896 airplane wing 
profile drawings in relation to Marey’s wind tunnel photographs of the same profiles taken 
five years later (fig. 2.18) Culick notes that “Lilienthal sketched his impression of streamlines 
for flow past a profile showing clearly his conclusion that for best performance (lift/drag) 
the flow departs the trailing edge smoothly” (1997, p.218). In his drawing, Lilienthal shows 
air movement around a linear and a cambered profile. The accuracy of his drawn depiction 
of how air behaves in both conditions is challenged when compared to Marey’s photo-Figure 2.17: Drawn symmetry of the wave patterns in the wake 

of a moving ship. Source: Froude, 1877 in Hoffman, 2013. 
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Figure 2.18: (top) Details of Lilienthal’s Wind Profile Drawing 
Studies hypothesising about airflow patterns around linear and 
cambered profiles. Source: Lilienthal, 1896.  
(left) Marey’s wind tunnel photographs of similar profiles chal-
lenge the accuracy of Lilienthal’s depiction.. Source; Didi-Huber-
man and Mannoni, 2004. 
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graphs of similar phenomena. The linear obstruction indicates equivalent areas of turbu-
lence along the full extent of the line; turbulence appears as a continuous band offset from 
the plane causing it; the eddies are equal in size and extent. Marey’s photographs depict 
flow differently. A low-pressure zone devoid of air movement extends on the leeward side 
of the wall; there are no signs of turbulence above or below the wall; instead, a vortex trail 
of varying size eddies extend on the leeward side. Lilienthal’s cambered drawing idealises 
air movement, indicating that the camber gently redirects laminar flow; there is no indica-
tion of turbulence in the drawing. Marey’s photographs on the other hand show that while 
air does deflect continuously along the camber, there is a vortex tail on the trailing edge. 

Even when depicted ‘accurately’, fluid drawings fall flat; they simply resist being drawn ei-
ther as an idealisation or as an accurate depiction. Consider Ahlbourne’s flow-line drawing 
based on a photograph of one of his model experiments (fig. 2.19). Ahlbourne’s drawing 
of air flow around a rectangular form are ‘accurate’ in the sense that they replicate areas 
of laminar versus turbulent flow made evident through photography of model studies, but 
the drawing is crude, appearing as a caricature. Attempts to draw moving fluids thus seem 
to introduce a different understanding of resistance, a metaphorical resistance that results 
from a conceptual misalignment between subject and medium. 

The Actual Forces and Stuff At Issue

Burnett suggests that one attribute of ontological models is that they can cause physical 
traits “to be made manifest -- and hence allow[s] for the revealing, touching, tweaking, or 
accessing of... the actual forces and stuff at issue” (2008, p.44).  In the precursors to Marey’s 
wind tunnel, the water tank studies, resin and wax balls were added to the water surface 
to make flow patterns legible. From this, Marey hypothesised using ‘brilliantly lit fluff ’ as ma-
terial register in a future wind tunnel. Use of smoke as opposed to ‘fluff ’ was an important 
decision. Ahlbourn’s club moss spore studies give a sense of what Marey’s studies might 
have looked like had he pursued this material option. Smoke shares important similarity 
attributes to air, primarily that they are both inelastic fluids. However, its composition differs, 
adding a visible material dimension to the flow of air. By using smoke to materialise air 
movement, Marey offers the viewer direct access to the ‘actual forces and stuff at issue’. But 
what were these ‘actual forces and stuff ’ and what was the significance of their revelation?

What the comparison between Marey’s photographs and that of both his flow visuali-
sation contemporaries as well as of fluid drawings suggests is that Marey’s central contri-
bution to flow visualisation is that he materialised air movement and in so doing made its 

behaviours legible. I use the term materialise, as opposed to visualise or make visible, inten-

Figure 2.19: (top) Photograph of Ahlbourn’s water table using 
club moss spores (bottom) Ahlbourne’s sketch taken from the 
photograph. Source: Ahlbourn in Hinterwaldner, 2013.
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tionally because Marey does not actually make air visible in the wind tunnels. He makes air 
behaviour visible by adding a new material to it--smoke.  Flow visualisation techniques fall 
into two categories: those that rely on the addition of a new material—smoke, dye, oil, or 
tufts, for example—and those that rely on optical methods that register density differentials 
using light refraction, such as the schlieren technique (Merzkirch, 1974). Merzkirch describes 
the former strategy as such: “At discrete point of the flow field, dye, smoke or solid parti-
cles are released into the fluid in order to visualize the flow. This foreign material is swept 
along with the mean flow. The motion or trace of this material can be measured by means 
of an appropriately illuminated photograph” (ibid, pp. 5-6). Yet the material added has a sig-
nificant impact on how flow is visualised. Tufts applied to a fixed model, for example, yield a 
very different impression of air movement, distilling it to a linear, vector field rather than a 
continuous fluid phenomena. 

The addition of focused lines of smoke revealed the laminar and turbulent flow regimes 
with a clarity that surpassed that of his peers. Marey’s photographs highlights a key material 
distinction between laminar and turbulent flow. Vogel describes laminar flow as a flow 
regime in which the “layers’ of fluid “move in an orderly, unidirectional pattern…more or 
less parallel to each other in smooth paths… in it, the large and small scale movements of 
the fluid are the same… In turbulent flow, by contrast, the fluid particles move in a highly 
irregular manner even if the fluid as a whole is travelling in a single direction. There are 
intense small-scale motions present in directions other than that of the main large-scale 
flow” (1984, pp.37-38).13 Thus while laminar flow can fundamentally be understood as a 
linear condition, turbulent flow, which entails chaotic particulate movement, is a nonlinear 

phenomenon. It is described by physicists as having the following properties: “It is unsteady; 
three dimensional; apparently random; dissipative; and has motions which are spread over a 
range with nonlinear interactions among the scales” (Perry,T. cited in Smits, A. in Turnbull, D. 
2000, p.192). 

Marey’s photographs demonstrate a mastery of working with air as a material phenom-
enon, reflecting a progression of his life’s work in two significant ways. First, they reflect an 
understanding of air as an exteriorised phenomena that gave resistance; it was a medium 
through which wings in flight or terrestrial bodies in motion had to gain uplift from or to 
work through or against. Second, they reflect an understanding that air was an interiorised 
material that could be contained and could act as a medium for transmitting forces; the 
tambours and pumps of his early graphic method techniques relied on air, when contained, 
as a transmitter.14 This mastery of working in, through, and with air enabled Marey to de-
velop a device that made the patterns of air movement legible in a way that surpassed his 

13.  In 1883, Osbourne Reynolds noted this distinction by 
observing how water currents altered depending on speed of 
flow in pipes. Reynolds determined basic rules for transition be-
tween laminar and turbulent flow and developed the Reynold’s 
number, which enables experiments in water to be transferred 
to understanding of movement in air (Vogel, 1984)
14.  Ramirez devotes a chapter of his PhD thesis to tracing 
Marey’s changing understanding of the medium of air as man-
ifest through through his methodologies (2013). He suggests 
that the graphic method was predicated on working in air ; chro-
nophotography was predicated on capturing movement through 
air. He concludes by suggesting that the wind tunnel mediates 
between these exteriorised and interiorised conditions. I return 
to Ramirez argument in the next section.  
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peers. To fully appreciate this achievement, however, requires a closer look at the mechanics 
of the device that produced these effects. 

2.3 Wind Tunnel As

Marey completed his first wind tunnel prototypes in 1900. Unlike the final prototype, 
which consisted of 57 tubes through which air was drawn, three earlier versions consisted 
of 11,13 and 21 tubes through which air was forced. The early wind tunnel prototypes 
required fine-tuning both in the workings of the apparatus and in the photographic tech-
niques used to capture their effects. The prompt for further development came from the 
secretary of the Smithsonian Institute, Samuel Pierpont Langley, an enthusiastic inventor of 
flying machines, who encouraged Marey to apply for a bequest for “the investigation of the 
properties of atmospheric air” (Smithsonian Administrative Papers cited in Braun, 2004, 
p.214). Marey received the bequest and used it to refine the wind tunnel prototype and 
the photographic technique to record its workings; he used the wind tunnel to test per-
formance of different wing profiles and published the results of these studies in scientific 
journals, most notably Scientific American and Nature.

The final wind tunnel featured in Scientific American and further described by Braun 
(2013) consisted of a 152cm (5’) x 61 cm (2’) chamber, a 90cm (3’) section of which 
was lined on three sides with glass and with black velvet on the fourth. Smoke produced 
by burning tinder was fed into the upper air chamber and drawn into the glass chamber 
through sixty 6mm (¼”) diameter tubes distanced 6mm (¼”) apart. The smoke was drawn 
through fine silk gauze with equal warp and weft, which straightened the air currents be-
fore they were let into the chamber via an aspirating ventilator that drew air to the other 
end of the chamber (fig. 2.20). The article goes on to describe the mechanics of the wind 
tunnel as follows: 

When the ventilator is set in motion the air is aspirated and draws with it the smoke, and 
the latter descends in a series of vertical cords which may reach as long as three feet if 
the air of the room is perfectly still…it only remains to interpose in the path of the air 
the obstacle whose influence is to be studied…this wall (on which the object is affixed) is 
covered with black velvet so that the smoke-streams, when lighted by the magnesium, are 
observed as a brilliant white against a black background, and can be easily photographed. 
(p.75)

Two aspects of this quote will be explored in more detail in the following sections. First, 
Marey’s wind tunnel operates optimally “when the air of the room is perfectly still” hinting 
at the sensitivity of the wind tunnel and its related componentry. Second, while the quote is 
not explicit about this “the obstacle whose influence is to be studied” was a scale airplane 

Fig 2.20: Marey’s final vertical wind tunnel prototype. Source: 
Scientific American, 1902.
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wing. Marey’s wind tunnels were part of the distinctively French aeronautical tradition of 
developing lighter-than-air flying machines using scale model rather than through full-scale 
prototypes, which, upon failure, had disastrous consequences. Thus Marey’s wind tunnels 
raise questions about working at scale, which contrasted to much of his work, which 
operated observationally at full-scale This section explores Marey’s wind tunnel from two 
vantage points raised by this quote; first, as a scientific scale mimetic model, and, second, as 
a highly calibrated instrument that revealed the sensitivity of air as a material phenomenon. 

Mimetic Model

This section places Marey’s wind tunnel within the mimetic model tradition used in the 
morphological sciences in the late 19th century (Galison, 1997).  Relying on deliberately 
reductive techniques, mimetic models attempted to explain causal workings of the natural 
world within the controlled environment of the laboratory. Goethe made the distinction 
between the morphological and the abstract sciences, which were largely defined by their 
associated working methods. The abstract sciences such as optics, mechanics, electricity and 
magnetism were largely carried out in the laboratory; the morphological sciences, such as 
meteorology and geology, were largely studies at 1:1 in the field (Galison,1997). “The mor-
phological sciences had, almost by definition, a place in nature itself ” (ibid). The end of the 
19th century marked a transition in the working methods of the morphological scientists 
from field-based modes of observation to working at scale in the laboratory. In Image and 

Logic: A Material History of Microphysics, Galison writes: 
Later in the 19th century the legacy of this precise, field-based investigation was a 
scientific interest in the phenomena as they “really occurred” in the world. But instead 
of shunning experiment, later nineteenth-century morphological sciences began to use 
the laboratory to reproduce these same natural occurrences. The morphologists strove to 
make laboratory versions of real phenomena with all the richness the cyclones or glaciers 
had in nature. By re-creating nature in the controlled world of the laboratory, the scientist 
hoped to discover the physical processes underlying the natural world (1997, p 80).

Galison refers to “this attempt to imitate nature in the small” as the mimetic tradition, 
noting that “when the morphological sciences enter the laboratory, mimesis becomes their 
characteristic form of representation” (ibid). Mimetic models were reductive, privileging 
some variables over others in their construction. Geologists and meteorologists in partic-
ular relied on mimetic models, attempting to replicate conditions observed in nature in 
order to establish causal relations about unknown workings of the natural world. Mete-
orologists used models to test material composition and causes of phenomena such as 
clouds and fog as well as more exotic phenomena such as glories, and caronae (ibid, p.95). 
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Geologists used models to attempt to visually replicate rock formations and nonconfor-
mities observed in nature. Oreskes suggests that “mimetic models were typically built as 
experiments to demonstrate the plausibility of a proposed causal agent” (2007, p.93).

While mimesis is the intention, it was often through substitution, or misalignments 
between model and target that more profound insights were revealed. Galison has traced 
a shift that took place from Aitken’s ‘cloud chamber’, used to replicate the formation of 
clouds, to the development of Wilson’s ‘cloud-chamber,’ which made the trails of subatomic 
particle movement visible. This shift reflects a radical reconceptualization of the scales of 
investigation in the mimetic model (fig 2.21). Similarly, Oreskes has traced how material 
substitutions (from rigid materials to plastic materials) in geological compression boxes, 
which replicated geological formations evident in nature, revealed a plastic conception of 
geological phenomena (fig 2.22). In the case of the cloud chambers, a shift in scale prompt-
ed a shift in understanding the cloud chamber as a vessel for replicating full-scale cloud 
formation to a vessel for revealing the radically divergent scale of the movement of sub-
atomic particles. In the case of the geological compression box, a substitution of geological 
materials, from observable solid geological strata to plastic model strata, revealed a new 
plastic conception of geological formation. 

How does Marey’s wind tunnel fit within this mimetic tradition? What conditions, reduc-
tive measures, or substitutions between model and target take place in Marey’s wind tunnel, 
when understood as mimetic model? First, Marey’s wind tunnels invert the mechanics of 
flight. Whereas human flight entailed high-speed propulsion of an object through relative-
ly slow-moving air, wind tunnels fix the wings of flight while speeding up air movement 
around it. This concept is referred to as inversion. Marey noted his understanding of inver-
sion in The Flight of Birds (1890), explaining that “From the point of view of the resistance 
experienced, whether the solid body be in motion in calm air or whether it be immobile in 
an air animated with movement is indifferent” (cited in Musee D’Orsay, 2005).15 

This concept of inversion applied to working with air and water, marking a second, 
related, substitution worth noting. The first wind tunnel, built in 1871 by Francis Wenham, a 
marine engineer using his knowledge of water channels. He understood that air and water 
share similar flow tendencies, facilitating a transfer or approach across media. Wenham 
also understood that the concept of inversion applied to both air and water “This con-
cept--- that the forces on a body moving through a still fluid are the same as the forces on 
the body if it is stationary and the fluid flows around…. is the central principle for water 
channels and wind tunnels” (Lee, 1998, p.8). Water tanks acted as direct precursor’s to Mar-
ey’s wind tunnels. The conceptual leap between working with water and working with air 

15.  Chanetz attributes this crucial insight to Isaac Newton 
(2017); Lee attributes the origins of the concept to Leonardo 
da Vinci (1998). Regardless of origin, it was one of the funda-
mental principles underpinning wind tunnel development.

Figure 2.21: (top) Aitken’s Cloud Chamber is used to test the 
causal agents of cloud formation at scale. Source: Galison, 1997.

Figure 2.22: H. Cadell’s geological compression box applies 
pressure to bands of materials of differing compositions in order 
to test causal agents of visible full-scale geological features.   
Source: Cadell, 1888 in Oreskes, 2007.
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was an important one for it established “the all-important equivalence of water and air as 
elastic mediums--an observation that would lead people the likes of Marey to realize that 
testing bodies in water and air were not mutually exclusive” (Ramirez, 2013, p.189). 

Finally, Marey’s wind tunnels establish limits/boundaries to the gigantic atmospheric do-
main by containing it and diminishing it in size. Marey’s wind tunnel compresses the amor-
phous atmospheric domain into a largely two-dimensional slice legible at a size and scale 
that was comprehensible to a viewer. Busch’s observations about architectural models res-
onate: “The world in miniature grants us a sense of authority; it is more easily maneuvered 
and manipulated, more easily observed and understood” (in Dunn, 2014). Stewart suggests 
that the gigantic is profoundly and distinctively exterior ; it is unwieldy, difficult to contain, 
disorderly. It is beyond the scale of the body, subsuming it. By containing and controlling the 
atmospheric world, Marey’s wind tunnel creates a new, manageable environment that is 
legible in relation to the scale of the human body. In doing so, he starts to reconcile some 
of the contradictions of miniaturising the gigantic forces of the natural world.

Sensitive Instrument

The reading of the wind tunnel as a mimetic model largely focuses on the scale con-
ditions evident in the controlled environment of the testing bed. What of the supporting 
componentry that generated these scale conditions? Wind tunnels are more than scale 
artefacts; they are also constructions with interrelated componentry understood at full 
scale. Chanetz defines wind tunnels as “facilities... in which the wind is produced by fans or 
by compressed air to study and measure the action of the air flow around a solid” (2017, 
p.581). Lee defines wind tunnels as “essentially ducts through which air or other gases 
are propelled past a solid object so that forces upon the object and flow fields around it 
can be observed and quantified” (Lee, p.6). Wind tunnels have been referred to as ‘tools’, 
‘devices’, and as ‘experiments’ (Shapiro, 1964). In the working definition of environmental 
models introduced in chapter 1, I referred to them as instruments intentionally for the suc-
cessful operation of wind tunnels relies in subtle fine-tuning and calibration associated with 
the construction of a finely-tuned instrument. 

Photographs of Marey’s wind tunnel present a robust assembly of wooden boxes and 
flexible ducts. This assembly sits in stark contrast to delicate wisps of curling smoke that 
it creates. To fully appreciate the complexity of Marey’s wind tunnel, however, requires 
understanding it less as a robust assemblage and more as a sensitive machine with highly 
calibrated componentry. This is particularly relevant in Marey’s case given that his wind tun-
nels culminated a career devoted to devising precision instruments. The pursuit of plotting 
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forces and pressure differentials were the bookends of Marey’s career. Marey’s first graphic 
method devices, the ‘pulse-writers,’ made heart rates and blood pressure intensities visible. 
Many of the transcribing instruments Marey devised early in his career used air pressure as 
a sensitive force-registrar, often relying on tambours, pneumatic pumps, and rubber tubing 
to translate movement from the subject of movement to a drawing. 

Section 2.2 outlined some of the ways in which Marey’s wind tunnel built on the legacy 
of his two primary working methods--the graphic method and chronophotography. How-
ever, while there are clear visual similarities between the graphic method and chronopho-
tographic techniques, technically neither technique is deployed in the wind tunnel (Hinter-
waldner, 2013; Hoffman, 2013). The graphic method transcribed movement to measurable 
lines or curves using a stylus attached to a subject, which translated motion to curves on 
paper. There are no components in smoke that a transcribing apparatus could be attached 
to—the particles of inelastic fluids resist attachment.16 While Marey’s wind tunnel can be 
understood as a metaphorical ‘drawing machine’, drawing lines of smoke which register air 
movement patterns, they are not literal transcription devices. 

Marey’s finely tuned graphic method instruments were prone to disturbance.  Hinter-
waldner has indicated that slight frictions and resultant inertia in the transcription devices of 
Marey’s early instruments could cause significant distortions in the resultant transcriptions, 
making the detached camera an appealing alternative recording device (2015). Working 
with air as a drawing medium proved equally, if not more, sensitive to external disruption. 
A Scientific American article written at the time notes that “When the ventilator is set in 
motion the air is aspirated and draws with it the smoke, and the latter descends in a series 
of vertical cords which may reach as long as three feet if the air of the room is perfectly 
still. This is not always easy to realize as often the movements of the operator are sufficient to 

cause a perceptible deflection of the air-currents” (1902, 75). So sensitive was Marey’s wind 
tunnel that even the slightest disturbance beyond the controlled environment testing bed 
would disrupt this steady-state condition. 

Just as his ‘pulse-writer’ sensitively transcribes subtle differentials of blood pressure as a 
series of lines on paper, the wind tunnel registers the unintentional blips caused by external 
disruptions as deviations in the steady smoke streams (fig. 2.23). However, in the wind tun-
nel, the ‘transcribing device’ which transferred external disruption into the interior testing 
bed was air in the form of vibrations transferred through the base of the wind tunnel to 
the testing bed. Despite the unobtrusive distance that photography offered, flash photog-
raphy and the heat caused by permanent illumination too altered air currents. “The flash 
“surprises” the curling streaks, but on the other hand, a permanent illumination heats the 

16.  Hoffman has indicated that unlike much of Marey’s work 
which attempted to reveal physical processes that were oth-
erwise visually imperceptible, Marey’s photographs of the wind 
tunnels capture conditions that would have been quite visible to 
the naked eye when viewing the wind tunnel in person (2013). 
Marey uses instant photography rather than chronophotogra-
phy to capture the wind tunnel workings. His wind tunnels do 
not record a sequential progression of discreet movements 
over time because the shape-shifting nature of fluid condi-
tions can’t be distilled to discreet ‘parts’ that move and can be 
recorded independently. Instead, Marey’s photographs capture a 
single moment within a moving flow regime (ibid).

Fig 2.23 Marey’s final wind tunnel prototype free of internal 
model obstructions. Slight deflectsion in the lines reflect exter-
nal disturbances transferred into the testing bed interior.  
Source: Didi-Huberman and Mannoni, 2004. 
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air” (in Hinterwaldner from Marey, “Des Mouvements de l’air lorsqu’il recontre des surfaces, 
161). It was in fact the fickleness of working with air that lead Ahlbourne to work with 
water instead, for it offered a more stable medium (ibid). 

The sensitivity of Marey’s wind tunnel was not a function of constructional defects; it is 
instead indicative of the challenges of created not only a highly controlled interior envi-
ronment of steady flow, but also one isolated from external disruptions. This was partic-
ularly the case because Marey’s wind tunnel was an open-circuit tunnel as opposed to a 
fully contained closed-circuit tunnel. All open circuit wind tunnels are easily disturbed by 
conditions beyond and within the wind tunnel itself. “Open-circuit tunnels are sensitive to 
draught and obstructions in the tunnel room and since the static pressure in the working 
section is necessarily less than atmospheric they suffer badly from the inevitable leaks, 
because tunnel working sections tend to become perforated with holes made during ex-
periments for the introduction of probes, balance, struts or pipeline and perfunctorily made 
good afterwards” (Bradshaw and Pankhurst, 1964, p.7). While Marey’s wind tunnel hints at 
air’s extreme sensitivity to both constructional anomalies and external disruption, the full 
complexity of creating a steady-state environment became most evident through physical 
prototyping as profiled in sections 2a and 3a. 

2.4 Conclusion: Becoming Architectural 

As an early prototype, Marey’s wind tunnel deviates from the conventional assembly 
of an open-circuit wind tunnel. Open circuit wind tunnels are generally horizontal, with a 
testing bed in the center, and conical hoods (expansion and contraction cones) drawing air 
through the testing bed from a moving air source on either side. Instead, Marey’s wind tun-
nel is solid, rectilinear, and vertical; it looks more akin to cabinetry than to one of his earlier 
graphic method instruments (fig. 2.24). 

Lee defines wind tunnel as “essentially ducts through which air or other gases are 
propelled past a solid object so that forces upon the object and flow fields around it can 
be observed and quantified” (Lee, p.6). Referring to the wind tunnel as a duct is apt for in 
many ways wind tunnels replicate ventilation processes, generating, directing, channeling, 
and outletting air in intentional ways. Ramirez has pointed out that the analogy of referring 
to a wind tunnel as a mechanical device goes one step further in Marey’s wind tunnel 
(2013). His wind tunnel was literally built into the chimney of his experimental station; the 
wind tunnel operates as a duct attached to a chimney in the basement of the Institute 
Marey.17 Air circulating through the chimney was used to expel fumes from the magnesium 
lighting flash box as well as the smoke visualisation material (ibid). Marey’s wind tunnel can 

17.  Marey was not the first to use existing building mechanical 
infrastructure as wind tunnel componentry. Lee notes H.C. 
Vogt and Johan Irminger’s wind tunnel, built into the Copen-
ahgen Gas Works “used the draft from a 100-foot smokestack 
serving several furnaces at the gas works, which was sufficient 
to produce a 34-mile-per-hour flow through the tunnel” (Lee, 
pp.11-12). Similarly, a wind tunnel constructed in 1896 by MIT 
student Alfred J. Wells “used forced air from the engineering 
building’s ventilation system to generate a wind speed of about 
15 miles per hour” (ibid, p.14)

Fig 2.24 The vertical disposition and material assembly of 
Marey’s wind tunnel shares a similar constructional sensibility to 
furniture such as this display cabinet for the 1900 World’s Fair. 
Source: Braun, 1994.
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also be read as an extension of the architecture in which it sits. By directly interfacing with 
the architecture of the Marey institute, the wind tunnel played a particular environmental 
mediating role; it “added a “layer” that separated the air produced inside the device from 
the rest of the Institute...though the 57-channel wind tunnel was not architecturally scaled, 
per se, it certainly suggests that Marey was viewing the problem of air resistance through 
architecture” (ibid, p. 199). 

Connections between Marey’s wind tunnel experiments and their application to building 
ventilation were direct. Marey was aware that that his wind tunnels might be applied to 
test principles of building ventilation. In a 1901 article in La Nature, he notes: “One may 
easily conceive the multiplicity of problems that may be solved by this method. We have 
described it in detail, so that it may be used by all those who are concerned with aviation, 
propelling in fluids, ventilation, all things related to movements of air” (cited in Museum 
D’Orsay, 2005). Moreover, he was also aware that some of the properties of modified air 
evident in his experiments were similar to those of mechanical systems. When discussing 
Mueller’s bird wing experiments that displaced a current of smoke, “Marey compared the 
way in which a current of air strikes a bird’s wing and is “compressed” to a mechanism 
“similar to that used industrially for ventilation, where one leads air through a large canal, 
by injecting into the axis of the latter a jet of air launched with speed” (Marey source in 
Ramirez, p.191)

Ramirez notes that the key significance of the mechanical integration of Marey’s wind 
tunnel is that “equating a wind tunnel with a mechanical ventilation system summons 
another kind of modernity. Marey’s own observations on the matter reveal the potential 
of the wind tunnel as a device that mediates between inside and outside air” (2013, p192). 
As wind tunnels developed in sophistication, those such as that of his most immediate 
successor, Gustav Eiffel, become increasingly integrated into the buildings in which they sit, 
transitioning from being mechanical devices to being architectural elements. As wind tun-
nels increased in size and configuration, in some cases, they even seem to become buildings, 
the componentry acting as the primary architectural form-giving elements (fig. 2.25, 2.26).

When viewed as a mimetic model, the wind tunnel translates exterior atmosphere into 
a visual and material artefact that was tangible and manageable in relation to the human 
body. When viewed as an instrument, the wind tunnel reveals air’s material sensitivity to 
disruption. As Ramirez has illustrated, Marey’s wind tunnel is a mechanical device embed-
ded in the architecture of the research station itself, acting as a complex environmental 
mediator between a series of nested environments. When viewed as a mechanical device, 
the wind tunnel creates direct air exchanges between wind tunnel and world. Thus en-
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Fig 2.25: Marey’s successor, Gustav Eiffel, developed larger, more 
sophisticated wind tunnels that were increasingly embedded in 
the architecture of his aerodynamic research station.  Source: 
Chanetz 2017.
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Fig 2.26 Wind tunnel as architecture. One of Eiffel’s successor’s, 
Lapresle, constructed the wind tunnel at Chalais–Meudon in 
which the main facility building takes the form of a wind tunnel.  
Source: Chanetz, 2017. 

vironmental models mediate between the controlled environment of the testing cham-
ber, the controlled environment of the laboratory within which the model sits, and the 
contingent environment beyond the building. The next case study chapter presents Victor 
and Aladar Olgyay’s thermoheliodon in this light--as a complex environmental mediating 
instrument-- by reading the shifting relationships between both environmental models and 
the target systems in the ‘real’ world.   
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2A
wind tunnel prototypes
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2A Working Prototypes

Marey’s wind tunnel and associated photographs establish flow visualisation as a process 
of negotiation between air materialised through smoke, finely calibrated wind tunnel com-
ponents, and external disruptions that impact steady-state conditions. This section profiles 
the prototyping process of both wind tunnels and water tables, revealing further com-
plexities associated with achieving controlled environments of legible air movement. While 
the swirling vortices on the trailing edge of Marey’s wing profile models are beguiling, the 
prototyping process revealed that creating the steady cords of smoke reflecting laminar, 
steady-state flow was far more challenging. 

Chapter one presented the prototyping process as a ‘designerly’ variant of experimental 
research. Prototypes work in two lights: as mechanical devices and as conceptual devices. 
In the former, they are evaluated based on the degree to which they establish the defining 
features of the environmental model: the degree to which airflow is materialised legibly 
in a steady state environment in relation to an architectural model. Marey’s wind tunnel 
photographs act as an exemplar for how air, when materialised through the addition of 
smoke, reveals the ‘actual forces and stuff ’ of air behaviour. His steady white cords of smoke 
illustrate that creating a steady-state condition is a function of both the calibration of con-
stituent components of the wind tunnel-as-instrument and the creation of a stable testing 
environment. 

In the catalogues that follow, prototypes are presented through a series of annotated 
drawings, consistent across prototype, to facilitate comparison. Photographs, 3d model 
axonometrics, and scale fabrication drawings illustrate the constituent components of each 
prototype (fig. 2A.1). Videos, video stills, and studio set-up diagrams illustrate how flow 
patterns are made legible (fig. 2A.2).  

Environmental models also work conceptually. That is, they reveal, through the focused act 
of creating the working mechanical object, design insights about working with air and water 

as material systems. Design insights vary from prototype to prototype. Some of these 
insights were accrued steadily over time, while others are revealed at an instance during 
the prototyping process. In addition to componentry and flow visualisation documentation, 
additional visual artefacts are included with each prototype to highlight these conceptual 
insights (fig 2A.3). These artefacts vary from insight to insight but follow a similar visual 
language of the prescribed drawings above. 

An experiment typically ‘ends’ when new, often measurable, insights are revealed that 
can be compared to the control. How is the ‘end’ determined in this prototyping process? 
Effectively, the process ends when prototypes work as mechanical devices and when they 
work as conceptual devices, suggesting ways of conceiving of the environmental model as 
something more than a simulation chamber. Prototypes conclude just as those conceptual 
lines of flight are revealed. They are suspended at that point as artefacts for future design 
speculation. In short, the design investigation concludes just at the point at which related 
research questions for future inquiry in revealed. This thesis does not answer those ques-
tions, but it suggests ways of working that could structure an inquiry for doing so. 
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Figure 2A.1 (top): Each prototype is presented using photo-
graphs, 3d model axonometrics, and scale fabrication drawings 
to illustrate the constituent components of each prototype.

Figure 2A.2 (bottom): Videos, video stills, and studio set-up 
diagrams illustrate flow visualisation, or how flow patterns are 
made legible
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wind tunnels36

Front Elevation
Figure 2A.3 In addition to componentry and flow visualisation 
drawings consistent across prototypes, additional visual artefacts 
are included with each prototype to highlight design insights 
particular to that prototype. These insights raise new ques-
tions that act as points of departure for future research.  For 
example, these digital drawings of wind tunnel prototype 2 raise 
the question: what would an architecture of nozzles, baffles and 
hoods consist in and how would it peform? 
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Figure 2A.4 Overview of wind tunnel componentry. 
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Wind Tunnel Componentry

Wind tunnels and water tables make airflow associated with pressure differentials visi-
ble. While they share an overlapping history, their componentry and workings differ to re-
flect distinctions between working with and in air versus working with and in water. Wind 
tunnels are categorized as either high speed (supersonic), primarily for aeronautical re-
search, or low speed (subsonic), which are used, among other purposes, to study airflow 
around and/or through buildings. They are further categorized as either open-circuit or 
closed-circuit, depending on whether air is recirculated within the tunnel or not, and open 
jet or closet throat depending on whether the working section in which the test model 
is place is open or enclosed (Vogel, 1984). Finally, wind tunnels are further categorized 
as being either ‘large’ or ‘small’; even ‘small’ wind tunnels are often fairly substantial in size, 
measuring several meters in length. Marey’s wind tunnel and all prototypes developed as 
part of this research are of the small, low-speed, open circuit, closed throat variety. As the 
last chapter illustrated, wind tunnels of this variety are prone to exterior disturbance. 

The componentry for small-scale open circuit wind tunnels is as follows (working from 
air inlet to testing chamber to air outlet) (fig 2A.4). First, a contraction cone speeds air 
by compressing it from a larger to a smaller volume before it enters the test chamber. 
The geometry of the cone creates a smooth transition from exterior space to controlled 
interior, minimizing turbulence of air as it moves towards the testing chamber. A honey-
comb matrix sits within the contraction cone, straightening air. Screens are often included 
in contraction cones to reduce boundary layer separation of airflow. Once air has been 
straightened and turbulence reduced, it flows through a testing chamber. A diffuser con-

nects the testing chamber to a moving air-source, a desktop fan, which faces outward on the 
outlet side of the tunnel. Diffusers also smoothly interpolate between the geometries of the 
testing bed (usually a rectangle) and that of the fan (circle). Wind tunnels effectively speed up, 
channel, straighten, and outlet air drawn through a testing chamber. 

There are two primary sources of guidance for constructing small-scale, open-circuit wind 
tunnels: internet resources targeting hobbyists using off-the shelf materials and an ad-hoc DIY 
assembly sensibility (fig. 2A.5) and technical guidance for engineers relying on more detailed 
and robust techniques than is necessary for small-scale qualitative architectural design exercis-
es (fig. 2A.6). Both domains focus on performance of components (what they do) rather than 
on the logics, or tectonics, of construction. DIY assemblies tend towards awkward detailing of 
planar sheet materials (plywood, cardboard, or foam core) and excessive reliance on sealants 
for airtightness. Engineering guidance often provides guidance for designing wind tunnels of 
sizes and materials (sheet steel and frames) more expansive than necessary for small-scale 
observational purposes. 
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Figure 2A.5 (top): DIY wind tunnels generally have awkward 
details, relying on planar sheet materials (plywood, cardboard, 
or foam core) and sealants and tape for airtightness. Source: 
instructables.com

Figure 2A.6 (bottom): Engineering wind tunnel construction  
guidance tends to be too detailed and unwieldy for small-scale 
qualitative purposes. Source: Hussain et al (2011).

Figure 2A.7 (top): Surface flow visualisation using oil applied to 
the model surface, which leaves visible traces of flow patterns. 
Source: Barlow, Pope and Rae (1999).

Figure 2A.8 (bottom): Field flow visualisation using a tuft board. 
Source: Barlow, Pope and Rae (1999).
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Flow Visualisation and Flow Similarity

As noted in the last chapter, flow visualisation techniques fall into one of two categories: 
those that rely on the addition of a new material and those that rely on optical methods 
that register density differentials using light refraction, such as the schlieren technique 
(Merzkirch, 1974). Barlowe, Pope and Rae (1999) further categorise flow visualisation 
strategies in terms of whether the flow is visualised along the surface of a physical model 
or whether it is visualised within the entire field of the testing chamber. In the former, 
materials such as tufts (light, flexible materials that move in response to flow patterns), 
particular oils or clays are applied directly to the model, revealing the traces of air 
movement along the surface (fig. 2A.7). In the latter, materials such as helium-filled soap 
bubbles or smoke, the most common method, are released into the chamber to visualise 
the broader field of air movement. Smoke is typically released using a stainless-steel wand. 
A variant of tuft method, applied to a grid, also reveals a field of air movement (fig. 2A.8). 

Engineering wind tunnel experiments are often conducted in order to yield measurable 
data; doing so enables reconciling scale effects, often through mathematical formulas es-
tablishing flow similarity across scales. How do environmental prototypes in this research 
address these scale effects given the emphasis on using the tools for observational, 
rather than numeric, insights?  Hitchin and Wilson (1967) outline the challenges of scaling 
physical processes of airflow and heat transfer that take place within buildings. They note 
that while ideally physical models would “balance buoyancy, viscous and inertia forces of 
the airflow and heat flow by radiation, convection (natural and forced) and conduction,” 
given the complexity of doing so and the limited number of variables within the modeler’s 
control ”some degree of compromise is inevitable” (p.77). They cite Smith’s study, which 
found that “in model studies of buildings it is usually inconvenient if not impossible to pro-
duce the correct value of the number. Fortunately, objects with sharp corners and plane 
surfaces tend to produce much the same flow pattern over a wide range of airspeeds, 
and it has been demonstrated that airflow and pressure distribution outside a building are 
realistically modeled, provided that the Reynolds number is greater than a critical value” 
(ibid, p.78, italics mine). When comparing airflow in models to their full-scale counterparts, 
Smith found that “most of the patterns gave the same airflow pattern in the models that 
they had given in the experimental building” (ibid). The authors concluded, “provided 

that the model is accurate, general patterns of airflow can be reliably predicted but actual 
internal airspeeds can not” (ibid). 

Barlow, Rae and Pope confirm this position, stating the value of using environmental mod-
els for observational purposes. “For small research tunnels and student tunnels at universities 
and elsewhere, the prospect of achieving or even approaching operational Reynolds number 
is usually beyond the available budget… Many demonstration tunnels and calibration tunnels 
have test-section areas of 1ft2 or less. These are very useful for observation of basic flow 
phenomena” (Barlow, Rae and Pope, p.66). Vogel confirms this view in relation to water 
tables, calling into question the value of attempted measurement given the sensitivity of 
working with materials prone to disruption: “Some quantities such as viscosity and density 
can be measured very precisely. But the inevitable irregularities in flow streams, the large 
effects of small variations in surface qualities, the nature of vortices and turbulence, all these 
and other phenomena severely limit the precision with which the behavior of moving fluids 
is worth measuring…” (1984, pp.8-9). Simply put, reconciling scale effects in small-scale 
environmental models in this research was not feasible, but research suggests that this does 
not compromise integrity of visual insights revealed through the process. 
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The first prototype design drew from three resources. First, engineering resources such as 
Barlow, Pope and Rae’s Low Speed Wind Tunnel (1999) provided guidance on general layout 
and componentry necessary to create a working wind tunnel. Second, online low-tech DIY 
resources such as those provided online by NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration) and instructables.com offered simpler guidance on assembling this componentry at 
a manageable size using readily-available building materials. Third, Marey’s wind tunnel served 
as a reference for establishing the general size and constructional approach. 

As a first step, a basic foam-core mock-up was constructed based on these resources (fig. 
2A.9). A 50 cm diameter desktop fan facing outward drew air through a foam core contrac-
tion cone, testing bed, and expansion cone respectively. Lasercut slotted cardstock formed 
the air straightener at the mouth of the testing bed. Gaffer and packing tape sealed edges, 
creating airtight construction and acting as the primary means for attaching individual com-
ponents to each other. A series of supporting shims established bases for each component. 
The mock-up enabled the visualisation of airflow around a test model, suggesting that the 
general assembly was sound.  

Given workshop ventilation and alarm limitations, it was not possible to test actual smoke 
as a flow visualisation medium. Instead, vapour from an off-the-shelf smoke machine was 
used. This medium lacked the clarity and density of Marey’s smoke streams but, through cali-
brated photographs, produced legible results. Working in a dark room, the model was spotlit 
from above through a hole in the testing bed; photographic lights placed obliquely ensured 
there was sufficient light for photography without producing reflections on the plexi surface 
(fig. 2A.10). Shutter speeds taken at 1/100 appeared a blur ; those at 1/200 and 1/320 cap-
tured movement more clearly (fig. 2A.11). 
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Figure 2A.11: (left) Photographs of a model in the mock-up 
helped finetune shutter speeds. A shutter speed of 1/100 (top) 
yielded blurry results. 1/320 (bottom) yielded crisper results. 

Figure 2A.10: The mock-up enabled refinment of photography 
and associated lighting. 

Figure 2A.9: Foam coare wind tunnel mock-up. 
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Prototype 1 was designed in response to this mock-up; it was based on its general size 
and configuration, but gave more careful consideration to material choices. 20mm thick, 
black laminate-lined mdf formed the 26cm x 40cm x 8cm testing bed. Continuous grooves 
routed along the inside edge of the mdf received a plexiglas cover. The testing bed was 
oriented to sit horizontally or vertically. It was flanked on either side with identical cardstock 
expansion and contraction cones that transitioned from the rectilinear testing bed the 50cm 
diameter inlet/outlets. Stacked layers of extruded plastic formed the air straightener, placed 
between the testing bed and the contraction cone (fig. 2A.12). The design was developed 
primarily through sketches and conventional 2d construction drawings, which provided a 
template for construction (fig 2A.13).
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Figure 2A.12: Prototype 1 componentry and assembly. 
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Figure 2A.13 (above) The design was initially drawn as a 2d con-
struction drawing, which provided a template for construction.
(facing page) Composite drawing indicates drawing types used 
to generate the prototype
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Figure 2A.14:  Prototype 1 was unstable. Material gaps compro-
mise air-tight construction. 

In this prototype, components nested within each other, but overall the assembly was 
unstable, difficult to assemble, and gaps between materials prevented airtight construction 
(2A.14). The expansion and contraction cones deflected under their own weight. Moreover, 
they intersected awkwardly with the testing bed, tearing at corners. Interior cardboard 
frames designed to create more stable intersections create obstructions impacting smooth 
flow. Subsequent modifications to increase stability included the following: placing the testing 
bed on a steel base, attaching cardboard ring to the outside of the contraction cone to hold 
shape of the circular profile, and constructing a steel ring with integrated base to hold the 
end of the expansion cone in place (fig. 2A.15). 
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Figure 2A.15. Subsequent modifications to the prototype 
include adding a steel base and adding externalised cardboard 
rings to enable expansion and contraction cones to retain their 
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A range of flow visualisation techniques and model materials were tested in prototype 1. 
Both opaque and translucent architectural models were tested within the testing bed (fig. 
2A.16). A plastic 10-way aquarium splitter was tested as a rake for distributing vapour as a 
series of contiguous lines. When distributed to 10 outlets, resultant flow was faint. This could 
have been due to lack of density of vapour or incorrect size of nozzle outlet. A related study 
placing conical piles of sand in the testing bed made air movement visible as a process of 
material dispersal (fig. 2A.17). In the end, the most successful visualization entailed using a 
single nozzle of vapour. However, this technique failed to yield flow patterns with the clarity 
evident in Marey’s work (fig. 2A.18/19) A variant of the tuft board was also developed. 
Lasercut cardstock ‘rudders’ attached to straight pins that freely rotated within hollow plastic 
tubes were installed in a gridded base. Air movement patterns around models placed within 
the testing bed were registered through the movement of the rudders, which were sensi-
tive to even minor variations in airflow. In areas of laminar flow, rudders remained largely 
immobilized. In areas of turbulence, rudders spun continuously. The rudders form vectors 
that indicate flow direction around obstructions, operating as a model analogue to Gissen’s 
‘vectored space drawings’ described in Chapter 1 (fig. 2A 20/21)
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Figure 2A.16 Both opaque and translucent architectural models 
were tested in prototype 1. 

Figure 2A.17. Conical piles of sand were placed in the testing 
bed to visualise how air inscribes itself as patterns of erosion. 



Figure 2A.18 (above). Airflow visualisation using vapour from an 
off-the-shelf smoke machine on both opaque and translucent 
models. 
Figure 2A.19 (opposite page). Video stills of the same effects. 
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Figure 2A.20 (above). Airflow visualisation using a variant of a 
tuft-board. Cardstock ‘rudders’ register both steady and variable 
airflow patternts.  
Figure 2A.21 (opposite page). Video stills of the same effects. 
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V2 

The second prototype was designed to increase overall stability and improve fit between 
components, particularly between expansion and contraction cones and the testing bed. 
It varied from the first prototype in three significant ways. First, to eliminate transitions 
between rectilinear and curvilinear geometries, the second prototype transitioned to a cy-
lindrical testing bed. Second, the design was generated in the 3d model environment rather 
than through 2d construction drawings. Third, the overall size of the wind tunnel became 
more diminutive; it was governed by key off-the-shelf components: the plexiglas tube and 
the adjoining ventilation fan, as well as acknowledgement that reduced spans were needed 
for thin materials to retain rigidity. 

The configuration of the prototype is as follows (fig 2A.22). The test section was com-
posed of a 50 cm diameter 3mm thick plexiglass tube 50cm long lined with black matte 
paper lined in the interior to provide a dark backdrop for the architectural model. In order 
to smoothly transition between the curvilinear base and a flat model testing surface, first a 
paper and then a plexiglas insert was fabricated. to A 10 cm diameter exhaust fan friction 
fits into the plexi tube. Black cardstock ‘combs’ act as air straighteners. The contraction cone 
was constructed from black matte paper; a rectangular band wrapped the exterior of the 
plexiglas tube; a series of tabs attached the band to the conical section. Initially, the wind 
tunnel rested on a 3mm plexiglass base (fig. 2A.23). While the resultant ‘flotation’ was visually 
appealing, the base was unstable. Subsequently, a series of sheet steel sections, attached to 
plywood base, were fabricated to provide stability (fig. 2A.24). This prototype was far easier 
to assemble than prototype V1; each component lapped neatly within or outside of the 
other (fig. 2A.25). 

The second prototype was used to test a further range of flow visualisation techniques. 
Thin paper streamers, a variant of tufts, were applied to a 3d model. Flow patterns using this 
technique were illegible. Vapour was trained through a 5-way aquarium splitter, but failed to 
flow through. A red laser torch, which focuses light in a line, in theory facilitating visualisation 
of a ‘slice’ of air movement, was also tested. When vapour was dispersed using a single tube, 
air movement was rendered a guazy haze. Quality of flow visualisation was worse than with 
the first prototype (fig. 2A.26/27). The most likely explanation is that the fan was too fast, 
drawing air too quickly through the test bed to render flow patterns legible. 

Figure 2A.23: Prototype 2 initially sat on an unstable plexiglas base. 
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Figure 2A.22: Prototype 2 componentry and assembly. 
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Figure 2A.24: Steel supports attached to a plywood base 
enabled more stable operation, particularly when disassembling 
to insert model tests. 
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Figure 2A.25: Prototype 2 componentry was generated using 
digital fabrication techniques and smaller sizes/spans, resulting in 
smoother transitions and better componentry fit.



Figure 2A.26 (opposite). Airflow visualisation using vapour from 
an off-the-shelf smoke machine yielded poor results.  

Figure 2A.27 (above). Video stills of the same effects. 
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The second prototype V2 was a step backward in terms of flow visualisation, but a step 
forward in terms of material fabrication. Designing within the digital modelling environment 
led to a streamlined fabrication process (fig. 2A.28). Components were 3d printed or 
lasercut directly from digital files, increasing precision, tolerance and component fit. The air 
straightening baffle, model testing bed, contraction cone, and initial test section base were 
lasercut; nozzles connecting plastic tubing to the vapour machine and at the test section 
end of the tubing were 3d-printed. The resultant assembly creates an interior environment 
of smooth, continuous transitions, reducing turbulence. Moreover, the process of designing 
components that contain and direct flows (the nozzles, baffles, reservoirs, and funnels) with-
in the gravity and force-less digital environment invites architectural speculation. Resultant 
drawings, renderings from the model-space in which the design was developed, suggest new 
ways of thinking about buildings and their components that operate in ways analogous to 
those in the wind tunnel. What would an architecture of nozzles, baffles, and hoods look like 
and how would it perform? (fig 2A.29-32).
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Figure 2A.28 Composite drawing indicates drawing types used 
to generate the prototype. The design was generated as a 3d 
model, which facilitated more accurate fabrication. 

Composite Drawing (opposite)
Construction Drawing
Lasercut Fabrication Drawing (instrument)
Lasercut Fabrication Drawing (architecture)
3d Print (instrument)
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V2

Figure 2A.29 3d Model ‘Top’  View
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Figure 2A.30 3d Model ‘Back’ View
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Figure 2A.21 3d Model ‘Front’  View
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Figure 2A.31 3d Model ‘Side’  View
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V3



Figure 2A.33. Wind Tunnel V1 rudder visualisation suggesting 
the wind tunnel testing bed might be understood as a building 
interior. 

2A Working Prototypes

Marey’s wind tunnel and associated photographs establish flow visualisation as a process of 
negotiation between air materialised through smoke, finely calibrated wind tunnel compo-
nents, and external disruptions that impact steady-state conditions. This section profiles the 
prototyping process of both wind tunnels and water tables, revealing further complexities 
associated with achieving controlled environments of legible air movement. While the swirl-
ing vortices on the trailing edge of Marey’s wing profile models are beguiling, the prototyping 
process revealed that creating the steady cords of smoke reflecting laminar, steady-state flow 
was far more challenging. 

Chapter one presented the prototyping process as a ‘designerly’ variant of experimental 
research. Prototypes work in two lights: as mechanical devices and as conceptual devices. 
In the former, they are evaluated based on the degree to which they establish the defining 
features of the environmental model: the degree to which airflow is materialised legibly in a 
steady state environment in relation to an architectural model. Marey’s wind tunnel pho-
tographs act as an exemplar for how air, when materialised through the addition of smoke, 
reveals the ‘actual forces and stuff ’ of air behaviour. His steady white cords of smoke illustrate 
that creating a steady-state condition is a function of both the calibration of constituent 
components of the wind tunnel-as-instrument and the creation of a stable testing environ-
ment. In the catalogues that follow, prototypes are presented through a series of annotated 
drawings, consistent across prototype, to facilitate comparison. Photographs, 3d model 
axonometrics, and scale fabrication drawings illustrate the constituent components of each 
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Figure 2A.34: Prototype 3 componentry and assembly. 
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Figure 2A.35: Prototype 3 dimishes in size, conflating readings 
between environmental instrument and environmental archi-
tecture. 
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Figure 2A.36 Composite drawing indicates drawing types used 
to generate the prototype. All components were assembled 
from lasercut plexi, paper, and cardstock. 

Composite Drawing (opposite)
Construction Drawing
Lasercut Fabrication Drawing (instrument)
Lasercut Fabrication Drawing (architecture)
3d Print (instrument)



Figure 2A.37 (above). Airflow visualisation using paper rudders, 
a variant of the tuft-board technique. 
Figure 2A.38 (opposite page). Video stills extracted from the 
video. 
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This prototype suggested a new reading of the wind tunnel, one in which the exterior 
environment simulated within the testing bed is understood as an interior environment, and 
the exterior shell of the tunnel a model of architecture. In this prototype, the wind tunnel 
testing bed is understood as an architectural model and the interior a building interior. In 
other words, the resultant model hybridises two of the three key elements of an environ-
mental model: the instrumentation of creating a steady-state environment with the architec-
tural model. This model prompts the question: How might an environmental instrument be 
read as an architectural model?
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Figure 2A.39. Prototype V3 Exterior View. 
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flow visualisation

V3V3

Figure 2A.40. Prototype V3 Testing Bed as Exterior. 
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Figure 2A.41 Prototype V3 Testing Bed as Building Interior.
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V4 

The final prototype merged insights accrued through the prototyping process. It returned 
to the initial prototype with a view to improving componentry assembly and overall stability. 
A return to engineering literature for guidance revealed that earlier prototypes neglected 
some best practice guidelines (Barlow et al, 1999; Bradshaw and Pankhurst, 1964; Celis, and 
Ubbens, 2016; Hussain et al, 2011) Componentry was altered in the following ways: the 
contraction cone air entry diameter increased to increase incoming volume of air ; the hon-
eycomb matrix is placed within the contraction cone to reduce turbulence well before air 
enters the testing bed (and to reduce boundary layer separation); the diffuser (expansion) 
cone length extended to transition more smoothly to reduce turbulence. 

The assembly is as follows (fig. 2A.42-44): The 30cm x 20cm x 12.5 cm rectilinear testing 
bed is composed of lasercut 3mm plexiglas. The testing bed rests on a steel frame attached 
to a plywood base. Expansion and contraction cones are made of while cardstock, but are 
supported on either end with steel frames of similar profile to that for the testing bed. A 
neoprene layer is sandwiched between the frames, which are clipped together. The external-
ised steel frames provide support without compromising smooth interior transitions. Neo-
prene layers provide a vibration buffer between steel frames and ensure a certain degree of 
airtightness. The expansion cone is connected to a 30 cm diameter ventilation fan, bolted to 
another steel frame attached to the plywood surface. The flow straightener of lasercut black 
cardstock sits within the expansion cone. A rudder base similar to that of prototypes 1 and 
3 is inserted into the testing bed base to visualise air movement patterns. 

While engineering literature provided technical guidance on componentry configuration, 
knowledge accrued through working materially on prototypes 1-3 informed the development 
of a clearer constructional logic for this prototype (2A.47-48). The final prototype address-
es the need to ensure component assembly stability while also ensuring seamless interior 
material transitions. This trajectory is evident when viewing key joints between expansion 
and contraction cones and the testing bed. V1 lacks a clear approach to material joints; V2 
relies on smooth-fit lapped joints; V4relies on gasketed joints. This trajectory is also evident 
in relation to the overall configuration.  If V1 was marked by awkward material intersections 
and resultant instability, and V2 by a streamlined logic levitating within the digital environment, 
V4 operates somewhere in between. On the one hand, the final prototype relies on stream-
lined construction practices to ensure smooth material and geometric transitions and equal 
distribution of forces. On the other hand, the prototype responds to gravitational forces and 
sensitivity to exterior disturbance through constructional elements that anchor and provide 
stability. This final prototype suggests that assembly logics of wind tunnels operate somewhere 
between that of aeronautics and that of architecture. They are analogous to aircraft construct-
ed inside out, creating a continuous, smooth, interior (rather than exterior) surface to reduce 
air resistance. They visually hover in space as a series of smoothly transitioning geometries 
while also remaining solidly grounded, requiring anchoring and rigidity for stability. How does 
stability provide a frame of reference for observing the unstable? What models of architecture 
appear caught between sky and ground?    
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Figure 2A.42: Prototype 4 componentry and assembly. 
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V4

Figure 2A.43: Externalised steel frames create stability and 
gaskets create tight,sealed joints. 
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Figure 2A.44 Composite drawing indicates drawing types used 
to generate the prototype. 

Composite Drawing (opposite)
Construction Drawing
Lasercut Fabrication Drawing (instrument)
Lasercut Fabrication Drawing (architecture)
3d Print (instrument)



Figure 2A.45 (above). Airflow visualisation using paper rudders, 
a variant of the tuft-board technique. 
Figure 2A.46 (opposite page). Video stills extracted from the 
video. 
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Figure 2A.47 Views of steel frame gasket joints, creating stability, 
while also ensuring interior is free of obstructions and joints are 
relatively airtight.  
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Figure 2A.48 Wind tunnel tectonics operate somewhere be-
tween aeronautics and architecture. 
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set-up diagram.
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2B Water Table Componentry and Flow Visualisation

The precursors to Marey’s wind tunnels were water tanks, reflecting the important equiv-
alence between air and water that allowed Marey to move between working with water 
and working with air. The first wind tunnel, built in 1871 by Francis Wenham, was developed 
by a marine engineer using his knowledge of water channels. The concept of inversion, pre-
sented in chapter 2, applies to working in air and water. Lee notes “this concept--- that the 
forces on a body moving through a still fluid are the same as the forces on the body if it is 
stationary and the fluid flows around…. is the central principle for water channels and wind 
tunnels” (Lee, 1998, p.8). Water tables are less common than wind tunnels for studying build-
ing ventilation. They differ from water tanks in that they replicate only a ‘slice’ of water rather 
than a three-dimensional volume. Water tables create a steady sheet of water upon which 
models are placed; dyed water streamlines reveal flow patterns around these sectional (or 
planometric) models.

 Water tables have been used as both teaching tools and to test ventilation patterns in 
agricultural sciences. Norbert Lechner’s Heating, Ventilation and Cooling includes an appendix 
devoted to experimental environmental design techniques. A water table prototype with 
key dimensions completed by students at Chiang Mai University under Professor Tantacham-
roon’s instruction provided a useful starting point for my own water table prototypes (fig. 
2B.1). The 50cm x 90cm water table sits on a raised testing surface and is composed of the 
following components: a trough at one end is filled with water, which then forms a steady 
sheet of water across the slightly inclined testing surface before outletting through a drain at 
the trough in the other end. Once a steady flow across the table surface has been achieved, 
a tray with a linear array of 1 mm diameter holes is placed across the test bed. Dyed water 
is poured into the tray and resultant colour streams are introduced into the water. The dyed 
water streams then pass through and around plastic sectional models, simulating “in slow 
motion the smoke streams in a wind tunnel or in an actual building” (Lechner, 2009, p.675). 
In this case study, results from the water table experiments were then translated to air-

flow diagrams, indicating the streamlines of air flow around and through the building plans 
and sections. A more obscure use of water tables has been for studying airflow patterns in 
‘climatic’ (passive) calf houses, which require sufficient ventilation to reduce microorganism 
and dust accumulation while reducing direct draughts on calves. Mitchell and Ross (1977) 
include images of a 4.8 meter long water table they constructed at the Scottish Farm Build-
ing Investigation Unit in Aberdeen; however, no images of model tests are included in key 
publications (fig. 2B.2). 

Visualising flow patterns as a parallel linear condition proved easier to achieve in the water 
tables. In my experience, Vogel’s advice about choosing between working with the medium 
of air versus water rang true: “If a choice be made, I would opt for a flow tank rather than a 
wind tunnel or other air-moving system: forces are greater, ancillary equipment can be sim-
pler, and the use of dye for flow marking is a sure crowd-pleaser” (1984, p.290). Barlow, Rae 
and Pope similarly note: “water tunnels are used in essentially the same way and under the 
same physical principles as low-speed wind tunnels...It is possible to achieve low dispersion 
of die streaks, which combined with very low flow speeds has allowed more detailed ob-
servation and associated photographic and video recording than has been achieved in wind 
tunnels” (1999, p.41). In short, flow patterns were far more visually legible in water tables 
than wind tunnels (fig. 2B.4). Alan Berger’s collaborative model with MIT’s Knepf hydrology 
lab used both UV dye and a UV torch and regular dye; both served as useful visual referenc-
es (fig. 2B.3). Visual legibility, however, introduces another set of material challenges. Water 
registers even the slightest gradient shift and deflection; it flows through the finest material 
gap. Creating a controlled steady state condition of continuous, even water flow entailed 
constructing models with increasing levels of precision, resulting in a prototyping trajectory 
of increasing fine-tuning and componentry calibration. 
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Figure 2B.1(left):  Water table prototype by Tantachamroon used 
as a teaching tool for building ventilation. Source: Lechner, 2009.
Figure 2B.2 (right): Water table prototype used to test ventila-
tion in climatic calf houses. Source: Mitchell and Ross, 1977.
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Figure 2B.3: Berger’s Pontine Marshes Project in collaboration 
with MIT’s Knept Hydrological Lab use UV dye and UV light to 
visualise water flow patterns (top) as well as normal plumbing 
dye (bottom). Source: Berger, 2015. 



Figure 2B.4: Video compilation of prototypes 1-3 testing bed 
indicating streamline progression. 
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V1
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Figure 2B.5: An initial foam core water table mock-up used 
off-the-shelf pvc plumbing componentry to collect, circulate, and 

V1

The first water table was designed in parallel to the first wind tunnel prototype; they fol-
low similar initial trajectories. An initial foam-core mock-up was constructed to test general 
componentry and configuration (fig 2B.5); this mock-up focused in particular on resolving 
plumbing componentry required to transfer water from an existing sink tap into a water 
table reservoir, over the testing surface, into a drainage reservoir and back into the sink. Off-
the shelf pvc pipe fittings conveyed water to the water table and drained it into a drainage 
bucket. A submersible pump conveyed water back to the sink drain. Flow patterns on the 
testing surface itself were poor as the surface deflected significantly and leaked substantially. 
However, resolution of ‘water cycle’ plumbing offered a starting point for the first prototype. 

Prototype 1 followed similar size as the mock up and used similar materials and construc-
tion practices as the first wind tunnel (fig. 2B.6, 2B.7). Just as with the first wind tunnel, the 
design was developed as a 2d construction drawing, which served as a template for con-
struction (fig. 2B.8). Both were constructed primarily of plywood and plexiglas. The assembly 
is as follows A 94cm x 55cm x 7 cm sealed plywood base incorporates LED lighting to fa-
cilitate photography. A 5 mm thick translucent plexiglas box incorporated water inlet at one 
(a hole that receives plumbing) end and drain at the other. This box sat within the plywood 
base. The testing bed fitted within this plexi box. A gridded plexi undercarriage provided 
support for the testing bed surface. All plexi intersections were sealed with a waterproof 
sealant. The testing bed rests on a steel base with integrated casters.

To operate the water table, water was fed from a sink tap through a hose bibb attach-
ment to a pvc attachment integrated into the plywood base. Water filled a reservoir before 
spilling as a thin sheet along the sloped test surface. Dyed water was distributed through in 
a rectangular plexi tray with 1mm diameter lasercut holes. In principle, lines of dye moved 
around sectional models placed on the testbed, revealing flow patterns as a series of moving 
dye lines. At the drain end, water flowed through a plumbing drain into a bucket. 
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Figure 2B.6: The first wind tunnel and first water table de-
veloped in parallel and share similar sizes and construction 
materials. 
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Figure 2B.7: Prototype 1 componentry and assembly. 
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Figure 2B.8 Composite drawing indicates drawing types used to 
generate the prototype. 

Composite Drawing (opposite)
Construction Drawing
Lasercut Fabrication Drawing (instrument)
Lasercut Fabrication Drawing (architecture)
3d Print (instrument)
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Dyed water highlighted two central defects of the prototype: surface deflection, causing wa-
ter to pool towards the center, and leaks at seams caused by poor sealant (fig.2B.9). Calibrating 
the supporting undercarriage of the table surface failed to correct the problem. The material 
surface was too thin to span the testing bed without deflection and its reliance on so many 
support points and edges complicated achieving a continuous even set of supports. Water be-
came a measure of constructional defects, pooling along deflections and leaking through gaps. 
Creating controlled steady-state environments required levels of precision better facilitated by 
digital fabrication processes. 

While prototype V1 failed to create a steady sheet of moving water, it did facilitate testing 
a range of visualisation techniques (fig. 2B.10-11). The primary means of flow visualisation in 
water tables is using dye as an additive to water. Tantachamroo’s water table used potassium 
permarganate as the dye additive, but due to toxicity, this medium was not tested. Food co-
louring was tested, but results lacked sufficient contrast. Off-the-shelf plumber’s dye offered the 
ideal medium; it was non-toxic, high contrast, and available in a number of colours. Various pho-
tographic lighting strategies from above and from within the testing bed were tested. Moreover, 
a range of architectural model including translucent, transparent and opaque models as well as 
sectional models vs three dimensional models.  Given the many permutations, the combination 
of underlighting, blue drain dye, and opaque sectional model proved most visually clear when 
photographed.
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Figure 2B.9: Prototype 1 surface deflection caused water to 
pool towards the centre of the table.  



Figure 2B.10 (above). Flow visualisation using a range of lighting 
/ dye / model types. 
Figure 2B.11 (opposite). Video stills of the same effects. 
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V2

Subsequent water table prototypes responded to the first prototype in two ways. First, 
they shrank. Doing so reduced spans and enabled digital fabrication of all componentry. In 
response to the challenge of creating a smooth, even surface, water tables decreased in size 
(shrinking) and construction methods gained precision through digital fabrication. Second, 
just as Marey’s wind tunnel was integrated with mechanical systems of his research station, 
subsequent prototypes became reliant on the existing plumbing infrastructure—a workshop 
sink—as support, water source, and drain. Whereas wind tunnel prototypes developed 
along several different trajectories in response to a wider range of discoveries, water table 
prototypes 2, 3, and 4 developed incrementally as subtle variants of each other. They are 
essentially increasingly calibrated versions of the same general assembly. 

The second (and subsequent) prototypes eliminated the plywood base. The size of the 
testing bed was based on reducing spans and maximising material efficiency of 50cm x 50cm 
plexiglass sheets (fig. 2B.12/14). A 50 cm x 25 cm x 10 cm plexiglas tray includes a hole to 
receive a hose as water inlet on one end and has an outlet hole in the bottom at the oppo-
site end to drain water directly in to the sink. A gridded plexi support sets within this tray; 
an opaque, sanded plexiglas surface rests top. All surfaces were sealed using plexi solvent 
and waterproof sealant. The testing bed was place on mdf struts that spanned the sink. (fig. 
2B.13). 
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Figure 2B.12 Prototype 2 componentry and assembly. 
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Figure 2B.13: Prototype 2 simplified componentry by relying on 
existing sink to provide support, water source, and drain. 
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Figure 2B.14 Composite drawing indicates drawing types used 
to generate the prototype. 

Composite Drawing (opposite)
Construction Drawing
Lasercut Fabrication Drawing (instrument)
Lasercut Fabrication Drawing (architecture)
3d Print (instrument)
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A range of rakes were tested for dispersing dye in the second prototype. A reservoir of 
ink was gravity-fed through plastic tubing to rakes of different configurations. The first rake 
was an off-the-shelf 5-way aquarium splitter with adjustable nozzles. The rake dispersed dye, 
but the dye patterns were disturbed, likely reflecting irregularity of the internal profile of the 
splitter. A 10-way aquarium splitter yielded similar results and was more difficult to control 
given differentials in pressure from one end of the rake to the other. A series of 3d printed 
nozzles with smoother interior geometries were tested. The first version failed as the internal 
support filling material neglected to dissolve, blocking flow. The second version was con-
structed in halves, removing the need for 3d interior support. While dye flowed through this 
version, it leaked at the intersection (2B.15). 

The second prototype was an improvement on the first in terms of flow visualisation. 
While dye lines were turbulent, they were far more legible than the first prototype. The 
surface deflected, but less so (fig. 2B.16-18). Friction caused by sanding the plexiglas facilitat-
ed smoother flow of water as a continuous sheet. Moreover, integration with the sink made 
operation less unwieldy than in the previous prototype. 

Figure 2B.15: A range of dye dispersal strategies were tested 
including a 5-way aquarium splitter (left, middle) and custom 3d 
printed version, which leaked at the seam. 
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Figure 2B.16 The second prototype also deflected by flow 
visualisation was an improvement on the first with contin-
uous dye lines indicating flow patterns around a sectional 
model. 



Figure 2B.17 (above). Flow visualisation using a range of rake 
dye dispersal strategies. 
Figure 2B.18 (opposite). Video stills of the same effects. 
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V3 

The third prototype retained the general size and configuration of the first prototype, but 
incorporated a steel base with additional componentry for calibration (fig.2B.19/21). Ad-
justable feet on the base enabled levelling the surface without relying on shims. A steel arm 
welded to the base acted as a smartphone tripod to capture planometric views (fig.2B.20). 
The testing surface was slightly narrowed to ensure that it wasn’t compressed on the sides, 
causing bowing or deflection. Silicon sealant created a watertight seal. 
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Figure 2B.19 Prototype 3 componentry and assembly. 
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Figure 2B.20: Prototype 3 incorporated a steel base with adjust-
able feet and steel arm with integrated smartphone tripod. 
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Figure 2B.21 Composite drawing indicates drawing types used 
to generate the prototype. 
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Prototype 3 tested the trough dispersal technique used in the first prototype. A range 
of diameter holes were tested (1.0 mm, 1.2 mm, 1.4 mm) (fig.2B.22). Troughs with small 
diameter (1mm diameter) holes created the most consistent, visible field of steady flow lines 
and the flow field remained visible longest given the same volume of trough. This prototype 
succeeded in creating a steady-state condition of even, continuous water flow along the full 
surface of the table. Continuous parallel lines of dyed ink reflected this state (fig.2B.23). With-
in the broader trajectory of prototyping, this represented a significant achievement, marking 
the closest equivalent to Marey’s smokestream photographs of any experiment. Sectional 
models were placed on the testing bed, enablishing visualisation of flow patterns around their 
profiles, which were arranged in varying configurations. (fig.2B.24/25). Eventually, the models 
were destabilised by water pressure, causing them to dislodge from the testing surface. 

Figure 2B.22: Plexiglas troughs with varying diameter holes 
disperse streamlines.. 
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Figure 2B.23 Prototype 3 enabled flow visualisation as a series 
of parallel dye lines. This photograph is the closest equivalent 
to Marey’s smokestream photographs, capturing water (air) 
movement as a series of parallel moving lines. 



Figure 2B.24 (above). Flow visualisation using dye reservoir with 
a range of diameter holes.  
Figure 2B.25 (opposite). Video stills of the same effects. 
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V4 

The final prototype incorporated two modifications from the third. First, a lightbox was 
integrated into the base in order to eliminate reflections from overhead lights visible in 
photographs. Second, a grid of vertical supports was integrated into the testing surface in 
order to steady models susceptible to movement by water pressure (fig. 2B.26-29). A series 
of linear model elements of varying lengths were attached to the surface and reconfigured 
to test various flow patterns. The arcs of possible movement were etched as a drawing onto 
the surface of the testing bed. 

In this prototype, however, water again became the measure of constructional defects, 
leaking through the surface testing bed and pooling into the model undercarriage below (fig. 
2B.30/31). Moreover, the use of frosted plexiglas rather than milky translucent plexiglas used 
in V1 reduced contrast on the top surface (fig. 2B.32-33). 

Figure 2B.26 Prototype 4 componentry and assembly. 
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Figure 2B.27 Prototype 4 componentry and assembly. 

1 Testing Surface
2 Ink Reservoir
3 Undercarriage/Support
4 Integrated Lightbox
5 Water inlet/source
6 Water drain/outlet
7 Ink Rake
8 Integrated Smartphone Support
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Figure 2B.28:  Prototype 4 incorporated a light table and matrix 
of model supports.
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Figure 2B.29 Composite drawing indicates drawing types used 
to generate the prototype. 

Composite Drawing (opposite)
Construction Drawing
Lasercut Fabrication Drawing (instrument)
Lasercut Fabrication Drawing (architecture)
3d Print (instrument)
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Figure 2B.30 View of the flooded model undercarriage. 
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Figure 2B.31 View of the flooded model undercarriage. 
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This reduction in visibility prompted a shift in vantage point in two ways. First, focus shifted 
through the water table to the undercarriage, inviting occupation of the ethereal blue pools 
below. Just as wind tunnel prototype 3 proportionally appeared more as a model of archi-
tecture, this water table prototype suggested a conceptual inversion in which environmental 
model invites reading as an architectural model. Tectonically, this prototype had a nested 
constructional logic, extending from light table (ground) to testing bed (enclosure) to sup-
porting undercarriage (structure) to surface (roof) (fig.2B.34-35). Moreover, the integration 
of lighting and drawing to the testing surface suggests it operates as something more than  a 
model backdrop. Surface becomes a substrate of lines, light, and moving (air/)water, opening 
room for architectural speculation about a broader range of overlapping environmental 
variables including light, water and wind and their corresponding intensities, gradients, and 
flows (fig.2B.36). 

Figure 2A.32  VIew of model surface. Leaking and pooling of 
blue water below obscures high contrast visibility of dye lines on 
testing surface. 
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Figure 2A.33  VIew of model surface. Leaking and pooling of 
blue water below obscures high contrast visibility of dye lines on 
testing surface. 
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Figure 2A.34  While this prototype failed to create a legible 
steady-state condition, its assembly suggests reading the envi-
ronmental model as an architectural model. 
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V4

Figure 2A.35  While this prototype failed to create a legible 
steady-state condition, its assembly suggests reading the envi-
ronmental model as an architectural model. 
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Figure 2A.36  The testing bed surfaces becomes more than a 
testing bed surface as it integrates drawing, light gradients, and 
flow patterns. 
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A delicate job of adjustment was then required, making gradual corrections 

in the model, so it would approach a possible reality, and in reality to make it 

approach the model… even the most rigid model can show some unexpect-

ed elasticity. In other words, if the model does not succeed in transforming 

reality, reality must succeed in transforming the model.  

- Italo Calvino, Mr. Palomar
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3.1 Introduction

Models are physical artefacts as well as mental ideals. They are projective artefacts, 
offering imaginative possibilities to the world, and they are reflective artefacts, embody-
ing values held at the time of their construction. Smith provides a concise description 
of architectural models that captures the multiple dimensions at which models operate: 
“A model is typically a small object, usually built to scale, that represents another, often 
larger, object. It can be a preliminary pattern, serving as a plan, from which an item not yet 
constructed will be produced. A model can also offer a tentative description of a theory 
or system that accounts for all its known properties. Architectural scale models operate in 
all of these areas, not only defining a future building but also partaking in the definition of a 
culture’s cosmos” (2004, pp. 61-62). Choices about model traits such as size, materiality or 
form reflect designer intent informed by larger collective values. Smith suggests that models 
partake “in the definition of a culture’s cosmos”. By this he means that models not only 
act as cultural mirrors reflecting views held at the time of their construction, but that they 
have the capacity to shape that definition, leading to the kinds of paradigm shifts suggested 
in chapter 1 by Burnett.1 Models are reflective and they are also projective, offering new 
conceptions and interpretations about the subjects of their representations. 

In the Philosophy of Science, those attributes in the world that a model represents are 
referred to as a model’s target system. D. Graham Burnett describes those productive 
moments in which a dialogue emerges between a model and its target system. He suggests 
that it is the oscillations between a physical model and the target system that it represents 
that allow the model to become a ‘thinking’ tool, opening up new conceptions of the 
model and the world that it represents. Italo Calvino’s character Mr. Palomar reflects on 
this dialogic relationship between a model and the ‘reality’ it suggests in relation to its target 
system(s): 

A delicate job of adjustment was then required, making gradual corrections in the model, 
so it would approach a possible reality, and in reality to make it approach the model… 
even the most rigid model can show some unexpected elasticity. In other words, if the 
model does not succeed in transforming reality, reality must succeed in transforming the 
model (1994, p.98). 

The world shapes constructions of the model and the model, in turn, shapes construc-
tions of the world.

In conventional architectural presentation models, the model’s target system is a future 
building that the model represents. Similarly, for conventional environmental apparatuses 
such as wind tunnels or heliodons, when understood as scale models, the model’s target 

1.  Hawkes clearly describes the relationship between 
architecture, climate and culture in Architecture and Climate: an 
Environmental History of British Architecture, 1600-2000 (2012). 
He outlines the intention of the book as trying “to bridge the 
cultural gap” between views located in humanities and those in 
building science. “In the architectural science, the method is in-
variably to represent buildings as a logical response to a pre-ex-
isting climate. But in taking a historical standpoint, buildings may 
be seen, in some respects, both to represent and to interpret 
the climate that shaped them. What I am trying to show is that 
the meeting of architecture and climate is as much a question of 
history and culture as it is of technology” (p.2).
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system is the atmospheric or climatic condition that operates at full scale that the model 
simulates—a space of wind flow from a given direction or of solar trajectories for a set 
latitude. Environmental models therefore appear to have at least two model/target systems: 
an architectural proposition and an environmental phenomenon, creating direct dialogues 
between the perceived and projected relationships between the two. 

This chapter explores the relationship between environmental models and their target 
systems and explores how one case study model, Victor and Aladar Olgyay’s thermohe-
liodon, reflects two conceptions of environment of both environment and of environmen-
tal architecture. Victor and Aladar Olgyay are best known as co-authors of Solar Control 

and Shading (1957), a comprehensive overview of solar mitigation strategies for buildings 
designed in a regionally-modified International style. Victor Olgyay’s Design with Climate 

(1963) extended the techniques outlined in Solar Control and Shading to a broader range 
of environmental conditions, outlining a comprehensive bioclimatic design methodology 
that went on to establish the foundations of contemporary sustainable architectural design. 
While the legacy of the canonical Design with Climate is far-reaching, little has been written 
about its culminating feature, a six-page appendix featuring a series of photographs, item-
ized drawings, research statements, and technical descriptions of the thermoheliodon. 

The thermoheliodon was an advancement of a heliodon—an environmental model that 
simulates solar trajectories on architectural models—that also simulated heat, air move-
ment, and soil thermal capacities in order to compare interior building thermal conditions 
in relation to a simulated exterior environment. Chapter 2 concluded by situating Marey’s 
wind tunnel within a broader architectural context as an environmental mediating instru-
ment. In this chapter, the Olgyay’s thermoheliodon picks up on the theme of environmental 
mediation by establishing reciprocal relationships between controlled environments--both 
at scale and in the ‘real’ world--and the models of architecture they suggest. This chapter 
progresses themes that concluded chapter 2 by more closely examining the role of the 
environmental model as mediating devices between exterior and interior environments 
and between scale projections and full-scale targets.  

3.2 Weather Data and Climate Control 

Post WWII US suburbia

Victor and Aladar Olgyay were accomplished practitioners in Budapest before emigrating 
to the United States in 1947. Their practice included a broad portfolio of housing and insti-
tutional projects designed in the International Style. Just as architects such as Le Corbusier, 
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Walter Gropius, and Richard Neutra were exploring climatic adaptations to modern build-
ings at the time, the Olgyays developed regionally-modified adaptations to their designs, 
focusing initially on solar mitigation. For example, their last and most well-known building in 
Hungary, the Stühmer Chocolate Factory, is attuned to its environmental context through 
careful spatial organisation and passive ventilation facade design: 

The factory design coordinates the operational needs of the facility with optimal environ-
mental conditions; for example, storage is put in dark area, and tasks requiring brighter 
light are in brighter areas. They conducted extensive daylight model testing to inform 
the size and location of fenestration under various daylight conditions. In addition, they 
designed an ingenious ventilating façade calculate to passively mitigate solar heat gain 
(Olgyay, V.W., 2015, p.xiii).

A series of diagrams and design development models for the project reflects a clear 
interest not just in attuning the building to its local climate, but in honing design methods 
for doing so (fig 3.1). 

Physical environmental models play a role in the Olgyays’ early career. One image of the 
Stühmer Chocolate factory (fig. 3.2), captioned “control of the theoretical conception by 
empirical experiments,” shows a large-scale physical model of the factory sitting on trellises 
such that the top surface of the model is at table height. A model ‘operator’ appears to 
be taking light readings of three different shading strategies to compare interior daylight 
distribution (ibid, p.xv). The large-scale model, placed outside in the ‘real’ sun, sits in stark 
contrast to images of the international-style model subsumed within the constructed 
environment of the thermoheliodon, providing a glimpse of the Olgyay’s methodological 
trajectory. Whereas the Stühmer model prioritises the architectural design and its relation-
ship to a single environmental process, sunlight, the diminutive model in thermoheliodon in-
visibly reconciles, through a sensored interface, data about increasing numbers of simulated 
environmental parameters. 

When the Olgyays arrived in the United States, housing design, particularly in large-
scale suburban developments, was the locus of many inter-related environmental national 
concerns. At a national scale, ongoing fuel shortage threats resulted in volatile fuel costs. 
Military technological advances were being adapted to the domestic environment; such 
technological advances were seen as signs of progress, and progress was a means of assert-
ing national identity within the context of the ensuing Cold War. Meanwhile, there was an 
increasing desire to assert regional housing identity as a response to the homogenization 
of large-scale suburban development. Publications in popular magazines about new design 
styles both captured the optimism of modern life while also promoting a desire for regional 
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Figure 3.1:  Victor and Aladar Olgyay’s Stühmer Chocolate 
Factory was the last project they completed in Hungary before 
emigrating to the United States. The project uses of drawing and 
empirical model tests to test solar shading principles.  Source: 
Olgyay, 1963.
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Figure 3.2: Close-up of Stühmer Chocolate Factory model  used 
to take light readings. The model is described by the Olgyays as 
an ‘empirical experiment’. Source: Olgyay1963.
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identity. 
Architects had specific concerns about environmental performance of hastily con-

structed suburban stick-framed homes. Decreased lot sizes, increased paving, decreased 
shade trees, and poorly insulated lightweight construction methods lead in many cases to 
increased summer overheating. While air conditioning was increasingly viable, fuel costs 
made it a luxury. At the same time, thermal comfort expectations were becoming more 
stringent. Building climate control increasingly became a focal point of design conversations. 
‘Controlling’ interior building climate entailed developing methods for reconciling exterior 
and interior climatic demands. Lack of accurate and consistent regional climate data as well 
as techniques for codifying and applying the data to architectural design methods, however, 
proved obstacles to this agenda.    

James Marston Fitch’s 1948 American Buildings: The Forces that Shape It provides a good 
yardstick for understanding the state of environmental design roughly at the time that the 
Olgyay’s arrived in the United States.2 Fitch’s book elaborates on key climatic principles 
influencing building thermal performance. However, he laments the lack of established 
techniques for testing these principles in a rigorous, repeatable, and transferable manner. 
For example, Fitch refers to a study, the first of its kind in the United States, conducted by 
H. and H. N. Wright (who developed the first heliodon on 1939) that quantified insolation 
values based on building orientation in New York City and made orientation recommen-
dations accordingly. While useful, the study was only relevant for that site and neglected to 
include techniques for making it transferable to other latitudes. 

Within this context, the Olgyays’ professional focus shifted from establishing a prac-
tice to pursuing academic careers, taking academic appointments at University of Notre 
Dame, then MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), and finally at Princeton University. 
Their early research was a direct outgrowth of these emerging environmental concerns 
and the agenda to develop precise design techniques that could be adapted to a range 
of climate zones. One of their earliest attempts at refining a known rule of thumb solar 
design strategy appears in Aronin’s Climate and Architecture (1953) (fig. 3.3). The sketch 
reconciles asymmetry of thermal gain on west versus east side of rectilinear buildings in 
temperate climate zones; the diagram indicates that an orientation shift of the east side 
slightly south would reduce west/southwest overheating..3 The Olgyays continued to refine 
their study of solar orientation recommendations and its broader regional application in 
“The Theory of Sol-Air Orientation,” published in Architectural Forum in 1954 (Reynolds, 
2015, p.x). “In this five-page presentation, their study of the impact of the sun on building 
orientation produced their now widely cited recommendation of a house oriented with its 

2.  Largely text-based with occasional diagrammatic supple-
ments, Fitch demonstrates a clear awareness of key climatic 
principles influencing building thermal environmental perfor-
mance, outlining criteria influencing thermal comfort, micro-
climate modification, and building thermal transfer.  He cites 
relevant methodological developments in testing and verifying 
thermal performance such as Henry Wright and his son Henry 
N. Wright 1939 heliodon, the first of its kind developed at the 
Columbia School of Architecture Fitch cites the heliodon’s 
qualitative ability to indicate light distribution, but its quantitative 
inability to indicate “quantity of solar energy, its value in terms 
of heat, light or therapy” (1948, p.300). Conklin’s 1958 The 
Weather-Conditioned House, another contemporary environ-
mental design textbook, focuses more on thermal performance 
of building materials and building construction practices; it also 
includes strategies for active mechanical systems. It does provide 
some passive guidelines for minimizing summer overheating, 
but it does not provide a comprehensive overview of design 
approaches in varying climatic contexts.  

3.  Passive solar house design principles were not entirely new 
at the time, but they required refinement. In the 1930s, brothers 
George and William Keck pioneered passive solar house design 
principles of glazing a south building wall to encourage winter 
solar gain while minimizing openings on the east, west and 
north walls to minimize heat loss (Reynolds, 2015). However, it 
was widely known that these designs were prone to summer 
overheating, and design was predicated on only general princi-
ples of orientation. See Barber (2013). 

Figure 3.3: The Olgyays ’ Temperate Building Orientation Di-
agram’ featured in Aronin’s Climate and Architecture reflects 
one of the Olgyays’ earliest attempts to refine a known rule 
of thumb environmental guideline to a more prescriptive 
regional guideline. Source: Aronin, J.E.,1963.
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Figure 3.4: AIA and House Beautiful Magazine’s Regional Climate 
Analysis and Design Data for Boston Area (selected sheets). 
Regional data presented included solar, thermal, wind, humidity 
and precipitation levels. It also included design guidelines for 
site layout; building orientation; interior organization; wall, floor, 
roof composition; and foundation/basement recommendations.  
Source: Supplement to the Bulletin of the AIA, March 1951.
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major windows facing somewhat east of south, with some variations between Minneapolis, 
New York, Phoenix, and Miami” (ibid). Their 1957 book Solar Control and Shading Devices 

builds further on this research, outlining methods for designing appropriate solar shading 
placement, configuration and orientation based on understanding of solar trajectories, over 
and underheating periods, and shading criteria of different architectural shading devices.4 
Extremely comprehensive, Solar Control and Shading is still used as a reference in contem-
porary environmental textbooks.5

House Beautiful Magazine’s Climate Control Project

While Aladar continued research focusing on solar mitigation, Victor Olgyay shifted focus 
to codifying and synthesizing a more comprehensive range of climatic variables. Solar trajec-
tories were easily predicted given a site’s latitude. Expanding variables of concern required 
more nuanced regional specific climatic data, which had only very recently been codified 
and disseminated. An unconventional partnership between the popular magazine, House 

Beautiful, and the disciplinary governing body, the American Institute of Architects (AIA) 
had laid the groundwork for the Olgyay’s next project, the incorporation of additional 
climatic parameters into a systematic method for bioclimatic design. In 1949, House Beau-

tiful magazine, in collaboration with the Bulletin of the AIA, initiated the ‘Climate Control 
Project,’ simultaneously popularising the solar house design concept while also codifying and 
disseminating climatic data to architects.6 

One of the defining features of the series was the publication of a series of regional 
climate control charts developed by House Beautiful’s climate consultant, military geog-
rapher Paul Siple. The first article of the series, published in the AIA Bulletin, included a 
twenty-one page spread that included the climate control chart for Columbus, Ohio. The 
chart consisted in four pages of climatic and corresponding design data (Reynolds, 2015). 
Similar data was published for other cities as the publications, which ran until 1952 (fig.3.4). 
The data presented was comprehensive, including a graphically rich presentation of solar, 
thermal, wind, humidity and precipitation analysis and corresponding design guidelines 
for site layout, building orientation, interior organization, and wall, floor, roof composition, 
and foundation/basement recommendations. Victor Olgyay’s 1951 article “The Temperate 
House” in Architectural Forum contributed to this conversation, laying the groundwork for 
calculation procedures that could be applied to a broad range of climatic conditions (ibid) 
(fig. 3.5). Clearly benefitting from this comprehensive initiative, Olgyay went on to include 
a modified version of the AIA Regional and Climate Analysis chart for the New Jersey-New 
York region in Design with Climate. 

4.  The Olgyays’ work was noteworthy for the visual methods 
used to make their strategies more accessible to architects. The 
book presents “a method that integrated engineering calcula-
tions with design. It demonstrated how to make data graphically 
accessible to architects, providing technical information in a 
format that made it both interesting and easy to apply” (Olgyay, 
V.W., 2015, p.xvii).
5.  Norbert Lechner’s Heating, Cooling, and Lighting: Sustainable 
Design Methods for Architects (2009), for example, refers to 
Solar Control and Shading in a sub-chapter focusing on movable 
shading devices.   
6.  This collaboration prompted further involvement by the 
Building Research Advisory Board, which organized a two-day 
‘Research Correlating Conference’ investigating the relationship 
between climate and building construction. The meeting was  
held in 1951 at the National Academy of Sciences in Washing-
ton D.C. (House Beautiful, 1950). Climate Control case study 
houses were predicated on utter uniqueness and site specificity: 
“the very reason it’s a remarkably good house would make it 
a bad house if it were ever repeated on another lot. For the 
very core of its perfection is that it is perfect for its site” (House 
Beautiful, 1949). 

Figure 3.5:  V. Olgyay’s Temperate House regional overheating 
period diagram used the AIA/House Beautiful regional climate 
data to generate site-specific (in this case exterior) environmen-
tal analytic techniques. Source: Olgyay, V. 1951.
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Design with Climate and the Thermoheliodon

While general principles associated with bioclimatic design were understood before 
Design with Climate was published, the book provided a comprehensive methodology for 
calibrating these techniques to the climatic features of a given site. Design with Climate 
both hones specificity in what were otherwise rule of thumb guidelines regarding building 
form and orientation while presenting strategies that could be adapted based on regional 
climate analysis. This was accomplished through the development of a very specific ‘biocli-
matic’ design methodology, which entailed reconciling interior thermal comfort expecta-
tions with exterior climatic conditions. Givoni notes that “Olgyay was the first to propose 
a systematic procedure for adapting the design of a building to the human requirements 
and climatic conditions. His method is based on the “Bioclimatic Chart” showing the zone 
of human comfort in relation to ambient air temperature and humidity, mean radiant 
temperature, wind speed, solar radiation and evaporative cooling” (1969, p.309) (fig. 3.6). 
Reconciling these two ‘environments’ (exterior and interior) was the central focus on 
Olgyay’s methodology and it is one that directly informs the conception and execution of 
the thermohelidon.

Design with Climate outlines a total environmental design methodology that takes into 
account multiple variables affecting building thermal performance, including solar trajec-
tories, air flow/ventilation, and thermal criteria of building materials. The methodology 
proposed in the book is based on four seemingly simple steps: 1climate data analysis; 2 
thermal comfort (biological) evaluation; 3 developing technical solutions with regards to 
site selection, building orientation, shading requirements, building form, ventilation, and 
balancing indoor temperature; and 4 architectural application of the above three findings 
(Olgyay, V. 2015). In a condensed form, Olgyay’s technique involved analysing climate data 
to determine building over and underheating periods, examining this criteria in relation to 
desired interior thermal comfort conditions, developing technical responses to mitigate 
between these existing exterior conditions and a desired interior condition, and then 
refining architectural design accordingly. Application of this methodology is described in 
its most distilled form as “climate  biology  technology  architecture,” reflecting the 
vast scales and disciplinary alignments underpinning bioclimatic design (ibid, p.11).7  The 
procedural techniques for carrying out this methodology include complex radiation charts, 
shading masks, and sol-air building surface impact diagrams. Environmental models, referred 
to as empirical experiments, are one of many tools used by Olgyay to test and validate his 
bioclimatic design method (fig 3.7).

7.  Olgyay seems aware that his comprehensive methodology 
may be not appeal to the average architect, noting that “archi-
tects tend to be visually inclined and do not readily imagine 
life in the form of cumbersome graphs. They prefer to look at 
assembled conclusions” (2015, p.13) He therefore concludes 
Design with Climate with a series of case study projects in each 
major climate zone of the US and illustrates key procedures and 
corresponding design decisions for designing within each region.

Figure 3.6:  Olgyay’s bioclimatic chart codifies thermal comfort 
in relation to temperature, humidity, air movement, and shading.  
Source: Olgyay, 1963.
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Figure 3.7:  Heliodons (left) and wind tunnels (right) are two of 
many techniques Olgyay used to illustrate his bioclimatic design 
method Source: Olgyay, 1963. 
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Figure 3.8: Photograph of the Thermoheliodon. Understood 
as an improvement on the heliodon, the thermohleliodon also 
tested thermal performance in relation to scaled architectural 
models. Source: Olgyay, 1963.
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In 1955 the Olgyays’, with mechanical engineer A.E. Sorenson, received a two-year, 
$19,000 US National Science Foundation grant to study “thermal behavior of buildings 
by means of study of models” (1955, p.289). This funding facilitated development of the 
thermoheliodon, which stands out in relation to environmental models presented to this 
point in the thesis. Rather than testing a single environmental variable, it was an elaborate 
apparatus with a dizzying array of environmental simulation devices including a wind tunnel, 
heliotrope with motored 5000 watt bulb “sun”, temperature sensors, air conditioning units, 
and heating coils. Intended as an improvement on the heliodon, which simulates solar 
trajectories on architecture models, the thermoheliodon also tested thermal performance 
of scaled architectural models (fig 3.8). 

The device was still a work in progress when described in the appendix of Design with 

Climate. At that time, six years after the grant had expired, the team was still investigating 
problems related to thermal scaling criteria to ensure that the “model systems …are geo-
metrically, dynamically and thermally similar to their prototypes” (Olgyay, V., 2015, p.183).8 
The central failure of the thermoheliodon was related to difficulties accurately monitoring 
interior climatic conditions due to problems with scaling thermal capacity of building ma-
terials.9   Barber notes, “The buildings the Olgyays inserted into the device were tested for 
shape and orientation, but the internal climatic conditions could not be adequately moni-
tored because of the difficulty of scaling up the thermal capacity of materials-a small brick 
operates very differently, in thermal terms, than a large brick. The modeling of the radiation 
of stored heat was also difficult to model at scale” (2014, p.4). When the Olgyay’s applied 
for a grant to test full-scale thermal requirements of building materials to hone similarity 
criteria for the thermoheliodon models, the grant was denied (ibid).

The thermoheliodon can be understood as an ambitious model analogue to Design with 
Climate.10 Just as the methods described in Design with Climate focus on whole building 
thermal performance based on many interrelated climatic criteria, the intention of the 
thermoheliodon is to “investigate...the integrated effects of the thermal environment and 
to investigate the application of thermal balance principles to building design and construc-
tion” (Olgyay, V. ,2015, p.180). Both Design with Climate and the themoheliodon attempt to 
distill an increasingly complex array of environmental conditions into a single artifact. Both 
operate at vastly incommensurate scales, trying to reconcile the meteorological with the 
physiological. In both, buildings become a complex interface between these two environ-
mental systems: a given exterior environment set by regional meteorological data and a 
desired interior environment that meets increasingly narrow physiological thermal comfort 
needs. Reconciling these two environmental scales and sensibilities proved impossible in 

8.   Extracts from these two paragraphs are taken from a 
previous publication by the author (Moffitt, 2012). 
9.  The Olgyays then applied for a grant to develop full-scale 
prototypes, the very technique the thermoheliodon was intend-
ed to supplant, to test thermal performance of materials. The 
grant was denied. (Barber, 2014).
10.  The thermoheliodon is also featured in Solar Control and 
Shading (1957). It was described as: “ ‘Thermoheliodon’ of the 
School of Architecture, Princeton University has a power-driven 
lamp rotating around a horizontally situated model. The machine 
developed by the authors, has a parabolic reflector four feet in 
diameter to secure parallel rays on the experimental surface. 
It differs from the other types in that it is built not only for 
insolation experiments, but with a heat-lamp as a light-source 
to make possible the measurement of the thermal behavior of 
buildings” (p.27). 
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the thermoheliodon; the point of failure was the sensored interface of the building model 
envelope where these to environments met. These limitations reveal a lot about how 
climatological systems were conceived at the time and how these conceptions, in turn, 
informed models of environmental architecture. 

3.3 Two Environmental Model/Target Systems

Neither static nor unidirectional, the relationship between a model and its target sys-
tem(s) operating at full scale in the world is complex and dynamic. In many cases, models 
do not have a single target system. Environmental models, for example, appear to have at 
least two model/target systems- the architectural model and the version of that buildings 
as understood at full scale and the environment simulated in the model and its equivalent 
condition operating at full scale in the world. Because of its ambitious intent and phys-
ical complexity, the thermoheliodon raises particular questions about what constitutes 
both model(s) and target systems(s). The thermoheliodon is a complex nested system of 
controlled environments that extend from the contained laboratory of the building to the 
encapsulated dome of the testing bed to the bounded interior of the test model placed 
within it. What exactly, then, constitutes the model and the target system in the thermohe-
liodon? Olgyay describes the thermohelidon as a ‘laboratory machine’ composed of two 
things—an ‘environmental testing apparatus’ that includes model base, dome and all asso-
ciated simulation componentry and an instrument panel that contains switches, controls, 
and measuring instruments for the simulation devices. Does the model refer simply to the 
architectural model being tested within the thermoheliodon?11 What sets the limits of the 
model-- the footprint of the scale building, the enclosing dome, the entire testing apparatus, 
the room that contains it along with the computing machines, or something else? 

The thermoheliodon’s expansive environmental ambitions make identifying a target sys-
tem equally complex. Target systems refer to the selected attributes of the physical world 
that a model represents. Within the hemispheric dome, the thermoheliodon simulates 
selected meteorological conditions, in theory, for any site in the world. Does the target sys-
tem operate at the scale of the planet, representing this accumulation of all potential loca-
tions and all potential times? Or does it operate at the scale of a single place and moment 
in time that represents a specific building site? Whereas the limits of Marey’s wind tunnel 
was set precisely by the ‘objective eye’ of the photograph, drawings and photographs of the 
thermoheliodon seem far less intentional. Orthographic drawings include the apparatus 
only and neglect the architectural model altogether; an axonometric drawing includes the 
architectural model as well as the instrument panel beyond (fig 3.9). Similarly, photographs 

11.  Direct reading of Olgyay’s work suggests a straightforward 
answer—the model is simply the presentation-style architectur-
al model being tested within the testing bed. In an itemized de-
scription of the thermoheliodon, the only time the world model 
is used is for the first item: “experimental model constructed 
according to thermal scaling requirements” (2015, p.181). 
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Figure 3.9: Axonometric and 0rthographic drawings of the ther-
moheliodon included in the Appendix of Design with Climate. 
Olgyay describes the thermohelidon as a ‘laboratory machine’ 
composed of two things: an ‘environmental testing apparatus’ 
that includes model base, dome and all associated simulation 
componentry and an ‘instrument panel’ that contains switches, 
controls, and measuring instruments for the simulation devices. 
Source: Olgyay, 1963.  

Figure 3.10:  The Olgyay’s photographs of the thermoheliodon 
seem ill-composed when compared to Marey’s careful photo-
graphs. Source: (left) Bolgard,1955 (right) Barber, 2013d. 
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of the thermohelidon vary in terms of point of and extent of view framed (fig 3.10). When 
compared to Marey’s careful photographs of the wind tunnel testing bed, Olgyay’s photo-
graphs of the thermoheliodon seem hasty and ill-composed. 

Because the thermoheliodon can be seen as an analogue of Design with Climate, a more 
appropriate source for defining models and their target systems is Design with Climate’s 
methodological mantra: climatebiologytechnologyarchitecture. This mantra points 
to two environmental target systems, one of which starts with climate and the other with 
biology, or human physiology, and thermal comfort. This section will explore these two 
conceptions of environment: the first model/target system is the meteorological world-
-the externalized environment being simulated around the architectural building model. 
The second model/target system starts in the biological world—the interiorized environ-
ment contained within the scaled architectural model and its associated thermal comfort 
spectrum. While the limits of the interior environment are the building model envelope, the 
limits of the exterior environment are the perimeter of the environmental testing appara-
tus, which generates the simulated exterior environmental conditions. This section explores 
how the thermoheliodon physically and conceptually reflect conceptions of meteorological 
and biological worlds at the time. I suggest that while both conceptions were data-driven, 
this data was used as a means to different ends that were often at odds, placing extreme 
demands on the building envelope as a climatic mediator.  

Meteorology: Dynamic Exterior Data 

The first target of the thermoheliodon—the exterior climate of a given site—is the 
starting point for all of Olgyay’s work. For Olgyay, climate is at its most basic level raw data, 
a series of inputs to be used as a means towards the end of creating interior “climate-bal-
ance”. The first stage of Olgyay’s bioclimatic method is as follows: “Climate data of a specific 
region should be analyzed with the yearly characteristics of their constituent elements, such 
as temperature, relative humidity, radiation, and wind effects. The data, if necessary, should 
be adapted to the living level. And the modified effects of the microclimate conditions 
should be considered” (Olgyay, V. 2015, p.11). The AIA/House Beautiful project established 
the ‘data’ groundwork by codifying the “mass of Weather Bureau records” for use as a de-
sign aid (Weatherwise, 1949, p.139). Olygyay’s life work involved making these large mete-
orological datasets useable for architects by translating this data into more useful graphical 
forms such as visual regional climate analyses, regional timetables of over and underheating 
periods, radiation charts for specific latitudes, and building material time lag tables.12  The 
thermoheliodon was designed to process this data, inputting existing climate data at one 

12.  Elsewhere in Design with Climate, this climate/weather data 
was used as the raw material for more complex calculations, as 
is the case in appendix A, which includes a series of complex 
heat loss calculations using climate data (largely outdoor and 
indoor temperature) as key variables.

Figure 3.11: Artist’s rendering of L.F. Richardson’s Forecast 
Factory, a theoretical project in which a number of ‘human’ 
computers calculate meteorological equations for weather 
prediction purposes. The domed form of the building allows 
projection of data back onto relevant cells.  Source: Conlin, 1986 
in Lynch, 2016.

Figure 3.12: ‘Quasi-hemispheric’ Meteorological Model Grid
Source: Shuman and Hovernale in Edwards, P., 2010. 
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end and then outputting ‘results’ in the form of numeric data about interior environmental 
performance on the other end. 

Referred to in the Daily Princetonian as “The Weather Maker,” the thermoheliodon 
reflects a particular spatial conception of meteorological space, one of a hemispheric data 
matrix. Developments in the meteorological sciences at the time underpin this conception 
(Bolgard, 1955). Edwards’ A Vast Machine Computer Models, Climate Data, and the Politics 

of Global Warming (2010) recounts a shift that took place mid-20th century from ground 
level to sky-level meteorological data acquisition. Weather balloons, airplanes and other 
aerial craft facilitated this shift from ground level (horizontal data) acquisition to sky level 
(vertical data) acquisition. This shift in sites of weather collection informed new models 
of simulating weather for the purpose of weather prediction. A resultant representational 
shift took place in the meteorological sciences from presenting weather as a flattened 
two-dimensional plane indicated via isobars to presenting it as a complex projection of 
three-dimensional space subdivided into a matrix of cells (fig. 3.11). Atmospheric space was 
increasingly represented as a dense hemispheric matrix of data. Edwards notes, “In the peri-
od 1950-1960…two dimensional models gave way to three-dimensional ones, and model 
grids expanded to include the entire northern hemisphere” (ibid, p.126). Simultaneously, as 
analog methods of visualization gave way to digital methods of visualization, “the regular-
ly spaced, abstract grids of computer models…shifted forecasting from a fundamentally 
qualitative, analog principle (isolines) to a fundamentally quantitative, digital one (precise 
number of gridpoints)” (ibid, p.125). The atmospheric world was increasingly understood as 
a very dense dome mesh of meteorological data (fig. 3.12).

The hemispheric form of the model reflects this emerging meteorological conception of 
space; what remains visible and invisible, however, suggest even more connections between 
the thermoheliodon and other models of weather data. Unlike Marey’s wind tunnel, which 
presents airflow as a visible material process, the thermoheliodon would have presented 
environmental processes as numerical processes. The thermoheliodon reflects the way 
physical environmental models were used more broadly at the time in other disciplines, 
as predictive devices in an emerging computational era. Whereas Marey’s wind tunnel fell 
within the tradition of the reductive mimetic model, simplifying the variables of observation 
and presenting them through carefully cropped photographs as objective truth, Olgyay’s 
thermohelidon falls under a different tradition, that of a totalising environmental model 
that attempted to replicate many interrelated variables simultaneously.13  Controlling these 
variables entailed distilling weather to data, consistent with meteorological trends at the 
time (fig. 3.13). 

13.  Computers were well suited to consolidating large 
amounts of numeric data. Numeric methods of weather pre-
diction generated such data, so the turn towards computation 
took place early in meteorology. The related task of understand-
ing how complex environmental forces interacted at a planetary 
scale became a related computational concern. By the 1940s 
and 1950s, meteorologists understood that the complexities of 
atmospheric interactions far exceeded what a physical model 
could achieve. Edward’s description of the appeal of the ‘con-
trolled experiment’ in meteorology reads as a direct description 
of the thermoheliodon: “If you can simulate the climate, you 
can do experiments. God-like, you can… make the sun flare up 
or dim… You can cook the Earth, or freeze it, and nobody will 
even complain. Then you can watch and see what happens. For 
a scientist, experiments are all important. You use them to find 
out what really matters in a complicated system. In a laboratory 
experiment, you create a simplified situation, blocking out most 
of the real-world’s complexity while retaining a few variables 
you can manipulate….” (2010, p.140). However, meteorologists 
came to the conclusion that there were limitations to such 
models. Edwards continues: “…In the geophysical science, 
though, the controlled-experiment strategy generally doesn’t 
work. The system you are dealing with is just too large and too 
complex. You can isolate some things. but to understand how 
those things affect the climate you need to know how they 
interact with everything else. There is no “control Earth” that 
you can hold constant while twisting the dials on a different, 
experimental Earth… Simulation modeling opened up a way 
out of this quandary… only through (digital) modeling can you 
create a control… against which to analyse what is happening 
on real Earth” (ibid, pp.139-140).
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Figure3.13: Climate data for Phoenix, Arizona used to design the 
Phoenix Balanced House, the architectural model tested in the 
thermoheliodon. Source: Olgyay, 1963. 
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What were some of the characteristics of this data-driven notion of weather and cli-
mate? In the meteorological sciences, weather/climate was understood as dynamic and in 
constant flux, but nonetheless quantifiable, controllable, stable, predictable, and within the 
full grasp of human comprehension. Meteorologists at the time had a “widespread believe 
that global atmospheric flows might display predictable symmetry, stability, and /or period-
icity. Research aimed at finding such predictable features remained active throughout the 
1950s” (Edwards, 2010, p.141).  While drawings and models present the thermoheliodon as 
a static artifact, in fact, its machining would have been dynamic, yet highly regulated; it would 
have balanced dynamic flux with predictable periodicity. The electrical sun was designed to 
move along its arcing rail and the model base was designed to rotate to simulate air-flow 
directionality. It was even designed to accelerate time; a ‘day,’ marked by the passage of the 
electronic sun, arced across the model in just under an hour (fig 3.14).14 

Olgyay’s attitude towards exterior climate (and its associated data) was less consistent. In 
some cases, Olgyay presents weather as adversarial, in others invigorating. In ‘The Temper-
ate House’, his position is clear : “The climate is the architects’ true adversary” (1951, p.180). 
In Design with Climate, he describes “the central problem of house design of “securing 
a small controlled environment within a large-scale natural setting—too often beset by 
adverse forces of cold, heat, wind, water, and sun” (2015, preface).  In Solar Control and 

Shading, sun exposure “attacks the building” and is described as “punishing” (p7). Elsewhere, 
however, weather is described as “invigorating” or “stimulating” (1957, p.14). The range of 
characterisations, from hostile to inviting, is entirely consistent with Olgyay’s methodology. 
Ultimately, Olgyay’s characterization of climate varied according to its distance from desired 
thermal comfort standards. The further away the exterior climate from desired interior 
conditions, the more antagonistic the relationship. The key aim of a building designed using 
Olgyay’s method was to create a ‘climate-balanced’ building which resisted adversarial 
environmental factors while amplifying advantageous factors, in an attempt to ‘flattening the 
curves’ of climatic variability (fig. 3.15). The goal was “to work with, not against, the forces 
of nature and to make use of their potentialities to create better living conditions. The 
structure which in a given environmental setting reduces undesirable stresses, and at the 
same time utlilizes all-natural resources favorable to human comfort, may be called “climate 
balanced” (Olgyay, V., 2015, p.11). 

Biology: Climate-Balance

How was interior climate and its associated data defined and manipulated in service 
of achieving ‘climate-balance’?  Establishing this climate-balanced state entailed codifying 

14.  The thermohelidon operated according to its own accel-
erated temporality. It “can divorce itself from the natural time 
cycle and accelerate the test “day,” increasing the rate of experi-
mentation” (Olgyay, V., 2015, p.181). This idea of ‘model time’ has 
been explored by Dykema, K. (2011) and Stewart, S. (1992) 

Figure 3-15: A goal of Olgyay’s bioclimatic design method was 
to ‘flatten the temperature curves’ between erratic exterior 
environment and optimised interior environment.  Source: 
Olgyay, V. 1951.

Figure3.14: Thermoheliodon controls that allow the electric 
‘sun’ to accelerate time, simulating the path of the sun over the 
course of a day in about an hour. Source: Olgyay,1963.
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human thermal comfort needs. The second stage of Olgyay’s methodology describes how 
to do so: “Biological Evaluation should be based on human sensations. Plotting the climate 
data on the bioclimatic chart at regular intervals will show a “diagnosis” of the region with 
the relative importance of the various climatic elements. The result of the above process 
can be tabulated on a yearly timetable, from which measures needed to resort comfort 
conditions can be obtained for any date” (2015, p.11). As with exterior climate, interior 
climate is treated as data; this data that was compiled and visually registered in the form 
of bioclimatic charts with inscribed thermal comfort zones. This data too tremored and 
shifted over the course of the day, month, and year, rendering itself as a cloud of thermal 
possibilities when mapped on his bioclimatic chart (fig. 3.16). 

While both exterior and interior climate were understood as “a system of data inputs 
and predictive outputs,” the interior environment, constructed and controlled, took pre-
cedence over the exterior environment (Barber, 2014, p.1). The exterior environment was 
a given condition to work around, to use selectively and operatively. The interior environ-
ment was, however, a construction altered by the designer through careful design modifica-
tion. The prioritization of interior climate reflected increasing thermal comfort expectations 
perpetuated at the time on two competing fronts. On the one hand, air conditioning man-
ufacturers focused on codifying thermal comfort using psychrometric charts in the pursuit 
of creating mechanically operated ‘ventilation-free’ homes. On the other hand, popular 
magazines such as House Beautiful promoted climate-responsive house design that was ut-
terly attuned climatically to the particularities of a given site. Both factions were focused on 
the issue of controlling interior climatic conditions in service of thermal comfort, but the 
mechanisms for achieving this goal and their resultant architectural manifestations couldn’t 
have been more different. 

Passe and Battaglia note, “Air-conditioning and the advent of comfort standards seem 
to have gone hand in hand. The set point for air temperature seems to have guided the 
understanding of thermal comfort for the last five decades of the twentieth century” 
(2015, p.130).  Air conditioning pioneer Willis Carrier was one of the first to develop 
the now ubiquitous psychrometric chart around 1911. Total mechanical environmental 
control promised what would now be considered an unpleasant sealed and internalized 
interior environment devoid of contact with the external world. Moe notes that “Amidst 
the sprawling, post-war housing fervor, in 1952 the Carrier Corporation sponsored a 
house that featured a Carrier air-conditioning system” (2010, p.49). Carrier described this 
mechanically-determined house as starting a ‘revolution’ because it, “need not depend on 
natural ventilation. Ells and wings wouldn’t be necessary. Only a few windows need have 

Figure 3.16:  Climate data for New York/New Jersey Region 
mapped onto Olgyay’s bioclimatic chart. Source: Olgyay, 1963.
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a movable sash. The bathrooms needn’t require a window. Windows, doors, and even the 
rooms themselves could be placed to suit the convenience of the owner, not to catch a 
breeze” (Carrier, W. cited in Moe, 2010, p.49). Carrier’s ‘revolutionary’ model of architecture 
offered an image of a controlled and buffered suburban life. 

House Beautiful’s ‘Climate Control’ case study projects formed a clear foundation for 
Olgyay’s research and design methodologies, promoting a counter model of climate-re-
sponsive design—one that responded to the particularities of temperature, solar and wind 
exposure, and humidity levels on a particular site in an effort to reduce mechanical heating 
and cooling demands and their associated energy costs. This model of living was promoted 
as easy and care-free; the editor of House Beautiful presented Climate Control project as 
a “research project, the aim of which was to make your life easier, by showing you how to 
improve your comfort” (Gordon, E., 1950, p.151).  

While the mechanisms for achieving climate control varied and their architectural man-
ifestations couldn’t have been more different, both factions appealed to similar sensibilities 
about thermal comfort (fig. 3.17). Willis Carrier would have likely agreed with House Beau-
tiful magazine editor, E. Gordon’s particularly sensitive characterisation of human physiology: 
“feeling just a little too cool, a little too hot, really raises the dickens with body and soul” 
(1950, p.174). Thermal discomfort was understood not only as affecting work performance, 
it had the capacity to change one’s personality (“did you know your personality changes 
when you are either too hot or too cold?”) (ibid, p.178). Climate-comfort was even associ-
ated with increased prosperity, health, and intelligence. “If you doubt that our climate has a 
deep effect on, you should know that those areas of the United States with the most easily 
controlled climates are also those with the highest income per capita, the best health, and 
the best intelligence and culture records” (Gordon, E.,1949, p.131). 

For Olgyay, there would have been a lot at stake in achieving thermal comfort. In its 
most ideal form, the interior environment was relatively static, ‘balanced’, and ‘flattened’, 
achieving a narrow bandwidth of comfort required to keep its sensitive occupants content 
and productive. Technological progress was marked by thermo-stability; the more constant 
the internal environment, the ‘flatter’ the curve, the more successful the design. In fact, 
for Olgyay, the entire history of the built environment was predicated on the idea “that a 
thermostable condition has for centuries been the main goal of builders” (2015, p.6). This 
stable interior environment was a sign of technological progress operating in service of the 
human occupant. Olgyay’s bioclimatic conception was predicated on the idea that ‘man’ was 
the central measure of progress and that creating an optimized interior would contribute 
to the construction of an optimized life, one in which its human occupants would both 

Figure 3.17: Thermal comfort characterisation in House Beautiful 
Magazine featured as part of the Climate Control Project. 
Source: Gordon, 1949.
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physically and emotionally flourish (fig. 3.18). While this model of thermal comfort was 
relatively easy to achieve within a sealed, mechanically controlled environment, creating this 
ideal within a bioclimatic design placed a great deal of responsibility on creating a highly 
attuned building envelope, one that could respond as passively as possible to the meteoro-
logical ‘inputs’ impacting it.15  

There are similarities and differences between the exterior and interior model/target en-
vironmental systems represented by the thermoheliodon.  Both conceptions are data-driv-
en. Both conceptions are simultaneously dynamic yet quantifiable and controllable. Value 
systems for interpreting this data varied depending on the distance the data was from 
desired thermal comfort expectations, which were increasingly being codified and narrowly 
defined at the time. Clearly much was architecturally at stake in the architectural designs 
that served as the interface of these two environmental systems. 

3.4 Two Architectural Model/Target Systems 

Trying to define what constitutes ‘the model’ and its corresponding target system in an 
environmental model raises important questions about the role of the model both within 
and outwith the context in which it was made. A central argument of this chapter, and 
indeed the thesis as a whole, is that models operate in two important capacities- both as 
reflections of value systems held at the time of their construction as well as more specula-
tively as artifacts open to interpretation and future speculation. It is by opening up readings 
of what constitutes a model and/or target system and reflecting on new relationships 
between the two that the model might play a more defining role in shaping new con-
ceptions of the target system and vice versa. In other words, it is through the interpretive 
dialogue between defining models and their target systems and the relationships between 
them that new conceptions might be defined, allowing the model to play a more powerful 
role in shifting paradigms held at the time of the model’s conception. With this in mind, 
this section presents the thermoheliodon as being composed of two architectural models, 
one of which is obvious, and the other of which requires a conceptual reinterpretation of 
the thermoheliodon in order to make a broader point about two competing models of 
environmental architecture and ‘climate-control’ conceived of at the time and indeed today. 

At first glance, there is one architectural model/target system contained within the 
thermoheliodon, the regional building, referred to by Olgyay as the ‘experimental model’ on 
the model testing bed. This model is tasked with creating, through careful form, orientation, 
and building configuration, an idealized interior environment of climate-balance. The model 
in principle follows Olgyay’s bioclimatic design method. Its interior is the vessel containing 

15.  Neither Olgyay nor the Climate Control agenda proposed 
eliminating mechanical systems altogether for supplemental 
heating and cooling. For Olgyay, using mechanical supplements 
were the final stage of his bioclimatic methodology. Similarly, 
the climate control project guidance prioritizing passive means 
of heating and cooling, but supplementing this as needed with 
mechanical heating and cooling. 

Figure 3.18: Olgyay’s  ‘Man as the Central Measure in Architec-
ture’ diagram suggests that creating an optimized interior would 
contribute to the construction of an optimized life, one in which 
its human occupants would physically and psychologically flour-
ish. Source: Olgyay, 1963. 
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Figure 3.19: The Phoenix Balanced House model tested in pho-
tos of the thermoheliodon. Source: Olgyay, 1963. 
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an interior climate of thermo-stability and its exterior envelope acts as the interface be-
tween exterior and interior climatic conditions described in the last section. This model of 
architecture reveals some of the ideological and methodological tensions in Olgyay’s work. 
However, I also propose that the thermoheliodon reflects another model of architecture, 
one suggested by the hemispheric dome and its associated climate-creating componentry, 
understood here as a counter model of environmental design, one predicated on total en-
vironmental control. This model has affinities with the domed enclosures and total environ-
ments perpetuated most prominently by Buckminster Fuller around the same time period. 

Viewing the thermoheliodon as two competing models of environmental design, the 
atmostpheric bubble and the architectural project contained within it, reveals a central par-
adox of Olgyay’s work. On the one hand, Olgyay attempted to design a methodology that 
limited building climate control; doing so in the thermohelidon relied on a working method 
that was predicated entirely on the control of the environment. Despite a methodological 
interest in attaining climate-balance through nuanced architectural response, the ‘architec-
ture’ of the thermoheliodon in fact requires the opposite- a double barrier to the exteri-
or—the sealed dome of the sky vault contained within the black box of the laboratory. 

The Phoenix ‘Balanced’ House: Reducing Climate Control 

The architectural model photographed in the thermoheliodon is an L-shaped dwelling 
designed in the regionally modified International Style promoted at the time. It is described 
elsewhere in Design with Climate as the Phoenix ‘Balanced’ House, a prototypical bioclimatic 
design house based on climatic data for Phoenix, Arizona (fig. 3.19). One is struck by how 
seemingly inconsequential and diminutive the architectural model appears in all docu-
mentation of the thermoheliodon; it recedes from view, overshadowed by the supporting 
componentry required to simulate its surrounding environment. This reflects both a shift in 
focus of the Olgyays’ work, from that of the design of buildings to the design of methodolo-
gies. It also reflects broader turns in the development of environmental models, particularly 
of sundials and heliodons at the time as the site of operation of these models shifted from 
outside using the ‘real’ sun to inside using an ‘electrical’ sun.  

A comparison between ‘sun-dials’ and ‘sun-machines’ presented in a chapter of Solar 

Control and Shading illustrates this point (fig .3.20). Sundials, also known as shade dials, were 
intended for exterior use, using the actual sun to cast shadows on physical models in a way 
that replicated solar trajectories of a desired latitude.16  In contrast to shade and sun-dials, 
“Sun Machines,” with catchy names such as ‘Solarscopes’, ‘Solarometers’, and ‘Solarrangers,’ 
displaced the actual sun for an electrical one, allowing tests of solar trajectories to take 

16.  The Olgyays invented a more versatile sun dial that, when 
oriented correctly and placed on the base of an architectural 
model, could simulate shading “at any geographical location at 
any given time,” addressing deficiencies of previous dials that 
were fixed to a single latitude (1957, p28).
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Figure 3.20: (top) Sun Machines replace the actual sun for an 
electric sun. The supporting cmponentry required to enable this 
shift resulted in the increasing diminishment of the architectural 
model being tested. This is particularly evident when viewed in 
relation to earlier sun dial models (bottom).  Source: Olgyay and 
Olgyay,  1957. 
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Figure 3.21: (left) Stühmer Chocolate Factory Environmental 
Model (right) Thermoheliodon. Source: Olgyay,1963. 
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place within interior environments. (1957).17 As a result of the reliance on an electrical 
sun, the mechanics of the heliodon became increasingly expansive and the architectural 
models diminished accordingly. The machining of the electrical sun takes visual precedence 
over its effects on the architectural model. The contrast between the Stühmer Chocolate 
factory model and the Phoenix balanced house model within the thermoheliodon presses 
this point. Whereas the focus of the Stühmer factory model was clearly on architectural 
calibration, the focus of the thermoheliodon appears to be calibrating the machining of the 
instrument itself; the architectural model in the thermoheliodon seems of little conse-
quence in contrast to the dizzying array of simulation instruments and components acting 
upon it (fig. 3.21).

Regardless of its diminutive status, the architectural model is tasked with a substantial 
responsibility to act as a thermal front, a tangible interface between ‘given’ exterior and 
‘desired’ interior climatic conditions. The perimeter of the model consisted in a surface of 
sensors that registered this climatic data. An itemized list of the thermoheliodon’s compo-
nents note that the experimental model includes: “thermistors for interior heat measure-
ments and thermocouples to measure exterior temperatures” (Olgyay, V., 2015, p181). The 
interface of exterior environment and interior environment is the building envelope, which 
was tasked with an enormous responsibility of not only accepting desirable exterior condi-
tions, limiting undesirable conditions, but doing so for multiple environmental variables over 
multiple timescales simultaneously. The model buckles under the weight of this responsibil-
ity. The point of failure for the thermoheliodon was in fact the interface where these two 
conceptions of environment meet, the building envelope, which failed to simulate adequate 
thermal scaling properties.18  19

Just as the Phoenix Balanced House model proves the point of technical failure in the 
device, it also reflects some conceptual tensions in Olgyay’s bioclimatic design ideal. Despite 
Olgyay’s interest in utter climatic specificity and corresponding architectural fine-tuning, 
his architectural model is marked by its generic features. This tension between generic and 
specific, between global and local, was mirrored by conflicts in the stylistic intention of his 
work—to develop regional modifications to a style, the International style, whose founda-
tions were based on geographical uniformity and establishing thermal continuity through 
mechanical means. There are similar tensions evident in his bioclimatic methodology. While 
Olgyay’s method required nuanced modification of climate data to reflect specificities of 
microclimate conditions, he provides little advice on how to make these increasingly fine 
site-specific adjustments: “Since the AIA cover general climatic conditions—or macrocli-
mate—or a region, any specific application should be modified to some extent by the 

17.  While configurations differs, each “Sun Machine” includes 
a (fixed or rotating) base for architectural models, a (fixed or 
moving) electrical light to simulate the sun, and corresponding 
dials for adjusting latitude, month, date, and time. To counteract 
the effect of the diverging rays of an electric light, the accuracy 
of shadows cast improved as the distance between the light 
source and model increase
18.  Neither Design with Climate nor the thermoheliodon fully 
reconcile the interface between the ‘bio’ and ‘climate’ con-
ceptions of environment. While the Olgyays’ made extensive 
contributions to fine-tuning environmental design working 
methods, their research also had limitations. In Man, Climate and 
Architecture, Givoni notes: “Olgyays’ method was the first to at-
tempt to systemize the incorporation of climatic conditions into 
building design. However, the system is limited in its applicability 
as the analysis of physiological requirements is based on the 
outdoor climate and not on that expected within the building in 
question” (1969, p.310).
19.  For Barber, the conflicted meeting of interior and exterior 
environments in thermoheliodon represents a human crisis 
prompted by the shift from complex human-based calculation 
methods to computerized processing of data-scripts.  “At stake 
for the Olgyays, as much as increased knowledge of the climate 
system itself, was how a building could provide for the increased 
comfort of the modern subject.” (Barber, 2014, para.9) Barber 
suggests that this shift from human-based to computational-
ly-based methods of calculation reflect larger paradigm shifts 
in understanding human agency in the world: “In climatology, 
ecology, and other emerging fields of environmental analysis, 
conceptions of a human-centered world, and of balance and 
harmony more generally, were being upended and updated. 
Which is to say, if the building was going to produce a static 
comfort zone, it was to be through a conflict, rather than a 
collaboration, with the natural forces that surrounded it” (ibid, 
para.11).
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surroundings of the building in question—the microclimate. This includes the topography, 
exposure, obstructions, existing natural cover, and the like, of a given site.” (2015, p.26). The 
vacillation between general and specific application of ‘climate’ control strategies is evident 
in the House Beautiful ‘Climate Control’ case study projects as well. While on the one hand, 
the initiative was intended to create houses that were utterly unique and particularly tai-
lored to a site, on the other hand, broad-brushed approaches to dealing with vast climatic 
zones were presented. Langewiesche, for example, advocates for basic rule of thumb 
design strategies predicated on ‘the Average Climate,’ suggesting, “lets try not for perfection. 
Let’s be content to do nothing very wrong and to do the main things approximately right” 
(1950a, p.216). Moreover, despite the fine-grained nature of Olgyay’s analytic methods, his 
architectural diagrams rely on repetitive use of generic orthogonal forms and features. In 
other words, it is interesting to note that while Olgyay’s method relied on increasingly fine-
grained understanding of environmental specificity, his architectural designs that respond to 
this specificity appear strikingly generic. This is likely a function of the fact that as increasing 
number of variables are taken into consideration, they ‘cancel each other out’ in an effort to 
‘flatten the curve’. This, in turn, has an effect of ‘flattening’ the architectural response. 

As Olgyay’s professional focus shifted from that of the practitioner to that of the 
researcher, his interest in building design seems to wane. For him, the architectural model 
is perhaps more of a mental ideal rather than an physical artefact; the ideal, this model 
environment, was one that modulated exterior environmental conditions in order to create 
an interior of stable thermal comfort. “The ideal structure in the ideal location might be 
able to keep physical sensations wholly within the comfort range” (Olgyay, V., 2015, p.31). 
Attuning this ideal to every possible climatic combinatorial possibility, however, would have 
be an impossibility, requiring an endless array of modifications and adaptations to address 
every climatic scenario. His balanced-shelter diagram, however, suggests another environ-
mental model worthy of reflection (fig. 3.22). 

Domed Enclosure: Total Climate Control

The architectural model in Olgyay’s thermoheliodon is a point of unresolved tension 
in the thermoheliodon. The perimeter of the model, tasked with the role of reconciling 
two data-driven climatic conditions, proved a point technical failure, neglecting to resolve 
thermal force-scaling criteria of building materials. The architectural model itself appears 
diminutive and ill-considered in photographs, likely reflecting an interest moreso in the 
methodological and mechanical workings of the thermoheliodon itself rather than in the ar-
chitectural forms shaped by it. Moreover, the ironies of modifying an international, thermally 

Figure 3.22: Olgyay’s ‘Balanced Shelter’ diagram visually merges 
the visual language of the thermoheliodon with that of the 
Phoenix Balanced House. Source: Olgyay, V., 1963. 
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Figure 3.24: Fuller’s geoscopes displace the sensored matrix of 
Olgyay’s architectural models to the exterior domed enclosure.  
Source: Hays, K.M. 2008. 

Figure 3.23: Fuller’s Skybreak Dome and Standard of Living 
Package Model. Fuller’s domes acted as complex environmental 
filters, but formal complexity is bypassed in favour of structural 
efficiency.  Source: Hays, 2008. 
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homogenous building style in service of creating an infinitely variable regional style that 
minimized mechanical conditioning are obvious. With these tensions in mind, I conclude 
by reflecting another model of architecture suggested by the thermoheliodon, the domed 
enclosure and associated components that simulate exterior environmental conditions. This 
architectural model represents an alternative environmental design strategy popularised 
in particular by Buckminster Fuller’s domed projects at the time of the thermoheliodon’s 
development. Fuller’s 1949 Skybreak Dome makes several visual parallels between the 
models evident (fig. 3.23). 

In many ways, Fuller’s domes and Olgyays’ bioclimatic designs share parallel ambitions. 
Both architectural models act as complex interfaces between interior and exterior. Both 
designers were motivated by reducing building energy consumption. Both conceived 
of environmental conditions numerically as data. Just as the architectural model in the 
thermoheliodon was literally a sensored interface between interior and exterior climatic 
conditions, some of Fuller’s early dome projects were designed with literal data matrices 
embedded into the structure, which too acted as the interface between interior and 
exterior environments. His Geoscopes, for example, displace the sensored interface of 
Olgyay’s architectural model to the dome enclosure, creating the kind of three-dimensional 
hemispheric data matrix used by meteorological modeling at the time (fig. 3.24).20 Both 
designers understood their buildings as operating as selective filter between exterior and 
interior. Just as Olgyay conceived of the meteorological world as dynamic, shifting and 
data-rich, Fuller “conceived of the universe itself as an energetic-informational continuum, 
something dynamic, and always transforming” (Kwinter, 1997, p.62). 

Their architectural projects were, however, very different in both form and intent. 
Olgyay’s architecture relied on complex calibration of form, orientation, and environmental 
‘accessories’ (shades, overhangs, screens, etc) to negotiate this interface between exterior 
and interior climates. Fuller’s domes bypassed architectural complexity for structural and 
environmental efficiency, following a structural template and environmental response that 
was replicable across a range of scales and in any climate. Whereas Fuller understood the 
envelope of his 4d projects as acting as environmental filter, he quite comfortably relied 
on mechanical means to create interior thermal comfort. The building envelope is still a 
climatic filter, but it is also a climatic generator. “From the inside there will be uninterrupted 
contact with the exterior world. The sun and moon will shine in the landscape, and the sky 
will be completely visible, but the unpleasant effect of climate, heat, dust, bugs, glare, etc. 
will be modulated by the skin to provide Garden of Eden interior” (Fuller cited in Allwood, 
1977, cited in Hays, 2008. p.169). 

20.  Hays describes the Geoscopes as “a globe, 200 feet in 
diameter… furnished with 10 million tiny computer-controlled 
pixels of light—a spherical computer display monitor for 
viewing Earth in the universe from inside out, like an enfolded 
Google Earth except with more cosmic ambitions” (2008, 
p.9). As the geoscopes gained sophistication, their relationship 
to computation and data management became increasingly 
sophisticated.
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In Fuller’s work, the domed environment is an entirely climate-controlled space—a 
hermetically sealed environment that generates its own programmed thermal and air-flow 
requirements, creating an interior climate of thermostability.  It is an entirely closed loop 
system in which all environmental inputs were internally controlled. Fuller’s city-scaled 
dome enclosures make James Marston Fitch’s prediction in American Buildings: The Forces 

that Shape It a reality:
…it is apparent that fantastic changes in our concepts of the thermal environment are 
inevitable. The centralized heating and cooling of entire cities will become a necessity. Here 
we will heat and cool not merely their buildings, but their streets, parks, playgrounds, and 
airfields as well. Indeed, the manipulation of the climates of whole regions will become 
a commonplace. Then the control of the thermal environment will have been raised to 
the level of climatological manipulation. Torrid climates will be cooled, cold ones warmed, 
damp ones dried, and dry ones moistened. Thermal continuity - one of the most basic 
requirements of modern industrial society – will have been accomplished. Far from in-
creasing the complexity of buildings, this will tend to simplify their design since one of their 
principal environmental loads will have been permanently removed.” (1948, p.210)

Fuller’s domes start to reconcile tensions—between the general and the specific, the 
local and the global—that Olgyay’s bioclimatic architectural design reveal. One of the 
first spatial thinkers to understand that material and energy resourcing was fraught with 
global-scale inequities, Fuller developed a comprehensive planetary logic for his work that 
allowed him to bypass questions of regional identity and to design in a way that was both 
universally applicable (without modification) while also being environmentally responsive. 
Hays describes Fuller’s 4d projects as geological, because they are informed by a “logic or 
system that is centered on earth as an environment and planet in a cosmos” (2008, p.3).  
Fuller’s domes are conceived of as being infinitely locatable, operating anywhere on Earth, 
bypassing the question of context specificity. Part of the appeal of the 4d strategy was that 
it was in theory comfortable in the most adversarial of Olgyay’s climates—deserts, the 
arctic, rain forests.21  

3.5 Conclusion: Persisting Models of Environmental Design

One central difference between Fuller dome and Olgyay’s building designs is that Fuller’s 
view of the natural world seems to more directly relate to the disposition of his archi-
tecture. The world was conceived both by Olgyay and Fuller as a dense data matrix (of 
meteorological data in Olgyay’s case and of a wider range of resources data in Fullers). 
However, while there is a rigidity to Fuller’s architectural model as physical artefact, there 
is an elasticity in his architectural model as a mental ideal of an architecture that response 

21.  Notionally, Fuller’s domes are infinitely scalable. His geo-
desic domes, based on principles of structural efficiency and 
material and energy conservation, vary in size from that of a 
single dwelling to that of an enclosure of an entire city. 
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to the dynamism of its surroundings. “He was the first designer to have comprehensively 
understood the social and natural environment as a fluid, shapable, and active medium” 
(Kwinter, 1997, p.62). This flexibility was enabled by associating environmental / energy 
efficiency with material efficiency. Thus the thermohelidon’s domed enclosure, understood 
as a model of architecture, offers a countervailing view about the relationship between 
energy minimization and human progress. This view starts to reconcile, or at least address, 
some of the curious inversions—between interior and exterior, between the domestic and 
global scales, between infinite specificity and intentional consistency-- raised by the Phoenix 
Balanced House model.

A striking feature of the thermoheliodon is the necessity to create total environmental 
control within the domed enclosures in order to develop a method for limiting reliance on 
climate control within the architectural model. The thermoheliodon mechanically generates 
an exterior environment in hopes of developing methodology that would entail eliminating 
or radically reducing the need for interior mechanical climatic production. This ambition 
reflects the intentions of his bioclimatic methodology, which required reconciling dynamic, 
shifting exterior climate with an ideal interior climate of thermal stability. The challenge 
of mediating between the datasets of exterior and interior climate interface at the key 
point of vulnerability in the thermoheliodon, the perimeter of the architecture model. This 
interface was tasked architecturally with an enormous—and likely impossible—responsi-
bility: to alter, redirect, buffer from or accept a range of environmental variables that shift 
independently depending latitude, date and time that are also adjusted to take into account 
local site anomalies impacting microclimate. 

Conceiving of the thermoheliodon’s domed enclosure as an architectural model shifts 
focus back to what appears to be Olgyay’s key priority in thermoheliodon- the devel-
opment and calibration of the elaborate apparatuses, controls, and devices that simulate 
an exterior environmental condition within the domed enclosure. When conceived of in 
this way, the total environmental control required to simulate exterior environment can 
be understood in relation to more radical views of climate control emerging at the time, 
best exemplified by Buckminster Fuller’s domed projects of the 1950s and 1960s. Working 
under a similar premise, technology in service of human progress, Fuller’s domes merge 
an architectural sensibility (a physical model) with a theoretical sensibility (a conceptual 
model), thus resolving some of the curious contextual, spatial, and scalar ambiguities raised 
by the nested layers of environmental control in Olgyay’s thermoheliodon. 

While environmental agendas in architecture have intensified in the past half-century, the 
legacy of Olgyays’ work is still expansive. His bioclimatic design strategies are still refer-
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enced and promoted in canonical technical textbooks such as Szokolay’s Introduction to 

Environmental Science: The Basis of Sustainable Design, Bernard Lechner’s Heating Cooling and 

Lighting: Sustainable Design Methods for Architects and no doubt many others. Barber (2016) 
and Leatherbarrow and Wesley (2014) note that the environmental simulation software 
Ecotect was modeled after Olgyay’s parameter-based bioclimatic design techniques. 

New models of thermal comfort reconcile passive design strategies with need for a 
broader bandwidth of thermal comfort expectations. Adaptive models of thermal com-
fort, necessary for passive design in anything but the most ideal climatic contexts, expand 
Olgyay’s ideal of interior of ‘thermo-stability’ and ‘climate-balance’. The adaptive model of 
thermal comfort challenges the prevailing view in the 1950s that climatic fluctuations were 
disruptive, suggesting instead that variability to point is a desirable feature of an interior 
environment. Moreover, while Fuller’s domed projects are speculative projects, there are 
contemporary models of architecture reliant on building envelope airtight construction 
methods. The PassiveHaus standard, for example, entails creating a tightly sealed building 
envelope that operates as a climatic buffer, containing an homogenous interior thermal 
environment. Moreover, mixed-mode models of environmental control establish a middle 
ground between entirely passive and entirely active modes of climate control.

In the thermoheliodon, the architectural model is overshadowed by the complexity of 
the componentry of the environmental simulation devices. This overshadowing is a function 
of the specific complexities of Olgyay’s bioclimatic method as well as more general trends 
in environmental model developments as they become subsumed within the controlled 
environment of the laboratory. The Phoenix Balanced-House model illustrates some of the 
challenges of environmental mediation, particularly the pressures placed on the building 

envelope for reconciling competing environments. However, the model seems inert as an 
imaginative conceptual device in comparison to the thermoheliodon itself, with its domed 
enclosure and dizzying array of supporting componentry.  

The next chapter addresses these issues by shifting focus in two ways. First, focus shifts 
from architectural enclosure as a device of environmental mediation to architectural space 
as the arena of environmental exchange. Second, focus shifts from the environmental 
instrument to the architectural model as the primary object of speculation. The chapter 
looks backwards to look forwards and alternates between writing and making as primary 
modes of inquiry. David Boswell Reid’s 1844 convection experiments and filling tank proto-
types are used as a point of departure for exploring a contemporary architectural agenda 
predicated not on thermal balance, but on thermal imbalance, offering a final model (and 
corresponding counter model) of environmental design. 
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Chapter 4/4A: David Boswell Reid’s convection Experiments + 
The Filling BOx Technique 
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4.1 Introduction: Reid’s Convection Experiments

Architectural models distill and through this distillation, new relationships between 
models and target systems, between models and methodologies, between models and 
their constituent components, are revealed. While the architectural model is one of three 
constituent elements of environmental models, it has been overshadowed by the com-
plexity of the environmental apparatus in the previous case study chapters. In this chapter, 
physician David Boswell Reid’s 1844 convection models, situated within a contemporary 
design context, establish a model of environmental architecture as a dynamic, shifting, and 
experientially rich thermal sensorium. While chapter 3 focused on the building envelope as 
the primary mediating agent between building and environment, this chapter shifts focus 
from exterior enclosure to interior space as a vessel of thermal exchange..

David Boswell Reid’s Theories and Practices of Building Ventilation includes two experi-
ments using a glass test tube and a ‘tubular apparatus’, coloured water, and a flame. The 
experiments illustrate the process of convection, illustrating that that air moves due to 
differentials in temperature. The utter simplicity of Reid’s experiments sits in contrast to 
the elaborate mechanics of preceding case study models. Their simplicity invites further 
speculation, suggesting ways of reading the tubular apparatus less as a mechanical system 
and more as a series of interconnected spaces. In this reading, water becomes air and the 
glass vessels become building enclosure. It is perhaps because of its extreme simplicity that 
Reid’s experiments can be more immediately read as an architectural model. 

In this chapter, four central features of Reid’s model are explored further : the didactic 
potential of the architectural model, understood as miniaturisation of gigantic environmen-
tal processes; the focus on the process of modelling convection using the filling box tech-
nique; the alignment of this technique with thermal asymmetry, a contemporary design and 
thermal comfort agenda; and a shift in focus from enclosure to architectural space as the 
arena of environmental exchange.  Whereas the wind tunnel and water table catalogues 
were presented as related to but distinct from the case studies they preceded, this chapter 
moves more seamlessly between case study analysis and model prototype, using physical 
models to support salient themes. 

Physician, chemist, inventor (and University of Edinburgh alum) David Boswell ‘The Ven-
tilator’ Reid published one of the first textbooks on building ventilation, Illustrations of the 

Theory and Practice of Ventilation, in 1844. Reid’s book is largely a plea for architects to take 
seriously the panopoly of real (‘lethargy’) and perceived (‘premature aging’) threats of inad-
equate building ventilation. Reid begins the book with an extensive list of observations con-
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textualizing buildings within their environmental surroundings, while reminding the reader 
of the daily assaults and “rough and rude treatment to which the lungs are subjected” (ibid, 
p.7). Reid’s pleas are convincing and his claims wide-reaching, appealing to both emotion 
and intellect, of the urgency of the evils of vitiated air at the time; his main concerns were 
motivated by his role as a physician, focusing on the real and perceived effects of air-borne 
disease. For Reid, air was a harbinger of contaminants, a dangerous liability. Air’s invisibility 
made developing and testing best ventilation practice challenging. 

In the book, Reid describes a range of methods for testing and representing principles 
of building ventilation. His book is peppered with environmental diagrams of the type still 
commonplace, referred to as ‘vectored space’ drawings by Gissen (2008). He is best known 
for his partial and full-scale mock-ups devised to test applications of his commissioned 
ventilation projects, most notably for the temporary British House of Parliaments debat-
ing chambers (Schoenefeldt, 2014). Illustrations of the Theory and Practice of Ventilation also 
includes drawn illustrations of small-scale experiments that make physics of airflow visible 
in order to illustrate principles of thermal exchange. Of particular note are inclusion of two 
experiments that made the mechanics of airflow due to convection visible. Reid’s test tube 
experiments could be considered some of the first environmental models. 

The first drawing shows two test tubes filled with dyed water, one of which is heated 
from below, and the other of which is heated from above by a candle. The liquid in the 
former tube is overlaid with arrows indicating water movement and a corresponding 
uniformity of colour; liquid in the latter tube remains stratified, suggesting stasis (fig.4.1-left).  
Reid elaborates:

 fig 161 represents a tube with coloured litmus water below, and common water above. 

A lamp applied above heats and evaporates the water there, and no further change is 

observed. But if the lamp be applied below, then the cold water there being expanded, 

the colder colourless water descends below it and pushes up. In this manner, a continuous 

circulation is maintained, till, from the constant mixture of the ascending and descending 

currents, a uniform heat is observed (1844, pp.245-6).  

A second, more elaborate model applies these principles more directly to buildings 
(fig.4.1-right). Described as a “tubular apparatus”, the experiment is “well adapted for 
shewing the manner in which hot-water apparatus operates, water being place in one limb 
and coloured water in the other. The fluid moves upwards in the limb to which the heat is 
applied, descending in the opposite limb” (ibid). The experiment represents a mechanical 
system that is organized as a convective loop; a boiler heats water, convection conveys 
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this heated water through pipes to associated radiators in each room; cooled water 
descends back to the boiler at basement level where it is heated and the process 
continues.  

Reid’s experiments are understood as models because they are three-dimensional scale 
representation of thermal phenomena that takes place within a full-scale contained interior 
space. Reid’s experiments are understood as environmental models because they materialise 
the process of convection within the controlled environment of standing water within the 
test tube. In the case of Reid’s experiments, the instrument includes all of the components 
of the experiment—the test tube/tubular apparatus, water, dye, and a flame. The materi-
alised phenomena being modelled is the process of thermal transfer that takes place as a 
result of fluid temperature differentials, convection.1 This process is made visible through 
the addition of a material, ‘coloured litmus water’, which highlights movement patterns 
induced by heat. Reid’s test tube models establish behavioral rather than formal similarity, 
establishing similitude between the process of convection rather than of the forms of the 
mechanical systems they represent. They making visible the ‘hidden mechanisms’ of thermal 
transfer (Frigg and Hartman, 2006).

Reid’s models reflect broader ways of understanding and representing environmental 
phenomena at the time of their development. One way of understanding Reid’s models 
is to place them within a broader tradition in the Victorian sciences of using simple visual 
experiments of as part of popular science public lectures to illustrate emerging scientific 
discoveries. The simple addition of dye to water reveals a complex environmental principle 
in a way that makes it engaging and visually accessible. Reid’s model could also be under-
stood as falling within the tradition of the Victorian mimetic model, described in chapter 
2, replicating some aspect of the natural world for use as a causal explanatory tool. Finally, 
Reid’s experiment drawings reflect the use of idealised scientific drawings described in 
chapter 2, smoothing over idiosyncracies of particular flow patterns, rendering the complex 
plumes of convective currents as simple hatches and arrows. All three traditions—the 
popular experiment, mimetic model, and idealised drawings—position Reid’s models in a 
scientific context in which many environmental principles were unknown, but becoming in-
creasingly the focus of scientific inquiry, were engaging the popular imagination, and where 
the scientist’s drawn representations reflected a status of honed judgment.  

4.2 An Architectural Model

Shifting focus to the formal configuration of the ‘tubular apparatus’ in Reid’s experiments 
raises architectural questions. What defines the ‘architectural model’ in Reid’s experiments? 

1.  The word ‘convection’ is not, however, used once in the 
book. Elsewhere Reid refers to two other modes of thermal 
transfer—conduction and radiation—and his experiments and 
associated explanations reveal that he understands the general 
principle of flow induced by thermal gradients and resultant 
buoyancy differentials.
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Figure 4.1: Reid’s Convections Experiments. Source: Reid, 1844. 
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The test tube in Reid’s first experiment represents a pipe leading from a heat source. The 
glass ‘apparatus’ in the second experiment represents a mechanical system that is organized 
as a convective loop; a boiler heats water, convection conveys this heated water through 
pipes to associated radiators in each room; cooled water descends back to the boiler at 
basement level where it is heated and the process continues and glass apparatuses likely 
represent full-scale (likely iron) water pipes; the flame of a candle represents a heat source 
such as a boiler or fireplace. A series of diagrams illustrating possible configurations of ‘hot 
water’ mechanical systems illustrate potential applications of these principles in practice (fig. 
4.2). 

Reid’s experiments replicate thermal principles that also take place within rooms. It is not 
unreasonable, then, to also understand the glass tubes as containers of air. In this interpre-
tation, water represents air, and the convective process takes place as a result of the natural 
tendency for buoyant (hot) air to rise. This interpretation of Reid’s experiments invites 
further speculation. One can imagine further iterations of Reid’s ‘tubular apparatus’ models 
that test other, more complex, spatial configurations. One could imagine a series of more 
elaborate modifications—glass apparatuses of increasingly complex shapes and configura-
tions, heated at different locations to test thermal exchanges. In these models, dyed water 
would continue to represent convection, but of air rather than of water. The configuration 
of the chambers might expand and change shape accordingly. The focus of the model 
would then shift from representing the organization of mechanical pipes to the organiza-
tion of architectural space. The tubular glass apparatus becomes a vessel of interconnected 
spaces and their corresponding interiorized thermal exchanges. The model transitions from 
being a scientific explanatory device to a device for spatial speculation. 

Both Marey’s wind tunnels and the Olgyays’ thermoheliodon were complex assemblies 
with multiple components requiring fine-tuning and calibration. The utter simplicity of Reid’s 
experiments, however, allow them to operate more readily as devices for architectural 
speculation. Moreover, if we think of Reid’s tubular apparatus as a model of interconnected 
spaces, we can also place his work within a broader theoretical context of miniaturisation 
outlined in chapter 1; this is particularly apt as miniatures were objects of fascination in the 
Victorian era (Stewart, 1992). As scale artefacts, models can be understood as miniatures in 
cultural theory. Because of the inclusion of an environmental phenomena, the architectural 
models in environmental models raise additional questions about miniaturisation in relation 
to their opposite, the gigantic forces of nature.

Lévi-Strauss suggests that while miniatures are representations, they also operate with a 
particular autonomy that extends beyond simply being a representation. “They are not just 
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Figure 4.2: Reid’s Diagrams indicate possible configurations of 
hot water devices for heating buildings based on the principles 
illustrated through his convection experiments. Source: Reid, 
1844. 
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projections or passive homologues of the object: they constitute a real experiment with it” 
(ibid). Bachelard’s focus on miniatures in nature heightens the exaggerative effects of mina-
turisation; the distilling effects of the miniature are heightened when seen in relation to the 
gigantic forces of the natural world. Stewart reminds us that just as the miniature is a cul-
tural product, so too is the gigantic, which is profoundly and distinctively exterior ; unwieldy, 
difficult to contain, and disorderly. It subsumes the body. The gigantic is something that can 
only be partially understood and understood in moments. If the miniature is marked by 
containment, the gigantic is marked by the lack thereof, the infinite. 

Contradictions arise when trying to reconcile the miniature with the gigantic. The 
environmental model diminishes nature, moving the natural world from a position of the gi-
gantic to the position of the miniature. The model distills, orders, and contains that which is 
inherently not bounded or containable. In so doing, it relocates the viewer from a position 
of vastness and the incomprehensible to a position of containment and distanced legibility. 
Reid’s experiments can be easily interpreted as representing interior environments alone, 
contained and bound by the glass vessels. A contemporary equivalent—the filling box tech-
nique—immerses this interior within a broader environmental context, miniaturising the 
gigantic processes of exchange between model and the vast exterior environment in which 
it is immersed. Doing so opens a direct dialogue between architectural model and model 
environment, making the exchanges between the two not only ideologically evident as was 
the case in Olgyays’ thermoheliodon, but materially evident. 
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4A
filling tank prototypes
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Figure 4.3: Filling tank technique using shadowgraph method of 
flow visualisation. Source: Linden, Lane-Serff and Smeed, 1990.
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4.3 The Filling Box 

The filling box modelling technique is a contemporary equivalent to Reid’s test tube 
experiments, registering airflow patterns due to density (temperature) differentials. While it 
is a far simpler technique to execute than that of the wind tunnel and water table, it is more 
obscure. The technique entails submerging a plexi-glass model filled (or injected with) dyed 
saltwater into a tank of freshwater and observing flow patterns through openings in the 
model.  Fresh water simulates less dense (warm) air and dyed salt water represents dense 
(cold) air. The opposite effect can be observed by mirroring the image; in the mirrored 
image, dyed salt water represents warm air and fresh water cold. Depending on location of 
inlets/outlets both displacement and mixing ventilation strategies can be visualized. Displace-
ment ventilation typically takes place in temperate and hot climates when a low ventilation 
inlet allows in cool exterior air and a high outlet purges warm buoyant air. Mixing ventilation 
takes place when a cooling effect of exterior air is not desirable; a single high inlet allows 
cool exterior air into the building, where it is mixed with existing warm air.

In Designing Spaces for Ventilation: An Architect’s Guide, Passe and Battaglia introduce the 
filling box technique described by Linden et al, which simulates ventilation strategies based 
on buoyancy: “The experiments introduced brine (a salt solution) into fresh water; when the 
two fluids interacted, the different fluid densities create a gradient identical to convection 
currents.” (2015, p.282). Mechanical engineers Linden et al provide a comprehensive over-
view of the technique and its potential applications within building design as follows:

The experiments that we have made have been restricted to a very simple geometry and 

some idealized sources of buoyancy. Buildings have much more complicated shapes, with 

multiple zones and levels, and may be connected to the exterior by a number of different 

openings at different heights. The flows within these building are, in general, time-dependent 

and complex, and yet they are of crucial importance to the correct functioning of the build-

ing. In addition, in order to calculate heat losses and temperatures within the building the 

architect and ventilation engineer need to have a knowledge of the internal flow patterns 

and the air movement (1990, p. 331).

While research is limited to fairly basic forms (fig 4.3), they acknowledge the value of 
testing more complex spatial configurations with multiple zones, interconnected volumes, 
sectional variation, and with variable opening configuration—an open invitation to design-
ers for further input. More than any other model type, the filling box technique makes the 
beguiling phenomena of fluid mixing—the plumes of one column of fluid moving through 
another—visible. Of the three environmental modelling techniques explored in this thesis, 
the filling box technique is most conducive to direct architectural speculation because the 
controlled environment and the materialisation of airflow is simple to achieve, shifting focus 
to the architectural model submerged within it.
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V1

The first tank (79cm x 30cm x 40cm) was constructed of 5mm thick plastic continuously 
sealed with waterproof sealant (fig.4.4-4.5). When filled with water, the tank bowed substan-
tially, relying on clamps for additional support. The sealant failed causing leaks in a number 
of locations. Moreover, when filled, the weight of the tank was substantial. After resealing 
the tank, a steel frame with casters was built around it to provide additional support and to 
enable portability.

Additional componentry and modifications were added to the tank to aid photography. 
Black plexiglas panels were inserted into the sides and bottom of the tank to eliminate light 
infiltration. A translucent white plexiglas panel was clipped to the back panel of the tank to 
enable back-lit illumination. A pyramid-shaped steel frame was attached to the steel tank sup-
port. A black styrene light baffle was attached to this frame in order to eliminate reflections 
on the face of the tank. Back-lighting with photographic lights and photographing through the 
light baffle yielded clear, reflection-free results (fig. 4.6). 
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3 Black styrene light hood
4 Black plexiglas liner
5 White plexiglas screen
6 Mdf/plexi model hanging support

Figure 4.4 Overview of filling tank componentry and architec-
tural model prototypes. 
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Figure 4.5 Composite drawing indicates drawing types used to 
generate the prototype. The majority of the focus on the filling tank 
prototypes was on testing architectural models within the tank. 

Composite Drawing (opposite)
Construction Drawing
Lasercut Fabrication Drawing (instrument)
Lasercut Fabrication Drawing (architecture)
3d Print (instrument)
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Figure 4.6 Back-lighting with photographic lights and photograph-
ing through a dark hood yielded clear, reflection-free photo-
graphs. 
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Initial vessels for submersion in the tank were composed of 3mm thick plexiglas (fig. 4.7). 
These initial vessels of varying profiles tested three things. First, they testing methods for sub-
merging the model within the tank. The tendency for the models to float and to shift during 
the testing process prompted the development of a range of counter-weighting, or ballasting, 
strategies. These included added plexi layers to the base, hanging fishing weights from it, and 
attaching the model to rigid supports. Second, the vessels tested the general flow effects of 
buoyancy induced air movement within a range of spatial configurations and opening types. 
One model included movable internal components to visualise how intentionally dynamic 
architectural features impacted flow patterns. 

Finally, the models enabled testing techniques for flow visualisation through both optical 
methods and through the addition of dyed salt water. Just as the wind tunnels and water 
relied solely on the addition of a new materials (dye, smoke, tufts, etc) to make flow patterns 
visible, the filling tank uses plumbing dye as the flow visualization medium. Early studies also 
tested an optical flow visualization technique, the shadowgraph or shadowgram, used by Lin-
den et al (1990). Shadowgraphs rely on the physical principle that fluids of differing densities 
refract light differently; therefore shadows projected or images made by such ‘atmospheric 
refractions’ make flow patterns visible that are otherwise be invisible to the naked eye. The 
principles guiding the shadowgraph, first published in 1893, are simple. “Wherever sunlight 
casts a shadow through disturbed air or water, as Hooke noted, a shadowgram is formed” 
(Settles, 2001, p.14). Creating a shadowgraph simply entails using a point source of light to 
cast a shadow of the submerged model onto a background screen, in this case the white 
back surface of the tank. In my experiments, the shadowgraph did not make flow patterns 
any more visible than simply observing interactions of dyed saline water moving through 
clear freshwater, so the technique was abandoned in favor of using dyed water injected using 
a plastic syringe (fig. 4.8-4.11).
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Figure 4.7 Plexiglas architectural models tested a range of 
hanging and ballasting strategies for stabilising the model within 
the tank.  
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Figure 4.9 (above) The shadowgraph visualisation technique 
projects a shadow onto a back screen in order to visualise flow 
due to density differentials. (right) Backlighting the model yielded 
more legible results. 
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Figure 4.10 (above). Fishing weights anchor the model, but it is 
still destabilised when dyed water is injected. Staggered spaces 
within the model drain at varying rates. The initial orientation 
represents cool air being introduced into a wamer environment. 
Mirroring the model represents warm air being introduced into 
a cooler environment.  
Figure 4.11 (opposite). Video stills of the same effects.
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V2

There were three key modifications to the second filling tank. These changes were based 
on insights gleaned through water table and wind tunnel prototypes as well as in response 
to difficulties using the first water tank. First, just as the wind tunnel and water table proto-
types shrank as they progressed in order to enable digital fabrication and to reduce material 
spans, the second filling tank diminished in size (fig. 4.12/4.13). The second prototype used 
a 30cm x 20cm x 20cm off-the-shelf glass tank. This ensured that the tank didn’t deflect by 
the weight and pressure of water and it made the process of filling and draining the tank 
less cumbersome. Just as the water tables relied on existing architectural infrastructure, the 
second water table abandoned the steel base and photographic lights in favor of using an 
existing sink counter as support and adjacent window for backlighting (fig. 4.14). The dimin-
ished size and new location made use of the tank easier. In order to stabilise architectural 
models, they were attached to the translucent back place, ensuring that they remained fixed 
and stable during the filling process (fig. 4.15/16). 

Having established a technique that enabled clear flow visualisation, focus shifted to testing 
architectural models of varying configurations. A range of models were built to test flow pat-
terns around a range of sectional conditions (figs. 4.17-18). They tested further flow patterns 
around a range of architectural configurations, testing: water flow through smaller diameter 
tubes (fig.4.19-22); water flow through two spaces nested within each other (fig.4.23-24); 
water flow through three vessels interconnected sectionally (fig.4.25-26); water flow through 
models with movable internal components (fig.4.27-30). The architectural model tests were 
not devised to test a specific ventilation strategy, but instead to test a range of modelling 
approaches that might act as catalysts for a future architectural speculations.  
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Figure 4.12 Overview of filling tank componentry and architec-
tural model prototypes. 
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Figure 4.13 Composite drawing indicates drawing types used to 
generate the prototype. The majority of the focus on the filling 
tank prototypes was on testing architectural models within the 
tank. 

Composite Drawing (opposite)
Construction Drawing
Lasercut Fabrication Drawing (instrument)
Lasercut Fabrication Drawing (architecture)
3d Print (instrument)
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Figure 4.14 Prototype 2 is smaller and reliant on existing infra-
structure for support and for back-lighting through an adjacent 
window. 



Figure 4.15 (above). Models are affixed to the back surface of 
prototype 2, ensuring stability. A range of architectural sections 
and effects were tested including the introduction of small tubes 
(outletting ‘vents’).
Figure 4.16 (opposite). Video stills of the same effects.
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Figure 4.17 (above). A range of architectural model config-
urations were tested. This model tests how air/water flow 
through and around a particular sectional profle with horizontal 
obstructions. 
Figure 4.18 (opposite). High contrast view of one still. 
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Figure 4.19 (above). A range of architectural model configura-
tions were tested. This model tests how air/water flow through 
and around a particular sectional profle with a series of small 
tube vents. 
Figure 4.20 (opposite). High contrast view of one still. 
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Figure 4.21 (above). A range of architectural model configura-
tions were tested. This model tests how air/water flow through 
and around a particular sectional profile including the introduc-
tion of small tubes (outletting ‘vents’).
Figure 4.22 (opposite). High contrast view of one still. 
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Figure 4.23 (above). A range of architectural model configu-
rations were tested. This model tests water flow through two 
nested spaces. 
Figure 4.24 (opposite). High contrast view of one still. 
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Figure 4.25 (above). A range of architectural model configura-
tions were tested. This model tests water flow three volumes 
that are interconnected at intersections between the models
Figure 4.26 (opposite). High contrast view of one still. 
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Figure 4.27 (above). A range of architectural model configura-
tions were tested. This model tests water flow when agitated by 
an accordian-shaped movable profile. 
Figure 4.28 (opposite). High contrast view of one still. 
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Figure 4.29 (above). A range of architectural model configura-
tions were tested. This model tests water flow when agitated by 
a movable ribbon laced around fixed posts. 
Figure 4.30 (opposite). High contrast view of one still. 
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4.4 Thermal Asymmetry

The physical principle of the filling box is straightforward; thermal differentials induce 
flow. To place this technique within a contemporary design context, consider Harvard 
Design Magazine’s 2009 issue, (Sustainability) + Pleasure, vol. 1: Culture and Architecture. The 
title contains a striking incongruence. The disconnect between sustainability and pleasure, 
between an architectural movement legitimately focused on austerity, accountability, and 
risk, and extreme emotional satisfaction—pleasure even—provokes. What could possibly 
be pleasurable about resource depletion, global inequities, and potentially devastating 
climate change scenarios? Sustainability + Pleasure contains a series of articles that challenge 
and expand upon conventions of sustainable design. Writing focuses less on conventions 
of sustainable metrics, carbon and energy accounting, life cycle analysis, or high-tech/low-
tech debates and focuses more on strategies for regaining design agency within sustainable 
debates. The pleasure of sustainability, the articles collectively suggest, resides in recovering 
a more explicit design agenda for it. (Abalos, 2009). 

One of the underpinning principles of this design agenda involves viewing architecture 
through a thermodynamic lens. While the thermodynamic framework is broad, a gen-
eral outline of it is that buildings are active mediators of their surroundings, which are 
understood in energetic terms. This energetic reading of building environments expands 
the bandwidth of energetic conditions beyond carbon-based energy sources to include 
phenomena such as light luminosities and thermal gradients. Expanding architecture’s 
energetic palette acknowledges that some energy is of finite stock and its consumption 
should be reduced, but that other forms of energy are legible, perceivable, in abundance, 
and of spatial consequence. This expanded palette acknowledges that a broader set of en-
ergetic exchanges take place within and beyond a building than those of the carbon-based 
energy sources. Moe, for example, offers an alternate to the “thermodynamically pessimist 
paradigm,” which focuses on finite resources of non-renewable energy rather than on 
the enormous magnitude of solar energy that arrives on earth daily. He suggests, “there is 
in fact no real energy shortage. There is only a crisis of human choices in respect to our 
energy practices” (2007, p24).

Understanding the design and haptic potential of energetic exchange is not new. 
Wieczorek provides a thorough theoretical context for framing architecture in experiential 
energetic terms, replacing a static conception of architecture for one that is dynamic and 
experience of it relational. She has explored the conceptual contours of this expanded 
energetic reading of architecture within a broader historical and intellectual context. She 
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cites sources of early examples of conceiving of architecture in thermodynamic terms, 
including Giedion’s Mechanisation Takes Command, which describes “‘atmosphere appears 
as both a notion of “comfort” and an “intensity of the room” (2013, pp.299-304); Kwinter’s 
description of architecture as “a space of propagation of effects” (2001, p60); and Lazlo 
Maholy-Nagy’s proclamation that “material is energy” (1929).

Christopher Hight’s notion of ‘somatic architecture’ illustrates this expanded energetic 
reading profiled in Sustainability + Pleasure. Hight suggests that the pleasure of sustainability 
resides in the sublime experience of occupying architecture that is carefully calibrated to its 
environmental surroundings (2009). He uses the term somatic architecture to describe the 
non-visual dimension of energetic exchanges in buildings, using his experiences at the Uni-
versity of New South Wales’ Faculty of the Built Environment building, the Red Centre by 
Mitchell, Giurgola & Thorp as a key case study. He describes the thermal effects of occupy-
ing the institutional building, which uses a range of passive strategies including high thermal 
mass, cross-ventilation, and interior thermal flues to modulate temperature. He says, 

All of these devices create uncanny effects, such as subtle drafts and even breezes that 

seem not to come from the outside, but to be exhaled from the interior. Sometimes these 

were pleasurable: a cool, fresh breeze rising vertically in the middle of the building…. 

Stepping from one room to another could mean entering a different climate as light levels, 

temperature, and humidity levels shifted. The result is a three-dimensional matrix of sensa-

tion that is not so much seen as felt (ibid, p.25). 

Thermal variability, in particular, is one of the expanded energetic phenomena explored 
through this thermodynamic lens. This concept of thermal variation as a spatial genera-
tor has various guises in contemporary design and thermal comfort discourse. Architect 
Philippe Rahm’s work, introduced in more detail in the next section, uses principles of 
thermal exchange to govern spatial arrangements, maximising thermal asymmetry. Energy 
flows due to differentials and imbalance. He suggests that “the rise of thermodynamics in 
the 19th century... tipped the aesthetic notion of imbalance from one of ugliness to one of 
beauty.” (2009, p.33). Rahm uses convection as a primary determinant of form in many of 
his projects. His Interior Gulf Stream project, for example, is organised as a convective loop 
within the house, consisting “of an asymmetrical distribution of heat in the house, creating 
a convection movement in the entire space” (2009, p.38). Programme is distributed within 
these thermal zones based on particular thermal comfort needs.  Moe uses the term 
thermodynamic figuration to describe how “diverse forms of energy become primary deter-
minants of architectural figuration and performance” (2011, p.119).  Steemers and Steane 
offer a related concept of environmental diversity to describe causal relations between 
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environmental processes and architectural space. They suggest that “the conscious shaping 
of diversity, that is to say, the conscious orchestration of the dynamic patterns of environ-
mental variation, is made possible by the appreciation of its spatial and temporal aspects” 
(2014, p.9).  They make the important distinction between spatial and temporal diversity; in 
cases of spatial diversity, differential is established relationally by moving between spaces of 
different thermal qualities. In cases of temporal diversity, contrast takes place within a single 
space. The former is marked by movement and sequencing, the other by duration.2

Thermal variability also features in discourse in thermal comfort. Historic notions of 
thermal comfort are largely defined by stability within a fairly narrow bandwidth of ‘cool, 
dry, still indoor air’ (Fanger in DeDear, 2011). More recently, however, research has sug-
gested that thermal variability is in fact more desirable than stasis. DeDear’s elaboration 
of alliesthesia, first coined by Cabanac in 1971, provides a rich technical and theoretical 
grounding for understanding the physiological benefits of thermal variability. DeDear 
recognizes that many contemporary buildings that rely on natural ventilation, mixed-
mode ventilation, and user building adaptation fail to comply with conventional ‘static and 
isothermal’ comfort models. He offers the notion of alliesthesia to describe the pleasure of 
occupying variable thermal environments, suggesting that a more nuanced understanding 
of thermal perception and a corresponding variable thermal comfort method is needed.3 
Alliesthesia is defined as “a conceptual framework to understand the hedonics of a much 
larger spectrum of thermal environmental than the more thoroughly researched concept 
of thermal neutrality” (2015, 288). 

The design and haptic potential of thermal contrast plays out in two related domains: 
architectural design discourse focusing on a thermodynamic framing of design and thermal 
comfort discourse focusing on models of adaptive thermal comfort. Both domains are 
indebted to Lisa Heschong’s 1979 Thermal Delight in Architecture, which tests the “hypothe-
sis that the thermal function of a building could be used as an effective element of design” 
(pvii). Prompted by experience working with solar architecture, Heschong explores a range 
of rich cultural associations with thermal contrast in buildings, including vernacular case 
studies such as Finnish saunas, Japanese Baths, Frank Lloyd Wright’s inglenooks and hearths, 
all of which are predicated on creating environments and rituals predicated on thermal 
contrast. A consistent theme across these accounts is not just thermal variance but on high 
contrast variance and the associated haptic experience of these differentials. 

From Surface to Space

The focus on thermal variability as both a mode of thermal comfort and as an architec-

2.  Shove explores the paradox that increasing attempts to 
‘cope with physiological difference between people’ has lead to 
a ‘dimunition of thermal delight in the name of meeting people’s 
needs’ (p20). She describes this process as one of environmen-
tal convergence; one can deduce that the opposite, that of vari-
ability, would be considered environmental divergence (2004).
3.  See also Baines and Turner (1969) and DeDear and Brager 
(1998). 
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tural design ambition raises questions about the relationship between energetic conditions 
and conventional construction materials. What are some ways of understanding the rela-
tionship between conventional building materials and energy in architecture?4 A brief look 
at two opposing views, one offered by Egyptian architect Hassan Fathy’s in Natural Energy 

and Vernacular Architecture (1986) and the other outlined by architectural historian Reynar 
Banham in The Architecture of the Well-Tempered Environment (1984), offers two approaches. 
Fathy couples materials with energetic conditions. For example, building materials such as 
concrete, wood, and steel are understood in relation to their absorbtive, reflective, and 
emissive properties. Surface and energy are conceptually coupled as building materials 
take on the role of registrar of energetic conditions. Banham, on the other hand, outlines 
a ‘power-operated’ mode of ‘environmental management.’ The campfire and its surround-
ing thermal environment is an example of this type of environment (1984, pp.18-19). The 
campfire establishes spatial zones of occupation, “effectively zoned in concentric rings, 
brightest and hottest close to the fire, coolest and darkest away from it” (ibid, p.20). These 
perceivable environmental affects, also evident under the shade of a tree or near a cooling 
source of water, have shifting boundaries. In this characterisation, energetic phenomena are 
decoupled from conventional building materials, creating zones or spaces of perceivable 
thermal affects. 

This dialogue establishes two relationships between materials and energy; one is predi-
cated on aligning the two, seeing energetic phenomena as properties of building materials; 
the other is predicated on detaching them and understanding the spatial implications of en-
ergetic phenomena in their own right. I will focus on this latter reading for it is the reading 
that Reid’s model and the filling box models suggest. In this reading, the building envelope 
shifts role from being an environmental mediator, as explored in chapter 3, to being a vessel 
for thermal exchange. This shift entails decoupling energetic phenomena from surface and 
focusing on space as the arena of architectural environmental speculation.  

This shift from surface to space begins with understanding the boundary layer, a technical 
discovery by Ludwig Prandtl in 1904, which starts to decouple this surface/energy pairing. 
Addington’s describes the boundary layer as a technical spatial phenomena in which two 
energetic “fronts” meet, creating a perceivable exchange. As Addington notes, 

“Thermodynamic boundaries are not legible and tangible things, but instead are zones 

of activity, mostly non-visible. In this zone of activity-the boundary –the truly interesting 

phenomena take place. This is where energy transfers and exchanges form, and where 

work acts upon the environment… we see that the boundary demarcates the difference 

between the material at its identifiable state and the immediate surroundings in a state 

4.  Wieczorek provides a thorough theoretical context for 
replacing a static conception of architecture to one that is 
dynamic and experience of it relational. (2015) She introduc-
es the term ‘active materiality’ for discussing conceptions of 
architecture that take into account the relationship between 
conventional building materials and their energetic surroundings. 
She explores the affective potential of environmental effects 
within buildings, situating this concept within broader discourse 
on the ‘atmospheric,’ ‘immateriality,’ ‘new phenomenology,’ 
‘relational aesthetics’, ‘environmental aesthetics’, ‘neomaterialism’ 
among others.
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that may vary in temperature, pressure, density and/or internal energy. While diagrammat-

ically this boundary appears to be a discontinuity or a border, physically it is where the 

mediated connection between the between the two states occurs. All change takes place 

at the boundary….the boundary operates as fundamental transition zone for mediating 

the exchanges between two or more static variables.” (2005, pp.51-2). 

For Addington, this transition zone between surface and space is a charged interface, a 
meteorological front where two environmental systems meet. 

Rahm’s work, described as ‘meteorological architecture’, shifts focus from boundary 
layer to interior by prioritising how environmental exchanges govern spatial arrangements. 
Rahm’s work explores “the formal, programmatic, and ecological potential of thermal 
imbalance and climatic asymmetry. They transform the interior… the way the atmosphere 
does, with its poles and equators. Architecture becomes meteorology” (ibid, p34). This 
shifted focus is evident in how the work is represented. Building enclosure is drawn with 
little attention to detail; undifferentiated parallel lines are punctuated by windows and 
doors, often drawn as single lines. Context beyond the building, remains mute. Instead, 
all of the ‘stuff ’ typically left mute in an architectural drawing, contained space, is charged 
with detail. Depending on the key processes driving the work, interior space, understood 
as a meteorological condition, is drawn as a series of vectors indicating air movement, or as 
thermal gradients indicating thermal variability or as a dot matrix of indicating water vapour 
intensities (fig. 4.31). 

Sean Lally, director of the design office Weathers and author of The Air from other Planets 
(2014), decouples energy from surface entirely by advocating for a model of architecture 
that eliminates conventional building materials as defining boundaries (fig. 4.32). He makes 
the distinction between three related energetic concepts in architecture: ‘auras’, which 
describe energetic phenomena as a veneer of material effects; ‘comfort control’, which 
reflects a conception of interiors as being composed of engineered environments of 
narrowly defined thermal comfort expectations, and as ‘material energies’, amplifications 
of energetic phenomena which create perceivable gradient boundary conditions (2014). 
He goes so far as to suggest that these material energies take on the role of boundary 
creation itself, replacing conventional enclosures of wood, steel or concrete, with electro-
magnetic or thermodynamic fields. These new boundaries are shifting, variable gradients 
conditions (2014). Lally gives thermal variability/asymmetry/diversity increasing spatial 
responsibility, suggesting that, “Instead of thinking of architecture as a mass of inert and 
ossified energy--even stone and steel were not always solid masses--standing as walls in 
opposition to their surroundings and carving out interior space, why not look to intensify 
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Figure 4.31. Philippe Rahm Architectes ‘meteorological’ archi-
tecture shifts focus from building enclosure to architectural 
space. Drawings of Convective Apartments represent space as a 
thermal gradient. Materiality and profile of building enclosure 
and surrounding context remain mute in the drawings. Source: 
philipperahm.com, n.d.
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Figure 4.32: Lally’s Vatnsmyri Urban Planning project (2007) 
replaces conventional physical boundaries with energetic 
phenomena that create perceivable, shifting gradient boundary 
conditions. Source: Lally, 2014. 
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those very energy systems we know are capable of creating microclimates and distinct 
ecosystems so as to make them architectural materials themselves?” (ibid, p.14). 

The shifting focus from enclosure to space as the locus of energetic or environmental 
exchange plays out in both the environmental models presented at the start of this chapter 
and the models of architecture just explored. Reid’s experiments give visual access to the 
process of thermal transfer of convection. Filling box models materialise convection, further 
focusing attention on the atmospheric effects taking place within the vessels that contain 
them. Rahm’s projects exemplify this approach; his designs are presented as inert vessels, 
acting as containers of meteorological effects. Lally’s work goes one step further, suggest-
ing that ‘material energies’ have the capacity to replace conventional building enclosure 
altogether. 

4.5 A Counter Model: Equilibrium

What of these model environments of perceivable thermal variability? Both Lally and 
Rahm’s conceptions of architecture are models in the sense that they are mental ideals, or 
theoretical constructs. Just as no plexiglass model is fully watertight, inevitably leaking at 
seams and intersections, no building is completely airtight. Even those filling box mod-
els with no intentional outlets, like the buildings they represent, leak, actively exchanging 
with the environments in which they are immersed. As Passe and Battaglia remind us, “a 
homogenous interior climate as imagined by Buckminster Fuller or Yves Klein in the 1960s 
is an illusion and does not comply with the physics of fluid flow and motion” (2015, p.10). 
This concluding section changes the frame of reference, zooming out as we did in Chapter 
2, from the model to the tank, placing buildings within their broader atmospheric surround-
ings. We shift focus from the architectural model as an autonomous interiorised miniature 
to a vessel immersed within the gigantic forces of the natural world.

As we saw in Chapter 2, air as a medium is sensitive to disruption, to change, to ex-

change due to the same differentials that underpin Rahm and Lally’s models of architecture. 
Air is a moving phenomena that exerts pressure, that infiltrates, that destabilises. Moreover, 
meterologies are by their very nature shifting and highly contingent on an increasingly com-
plex array of variables. With that in mind, this final section explores buildings as negotiating 
between two ‘tanks’--one containing the gigantic atmospheric domain and the other con-
taining the model interior. The negotiations between these two tanks reveal the inevitable 
counterparts to thermal differentials: dispersal, and eventual stasis. As we shift the frame of 
reference from interiors of thermal asymmetry to the broader environment in which it sits, 
a different model of environmental exchange is highlighted, one that negotiates differentials 
and establishes equilibrium with its broader atmospheric surroundings.5

5.  The Second Law of Thermodynamics, the Law of Entropy, 
introduces ‘time’s arrow’ to energetic processes. Therefore, 
any account of architecture predicated on thermodynamic 
principles is deeply embedded in questions of time (and its 
irreversibility). The Law of Entropy states that there is an energy 
penalty incurred in establishing equilibrium in a closed system; 
this penalty is often in the form of thermal energy or dissipated 
heat.
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Just as focusing on the swirling vortices of Marey’s wind tunnel photographs occlude 
the complexity of achieving its steady-state linear counterpart, the shifting plumes in the 
filling box occlude a pervasive dynamic at play, the tendency for a closed system to move 
towards equilibrium. The swirling plumes in the filling box models are but station points to 
a state of equilibrium. After the initial disruption induced by injecting saline solution into 
the model, a slow and steady process of leaking begins. In its final state, the architectural 
model sits within a subtle static gradient of dyed water (fig. 4.33-4.34). The architecture 
of the filling box is as much a vessel of charged thermal differential as a vessel establishing 
equilibrium within its broader surroundings. Both models and buildings, of course, leak. 



Figure 4.33:  Filling tank video highlighting the tendency of the 
dyed water to disperse, mix, and establish equilibrium with its 
surroundings. While this video does not capture the full process 
of drainage, it does capture the slow, gradual tendency towards 
equilibrium. 
Figure 4.34 (following pages): Video stills taken every 200 frames 
highlighting the same effects.
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Buildings are situated between cascading scales of environmental processes. “Within the 
kinetic system, the energy cascades down the ladder of atmospheric scales until it reaches 
the molecular scale of smaller-size eddies and is finally dissipated as heat when it returns to 
the thermal portion of the solar energy cycle. The building sits right in-between these dif-
ferent scales and thus connects small-scale eddies with large-scale weather patterns. Ideally, 
the building interior makes optimal use of these multi-scale processes” (Passe and Batta-
glia, 2015, p.82). Several contemporary models of environmental design actively negotiate 
between these scales. They are reliant on actively establishing differentials between exterior 
and interior to create thermally variable interior environments, actively flushing, purging and 

flooding the building as a means of climate control. They vacillate between differentials and 
equilibrium. If architecture as differential is predicated on containing a thermally variable 
environment, architecture in equilibrium is predicated on rapid purging of or flooding of 
the interior to establish stasis between the two.

 Lacaton and Vassal’s Latapie House in Bordeaux establishes a range of dynamic exchang-
es between interior and exterior (fig.4.35). It uses a greenhouse as a residential interior 
space to create heightened thermal environments that can either flood adjacent space 
with heat or be purged outside through operable openings (fig. 4.36). The Latapie House 
is the practice’s first of several projects utilising the greenhouse as an both an economical 
way of both expanding the footprint of the house while also operating as a climatic buffer. 
They describe the house as being “about the use of the greenhouse to modulate the local 
climate, because Bordeaux can have harsh winters, and in the process, having the oppor-
tunity to expand the house itself. The house was therefore not limited by its walls and 
facades, but it gained extra space with much better climatic conditions. It was also a good 
way to save energy” (El Croquis, p.7). Their work is informed by Vassal’s service work in 
Niger, which lead to an understanding of how space might be defined by conditions other 
than perimeter walls, echoing Banham’s ‘power-operated’ model of environmental man-
agement or Lally’s ‘material energy’ exteriors. “It was really interesting to see how people 
define space virtually without materiality, just be using few things with a constantly changing 
attitude in their relationship with the place, being here for a while or moving somewhere 
else because the sand, the shadows or the breeze had varied. It was very interesting to see 
how they were creating space, but not necessarily with walls, but with just a few materials 
and through their attitude and interaction with others” (ibid, p11). They have described the 
greenhouse in other projects as ‘filtering spaces’; they are spaces defined through qualities 
rather than materials (ibid). 

Figure 4.35. Lacaton and Vassal’s Latapie House in Bordeaux, 
France acts as an environmental instrument, attuning itself to 
both adjacent interior and exterior environments to achieve 
desired interior effects, at times flooding the house to establish 
equilibrium with its surroundings.
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Figure 4.36. A greenhouse extends the living space of the house, 
while also acting as a climatic buffer, harnessing solar gain heat 
and channeling into the rest of the building or purging hot air 
through operable vents. Source: El Croquis, 2015.
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The greenhouse is a space of heightened thermal effect and environmental variability. 
Greenhouses are not airtight, contain no tempering insulation, and include continuous roof 
vents for purging hot air. Far from being hermetically sealed, the greenhouse is designed to 
either harness heat from solar gain or to purge it through active ventilation when overheat-
ed. The inclusion of this element allows the house to establish environmental exchanges 
between three environments: the insulated, climate-controlled house; the semi-controlled 
greenhouse; and the contingent exterior environment. The main living space contains 
operable components—shutters, windows, doors, and vents—further enabling the house 
to tune itself in relation to desired interior thermal affects. Facilitating a spectrum or 
conditions from fully enclosed to open, spaces held in thermal disequilibrium or purged to 
establish equilibrium. 

The Latapie house is novel in its use of the greenhouse and the full range of degrees 
of enclosure it offers. However, many environmental design strategies are predicated on 
designing in differentials to facilitate exchange between exterior and interior environments, 
moving between states of differential and those of equilibrium. Earth tubes, exhaust vents, 
double wall facades, ventilation caps, exterior water sources, integrated vegetation, heat-ab-
sorbing materials are just a few of many architectural strategies predicated on generating 
an environmental exchange between exterior and interior environments. Projects profiled 
in Transsolar’s Climate Engineering book read as a catalogue of approaches predicated on 
differentials (Thierfelder, 2003). In the WAT office building in Karlsruhe, black walls absorb 
solar gain, driving ventilation through exhaust air stacks, “flush(ing) cool night air” (ibid, 
no page, project 25) In the Mercedes Forum Stuttgart, a 2 meter diameter buried duct 
preconditions incoming air in the summer; the greater the differential between incoming air 
and the earth’s temperature, the more significant the thermal effect (ibid, no page, project 
34). Similarly, in the Regionaldruckzentrum PMS commercial printing house, ventilation 
stacks integrated into support columns draw cool outside through the base and exhaust 
them out vents in the roof, channeling warm air out of the roof; vertical differential is cru-
cial to success, “The distance between the supply and exhaust air vents should be as large 
as possible” (ibid, no page, project 42). Of note in both the Latapie House and Transsolar’s 
work is that while buildings rely on the principle of differentials, they are at times in aid of 
attaining equilibrium. Both conditions occur within the same building depending on how 
the building is tuned. What is important is that this capacity for tuning has been integrated 
into the materiality, configuration and componentry of the building. 

Filling box models act as reminders that buildings are in constant collusion with and 
are often destabilised by their atmospheric surroundings. In the earliest filling box models, 
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architectural models resisted stabilisation. The first prototypes were suspended within the 
tank. These models shifted in response to disturbance in the water. They were buffeted 
about by water currents. They established different strategies of integration with their 
exterior environments; requiring tethering, anchoring, or grounding to achieve stability. In 
the second prototype, models were secured to a back plate, where they remained static 
when submerged in the tank. Anchoring shifted focus. Initial thermal variability was fast and 
fleeting in relation to the slower process of dispersal. 

Shifting view from architectural model to tank placed the miniature back within the 
gigantic atmospheric domain. Chapter one concluded by reflecting on the role of the 
environmental model as a mechanical extension of the architecture in which it sits. Case 
study chapter 2 concluded by reflecting on two persisting models of architecture predi-
cated on the building envelope as either environmental filter or environmental buffer. This 
chapter concludes by reflecting on buildings as flooded vessels in active dialogue with their 
surroundings, acting as reminders that “we live submerged at the bottom of an ocean of 
the element air” (Torricelli, 1644 cited in West, 2013. p.66). 
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One can never fully disentangle questions about the nature of repre-

sentation from questions about the nature of what is represented. 

 -Robert Stalnaker (cited in Pyke, 2011)
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5.1 Chasing Wind

I have been chasing wind for years. In 2005, I visited the site of a future project, an off-
grid house, located at 82251 Limekiln Line in Huron County, Ontario, Canada for the first 
time. The site was a 25-acre agricultural field bound on the south and north by forest. It 
was late autumn and the tall papery stalks of cattle corn planted that year still remained; 
it marched in rows up and down along the rolling hills of the site. Gaps between rows 
invited occupation. Experiencing the site that first time involved experiencing it as a series 
of walked lines bounded by walls of papery husks rustling in the wind. I walked the lines of 
the rolling fields hearing the wind registered by the rustling stalks of the field. As opposed 
to the dense urban, wind-shadowed world I had been living in at the time, on Limekiln line, 
wind was experiential; it was a rich sensorial phenomena seen, heard, and felt. I experi-
enced air movement through my own movement as lines over time.

 Wind was also instrumental on Limekiln line; the site is off-grid and wind offered a viable 
renewable energy source, although we abandoned it as an option later when learning that 
turbines, devices that register and translate air flow to power, were prone to mechanical 
failure. Lake Huron is west of the site, generating intense, continuous winds that proceed 
steadily through the agricultural fields. When wind hits the site to the west, the wooded 
areas north and south funnel it, speed it up, and direct it through the site. The site as envi-

ronmental model is an imperfect wind tunnel although I didn’t see it as such at the time. 
Wind was experiential and instrumental, but it was also capricious. I wanted to design 

the house in a way that was attuned to the behaviours, patterns, and tendencies of the 
wind. Wind offers comfort from the intense summer sun, but its intensity in the winter 
requires buffering. So how to come to know this fickle, fluid substance in the way that one 
might come to know the properties of conventional ‘solid’ building materials? The funda-
mental challenge lies in understanding wind as a global, synoptic, site-specific condition. 
While I experienced wind at particular moments as particular points along a walking line,  
understanding wind as a global condition was ungraspable. I understood that it was windy 
when it was windy if it was windy where I was, but I wanted to understand the wind as a 
global condition; as something that could be understood synoptically. I wanted to see how 
the wind shifted and shaped itself across the landscape as a continuous moving, shape-shift-
ing topographic phenomena. 

To understand this, I attempted to impose a visible order on the site from which to 
measure the shifting aerial topography. With the help of friends and family, I installed a grid 
of steel poles on the entire site and outfitted these with wind socks (fig. 5.1). This involved Fig 5.1 Limekiln Line Wind Grid. Photo: Author. 
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combining land surveying techniques using a rented surveyor’s level, brute force using a 
fence-post digger, and the visual acuity for finetuning placement.  When the poles were in 
place and outfitted with wind socks, I stood back and watched.... and remained confused. 
Some wind socks flapped listlessly next to other that were fully activated; was this because 
wind wasn’t present or due to constructional defects preventing movement? But there was 
a bigger problem: despite the height of the poles, it was still impossible to attain a synoptic 
view of the site. Topography occluded vast areas of the site, preventing the aerial view I 
hoped to achieve. 

This led to another aerial foray. I attached a camera to a makeshift harness; helium 
balloons attached to a string lifted the camera to a vantage point I wanted to hold. It 
took photographs and videos of the site as activated by the wind, promising this synoptic, 
site-specific view of wind movement at that moment in time (fig. 5.2). This too failed for 
when the wind activated the socks, it activated the balloons as well, tossing them about, 
creating blurred, shifty photographs. Wind was captured in the photograph as a moving 
blur, but not as a series of static vectors as I had hoped.  

I realise now that if the intent of the wind grid was to understand how wind operates as 
a global condition, the devices for registering this global condition already existed on the 
site. I didn’t need to build anything; I simply needed to change vantage point, viewing the 
field not planometrically but obliquely. The materialisation of air movement was present al-
ready. Crops roll like waves in fields. I could have set up scaffolding, sat and observed. I also 
realise now that observing a condition that is flighty, shifty, and variable requires conditions 
that are the opposite: fixed, controlled and static. Observing air movement using a device 
that is subject to its vagaries only occludes understanding the subject under investigation. 
The constructions that establish a fixed frame for viewing air movement needs to be static, 
sturdy, fixed, and high. 

This version of a site installation would no doubt lead to further questions. Space would 
have been understood synoptically, but what about time? How long would I observe, and 
when? How would I interpolate this to give a clear reading of all wind movement through 
the site over the course of a day or season or year? Is that even necessary? What would 
this impossible level of precision even offer? To suggest that this would even be possible is 
to forget the point of these investigations. It is through the experience of trying to work 
with a material in a controlled way that we gain insights into its tendencies. Insights to its 
tendencies hones confident understanding of its material attributes. This, in turn, facilitates 
confident and competent deployment through design. One doesn’t need to understand 
the speed and direction of air movement at every point in space and time on a site in 

Fig 5.2 Limekiln Line Wind Grid aerial view. Photo: Author. 
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order to work effectively with it as a material condition; one needs to understand its sen-
sibilities. In my experience, this understanding comes through direct material engagement, 
through trial and error, through reading and writing, over time. 

At the time, my response to challenges raised by trying to understand wind as a global 
condition was to change vantage point away from the wind; to move from the air to the 
ground. The steel grid imposed on the site offered valuable insights about another condi-
tion on the site--the topography--which was now understood too as a variable condition, 
but one that was more easily measurable. The poles became station points from which 
multiple topographies were measured and drawn--the rise and fall of the earth, the incon-
sistent growth of crops, the banks and drifts of snow. Air was understood as one of those 
topographies, but it was one that was not measurable in the same way. Behaviourally and 
materially it remained resistant to grasp (fig. 5.3). 

The house design progressed in response to insights I had taken from the work at the 
time. It was sited in a way that acted as datum to this shifting topography. A long west deck 
walk strikes a fixed line upon which the rise and fall of the land, crops, and snow is regis-
tered. While the siting of the house facilitates cross ventilation of summer southerly winds, 
at the time, I didn’t explicitly apply ‘windy’ insights to the design; the behavior of wind and 
its relationship to building eluded my grasp. How might I read the project now? 

I read the house now as an assemblage of several approaches; approaches vary by 
vantage point and by season. When viewed from outside looking east, it is a building that 
is inscribed by the environment; the exterior form pushes a heavy shoulder against the 
prevailing winter wind (fig. 5.4). The solidity of the west wall and steep slope of the west 
roof, while not smooth and eroded, does appear to both resist air and to guide it over the 
building. It seems in some ways reciprocally to both form and be formed by westerly winds. 
When viewed from the south, it is also a building in which the envelope, particularly on the 
south and north elevations, acts as an environmental instrument (fig. 5.5). South overhangs 
block summer; operable windows high and low channel air movement into and through 
the house on hot summer days. Door and windows can be opened and closed in different 
configurations to control the amount and direction of air movement. When viewed from 
the inside, one has a heightened awareness of the double height space; it is an interior of dif-

ferentials (fig. 5.6). In winter, when windows are closed, the radiant heated floor operates as 
a giant surface radiator heating the air which rises up and around interior walls. While the 
currents of air movement themselves may not be perceivable, the resultant thermal strat-
ification is. While designed to be as airtight as possible given contemporary construction 
expectations, it inevitably leaks and makes direct exchanges with the broader expansive 

Fig 5.3 Limekiln Line environmental topographies (earth, crops, 
snow, wind) drawings. Source: Author and Jamie Henry. 
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Fig 5.4 House on Limekiln Line north (top) and west (bottom) 
elevations. Steep west roof slope pushes a metaphorical shoul-
der against the prevailing westerly winter wind. Photo: Shai Gil. 
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Fig 5.5 House on Limekiln Line south elevation. Extended roof 
overhang and operable windows on north and south allow the 
building to be adjusted in relation to exterior environmental 
conditions. Photo: Shai Gil. 

Fig 5.6 (left) House on Limekiln Line interior. The double-height 
space  with radiant heated floors creates a perceivable thermal 
stratification between ground floor and mezzanine level. Photo:: 
Shai Gil. 
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environment within which it sits. It is both an architecture of differentials and of equilibri-
um. The building is not a controlled environment. and yet it is when viewed comparatively in 
relation to the shifting, expansive, turbulent exterior environment in which it sits.  

Environmental models are predicated on several paradoxes. They create impossible, 
controlled steady-state exterior environments which simply don’t exist in reality. Although 
difficult to achieve, wind can only be captured, contained, directed and observed in a 
predictable manner in an artificially controlled environment. In reality, turbulence is every-
where. The swirling atmospheric blanket with its constantly changing states and shifting 
thermal fronts does not operate as a controlled, continuously flowing steady-state system 
at any scale of observation. Even Marey was aware of this paradox noting that “it is hardly 
possible, indeed, to study the resistance encountered by the body subjected to a steady 
and known wind speed; only powerful blowers could meet these requirements, which hardly 

exist in atmospheric movement” (in Ramirez, p187 from Marey, Le vol des oiseaux, 218). 
The second paradox of environmental model is that heightening awareness of one set of 

environmental conditions entails eliminating others altogether. Moreover, these eliminated 
factors would inevitably impact the phenomena being observed. Environmental models are 
reductive, distilling complex architectural assemblies into conceptual diagrams foreground-
ing a smaller subset of concerns. No building operates as an isolated response to a singular 
environmental condition. Rahm’s totally sealed, materially inert hypothetical convective 
apartments, if built, would leak. Passivehaus projects have doors that open and shut, 
disrupting the ‘sealed’ environment. Even the most highly attuned passive buildings must 
negotiate unpredictable weather patterns in ways that compromise buildings configured to 
particular ‘norms’. In other words, while buildings might be designed for the averages and 
ideals (climate), they must negotiate extreme variance from these ideals (weather). 

If environmental models are predicated on impossible conditions, why use them at 
all? Environmental models, like all ‘good’ models, are projective and imaginative; they are 
by their nature distillations. It is through the curious inversions, substitutions, alterations, 
misreadings and failures that new insights and conceptualisations both between model and 
target, between componentry and phenomena, between environmental and architecture, 
emerge. Environmental models create a particular kind of environment, a controlled envi-
ronment of visible steady flow. This construction of a fictional controlled environment is a 
necessary inversion required to make other airflow behaviours legible in order to provide 
visual and material insights useful to the architectural designer. Thus while the environments 
constructed in environmental models are unreal, the insights offered are not.
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5.2 Making Knowable What and How?

Research begins with an informed hunch, a preoccupation, or a problematic that persists, 
inviting the heavy work of its unpacking. This thesis started with two such starting points. 
First, a sense that working with the actual material of airflow using environmental mod-
els would give air physical presence, making it more tangible as an architectural material. 
Second, the sense that case study environmental models would place certain contempo-
rary concerns about building environmental performance within a broader historic and 
disciplinary context. I suspected the three models selected for further scrutiny would yield 
important insights despite their historic distance and differing disciplinary backdrops. Re-
search has taken a circuitous route through a disciplinary landscape including architectural 
technology, engineering, history of science, architectural design, and architectural history. A 
key contribution of this research is that it resituates knowledge gleaned from lateral disci-
plines in order to make it accessible and relevant to an architectural designer today.

In the introduction, D. Graham Burnett’s analogical/ontological model distinction was 
introduced as a theoretical framework for discussing models in context and for describ-
ing design insights yielded by working with them. Burnett suggests that the relationship 
between a model and its target system is neither static nor unidirectional; it is, in fact, the 
dialogues between the two that allow models to play their most productive roles as design 
and thinking tools. A look at how models are understood in relation to their target systems 
in both philosophy of science and in architectural design illustrates that the relationship 
between models and target systems shift depending on the vantage point from which they 
are viewed. Thus Burnett’s analogical/ontological model distinction provides a theoretical 
framework for reading case study models, establishing how models effectively traverse 
historical moments to reveal problematics that persist. The distinction also provides a 
framework for assessing model prototypes as they progress, revealing new relationships 
between models and those conditions being modelled and vice versa.

Through case study analysis and physical prototyping, this research has established 
a definition of environmental models as instruments that create controlled environments 

that materialise the phenomena of airflow in relation to a scaled architectural model. I have 
suggested that environmental models establish dialogues amongst at least two of their 
three constituent elements of environmental models—the instrument creating a controlled 
environment, the phenomena of airflow, and the architectural model—as well as between 
these components and their target systems at full scale. These dialogues are most pro-
ductive when the relationship between components and/or between models and target 
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system shift, revealing new readings or productive misreadings between them. This research 
extends Burnett’s argument by suggesting that it is not only the dialogues between 
models and their target systems that reveal important conceptions of both, but between 
the internal readings of the constituent components of the models itself—in this case in 
particular between the instrumentation of the environmental model and the phenomena it 
generates. Research has been structured around these shifting vantage points, moving from 
instrument to phenomena, from model to target, from instrument to architecture, from 
models as physical artefacts to models as conceptual ideals.  

Written and design research have operated in parallel throughout the course of this 
project. Research for Marey’s wind tunnels coincided with designing and prototyping the 
first wind tunnel and water table. Research for the Olgyays’ thermoheliodon took place as 
the second and third wind tunnel and water table prototypes were in development. The 
filling tank was a later discovery, but it aligned thematically with a contemporary framing 
of architecture in thermodynamic terms.  As research has progressed, each consecutive 
written draft and model prototype has made closer and clearer alignments between the 
two modes of working. 

This concluding chapter reflects on the alignments between written and design research, 
focusing on three broad issues. First, key insights about environmental models are outlined 
as a response to research question: How do physical environmental models “make knowable” 

the nonvisual environmental “phenomena object” of airflow? reflecting how and what insights 
useful to the architectural designer environmental models reveal about airflow as a moving, 
material condition. Second, key areas of future related research are outlined to clarify limits 
and scope of current research. Finally, a concluding section places the environmental mod-
els within a final context, that of an exhibition, raising questions about how the occlusion of 
some environmental conditions amplifies understanding of others. 

Making Airflow Knowable

Chapter One began with a quotation by Hight that established the broad problem-space 
for the research, establishing links between environmental design and the tools used to 
manipulate environmental conditions. Hight notes:

The architect’s ability to manipulate environmental conditions has been limited by the dis-
cipline’s tools themselves, which require either cumbersome technical simulations of fluid 
dynamics or notational rules of thumb. In the latter, arrows and other signs lead to a false 
or at least impoverished understanding of the physics of heat flow and light. As Michelle 
Addington has demonstrated, the properties of heat transfer do not operate according 
to simple Newtonian geometrical vectors or at the scale of the architectural wall section, 
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but rather as thermodynamic processes at either microscopic or vastly larger scales than 
those enclosed by architecture. To engage such processes requires expanding our mindset 
and toolkit to make knowable such nonvisual phenomena objects” (2009, p.26). 

Hight suggests that architects require tools to ‘manipulate environmental conditions.’ He 
critiques two existing conventional tools for doing so and prompts designers to ‘expand 
our mindset and toolkit to make knowable such nonvisual phenomena objects’ as airflow 
and thermal exchange. Using Hight’s terms as a point of departure, the key research 
question driving this research is: How do physical environmental models “make knowable” the 

nonvisual environmental “phenomena object” of airflow?  A related question is: What proper-

ties of airflow do environmental models make knowable? The first half of this section address-
es the former question of how environmental models operate and the second half of this 
section reflects on the latter question of what insights are made knowable by environmen-
tal models. 

To answer the first question, How do physical environmental models “make knowable” 

the nonvisual environmental “phenomena object” of airflow?, it’s worth reiterating how 
environmental models in this research differ from those used as conventional tools for 
engineering experimentation. Conventionally, wind tunnels, for example, are used to reveal 
technical insights about airflow around or through buildings in order to assess urban airflow 
patterns or building ventilation. Experimentation tends to follow a model-measure-analyse 
methodology in which a physical model is placed in a testing bed, the impact of airflow 
in or around the building is assessed numerically and/or visually, and results are analysed 
(Munitxa, 2015). In this methodology, what is made ‘knowable’ are particular aerodynamic 
patterns. In some cases, associated forces are made knowable numerically using sensors and 
scaling formula to establish similitude at full scale; in other cases, airflow patterns are made 
knowable by making visible laminar and turbulent flow patterns and high and low-pressure 
zones. In this research, environmental models are means to different ends.

Environmental models yield foundational insights about airflow as a material system with 

particular tendencies rather than yielding explicit insights about building ventilation practices. In 
this thesis, environmental models have the capacity to operate in a similar fashion to ‘make 
knowable’ airflow through observation of flow patterns around and through architectural 
models. However, this research has yielded more foundational insights about airflow behav-
ior. These insights have been generated primarily through the act of designing, fabricating 
and operating the environmental model itself. It has been through the iterative design 
process of fabricating, testing and assessing the environmental model that environmental 
behaviours have been ‘made knowable’. These foundational insights about airflow are out-
lined in the next section. 
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Foundational insights about airflow arise through the process of calibration, or fine-tuning the 

instrumentation of the environmental model. Work presented in drawing catalogues focuses 
on the instrumentation of prototypes, or in making the environmental model work as a 
mechanical device that produces a legible, steady-state condition. This preoccupation with 
calibrating the apparatus rather than the subject of its tests is evident in the work of case 
study models as well. While he is discussing the smokestream wind tunnel development of 
Marey’s contemporary, L. Mach, Hoffman’s comments resonate, “His laboratory journal tells 
us that the actual object of experimentation was the apparatus for representing stream-
lines. Meticulously described specifications for the various parts of the apparatus, small 
sketches of their arrangements, and remarks on techniques of visualization contrast sharply 
with the almost uncommented listing of the photographic plates that were obtained… 
Mach did not ascertain any genuinely new aspect of the processes in the air. What hap-
pened, rather, was that he came upon a new context for deploying his apparatus” (Hoff-
man, 2013, p.4). Marey too seemed more interested in the instrumentation of the wind 
tunnel and its effects than on any scientific principles revealed through model experiments. 
The exhibition catalogue associated with The Musée D’Orsay’s Movements of Air exhibi-
tion notes, “On the whole, Marey, after he published his aerodynamic pictures, left but few 
theoretical comments. He may be said to have been little-interested in the scientific results 
derived from his shots” (Musée D’Orsay, 2005). Similarly, chapter three explicitly explored 
the overshadowing of the Olgyays’ architectural model by the complexities of the thermo-
heliodon. This overshadowing was a function of larger trends in environmental modelling at 
the time but also reflected the complexities of assimilating complex climate datasets and 
simulating these results. The preoccupation with making the environmental model work is a 
theme that cuts across models presented throughout this thesis. 

Environmental models are extensions of established methodological practices. Analysis of 
case study models places environmental models within a broader context, but context is a 
very broad term. One defining contextual realm highlighted in this research is that of the 
authors’ methodologies. Environmental models can be contextualised as extensions of and 
deviations from existing methodological practices. Marey’s wind tunnels are extension of 
his graphic method, sensitive drawing machines that translate subtle processes into legible, 
high-contrast, lines over time. However, they differ from earlier graphic method techniques 
by shifting focus from air as a medium to air as a subject of observation. The Olgyay’s 
thermoheliodon is an extension of two related methodological trajectories: the invention 
and use of sundials and shading masks for solar building analysis early in their career and V. 
Olgyay’s multivariable bioclimatic method, outlined in Design with Climate. Trying to merge 
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the logics of a machine that isolates a single environmental variable with the multivariability 
of the bioclimatic method, however, proved an impossible feat at the time, foreshadowing 
some complexities of environmental simulation today. 

Environmental models ‘make knowable’ environmental conditions by establishing internal dia-

logues with their constituent components and external dialogues with their targets. Case study 
chapters are structured to highlight these conversations. Chapter Two moves from the 
phenomena of air movement captured in Étienne-Jules Marey’s wind tunnel photographs 
to the wind tunnel as instrument, understood as a sensitive environmental mediating device 
prone to disturbance. Marey’s wind tunnel photographs capture air as a series of moving 
white cords of smoke that disperse in vortices of turbulence around various model profiles; 
the wind tunnel that produces this effect appears an unlikely source. As my prototypes and 
Marey’s photographs have revealed, it is difficult to disentangle smokestreams as a moving 
phenomena from the devices that create them. Chapter 2 and catalogues 2B/2C focuses 
moreso on material challenges of working with air and the devices that attempt to control, 
contain and direct it; while the insights revealed have architectural consequence, the actual 
architectural model plays a very small role in this work. 

Chapters 3 and 4 are situated in a more definitive architectural context. Chapter 3 
establishes internal dialogues between the instrument of the thermoheliodon and models 
of architecture within a broader context of post-war American suburban climate control. It 
also establishes external dialogues between models and targets, revealing that one of the 
defining features of environmental models is that they not only have multiple environmen-
tal models and targets, but that architectural enclosure acts as a mediator between them. 
Chapter 4 and catalogue 4B retain focus on models of architecture, but shift back to the 
phenomena the model houses and is housed within, the atmospheric domain, understood 
as a thermal sensorium. In this chapter David Boswell Reid’s convection experiments are 
aligned with a contemporary modelling technique, the filling box technique, in order to 
explore some of the design implications of working within a thermodynamic framing of 
architecture. Due that the steady-state environment as a simple tank, focus shifts from the 
instrument to the phenomena of convection and to architecture as a vessel for this phenom-
ena. 

Environmental models are predicated on substitutions, inversions, distortions, and omissions; 

these operations reveal insights about architectural environmental mediation.  Models are 
reductive representations. They establish similitude with a select number of traits of their 
targets. By their very nature, models are predicated on substitutions, abstractions, and 
inversions. This research has focused on how these operations open up new insights or 
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how they make new principles about air behaviour ‘knowable’. The term inversion was 
introduced in Chapter 2 as a key principle for how wind tunnels represent and simulate air 
movement. Marey noted this principle in The Flight of Birds (1890), “From the point of view 
of the resistance experienced, whether the solid body be in motion in calm air or whether 
it be immobile in an air animated with movement is indifferent” (cited by Musee D’Orsay, 
2005).  In Marey’s wind tunnels, a number of substitutions, inversions, and omissions were 
deployed to translate the vast hemispheric skydome to a series of highly legible moving 
lines. The Olgyay’s thermoheliodon shifts from being read as an environmental simulation 
device to being read as a model of architecture. Closer look at filling tank models in chap-
ter four shifts focus from environmental processes of thermal differential to the opposite, 
those tending towards equilibrium. It is precisely because models are distinct from their 
targets that they offer new lenses for interpretation of both; in many cases, the greater the 
distance between the two, the more potent the potential insights. In other words, while 
establishing similarity is a defining feature of models, their value as thinking tools is predicat-
ed on making links between dissimilar features.

‘Actual Forces and Stuff’

Environmental models in this thesis reveal foundational insights about airflow behaviour 
rather than specific technical insights regarding building ventilation. What are some of 
those foundational insights? Using Burnett’s terms, what ’actual forces and stuff at issue’ do 
environmental models reveal? First, environmental models reveal the extreme sensitivity of 

working with air and water; this sensitivity is highlighted by the challenge of creating a controlled 

environment of steady, continuous flow. Water table prototypes consistently failed to create 
a surface of even water flow, a steady-state condition reflecting the kind of controlled 
environment suggested by the Olgyay’s thermoheliodon and made visible in Marey’s 
streamline photographs. Creating streamlines, reflecting steady-state flow continuity, is far 
more complex than the act of creating its inevitable counterpart, turbulence. This com-
plexity is a function of air (and water’s) extreme sensitivity to disruption. In Marey’s wind 
tunnel, disturbances outside of the wind tunnel were transmitted through the floor and 
wind tunnel enclosure to the testing bed, adding fine waves to the steady lines of moving 
smoke. In my prototypes, working with air and water required increasing levels of precision 
and fine-grained approaches to assembly methods and fabrication techniques, making them 
particularly conducive to digital methods of fabrication. 

Creating this steady-state condition establishes direct reciprocities between solid and fluid 

material systems. Fluid material behaviours are most legible when read in relation to 
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solid materials. Air and water act as measures of constructional anomalies. In water table 
prototypes, for example, water pooled on deflected surfaces and leaked through cracks, 
indicating gaps and deflections not visibly evident. Similarly, the filling tank studies serve as 
a reminder that buildings are in constant collusion with the atmospheric sea in which they 
sit, subtlely and not so subtlely filling, shifting, and leaking. Wind tunnel prototypes lead to 
a heightened focus on detailing in order to create a continuous interior free of material 
disruptions to linear flow. While the physical componentry of environmental models vary 
by model type, certain components became ubiquitous, operating as entangled counter-
parts to the streamlines, vortices, and plumes that they produce. These ubiquitous model 
components and their potential as architectural components are outlined in more detail in 
section 5.3 Future Trajectories. 

As a result of air’s material sensitivity, joints are particularly vulnerable and assemblies require 

stability. The level of precision required to construct a watertight or airtight vessel surpasses 
that required for conventional architectural models, where subtle gaps or misalignments 
have negligible impact. As a result, prototyping environmental models focuses attention 
in particular on joints and seams. Moreover, developing an artefact prone to disruption 
requires focus on establishing stability. This attention to detailing and stability was most ev-
ident in the wind tunnel prototypes. Initial prototypes placed more attention on individual 
elements than on how those elements connect or retain stability independently and as a 
composite assembly. As prototypes progressed, an approach to joining and anchoring was 
developed, culminating in the final prototype composed of gasketed joints and anchored 
steel frames. A related prototyping tendency towards dimunition also increased precision 
and stability, reducing sheet material spans prone to deflection. Both wind tunnels and 
water tables diminished in size in order to cope with material conditions that disrupted 
achieving a steady-state condition. Finally, both prototypes increasingly relied on existing 
infrastructure for stability. Wind tunnels attached to table surfaces; water tables rested on 
sinks as stable surface, water source, and drain. Similarly, the filling tank became smaller and 
sited on a sink counter adjacent to a window as its site, facilitating both backlighting and 
easy access to water source and drain. 

Environmental models situate the architectural model as miniatures within the gigantic 

domain of the skydome. Environmental models are scale ambiguous. The instrument that 
generates environmental phenomena is 1:1; the architectural model within it operates at a 
fixed scale roughly ranging from 1:50 to 1:500; the environmental phenomena generated 
by it conceptually operates across a number of scales, representing everything from a small 
volume of air at the same scale as the architectural model to the entire atmospheric sky-
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dome. This scalar complexity enables architectural insights gleaned from the environmental 
model to traverse scales. Reading the models at 1:1 focuses insights on material detail-
ing, leaks, and joints. Scrutiny at the scale of the architectural model focuses on building 
envelope and interior space as arena of environmental exchange. Scrutiny at the shifting 
interpretive scale of the environmental phenomena places buildings within the entire 
skydome, suggesting architecture’s implications with climate mitigation, climate change, and 
climate breakdown.   

Environmental models necessarily isolate conditions and abstract the natural world. Environ-
mental models are representations of a single environmental condition; they are distanced 
from the multivariant complexities of the natural world. This is perhaps best understood in 
relation to the boundary layer, discussed further in chapter 4. Boundary layers occur at the 
interface between any two different atmospheric systems at any scale (Addington, 2005). 
The scale, extent and significance of the boundary layer differs depending on the subject 
of scrutiny and the physical characteristics of the atmospheric systems that interface. The 
earth’s boundary layer, which can extent between 100 meters to several kilometers above 
the earth’s surface, is marked by turbulence and energy exchange (Oke, 1978).1 Boundary 
layer turbulence is a function of interrelated environmental systems including solar cycles, 
humidity levels, ground surface materials, etc. that aren’t replicated in environmental mod-
els. In contrast, the airflow generated within the testing chamber of models in this research, 
similar to that of Marey and Olgyay, established laminar flow conditions that neglect this 
turbulent boundary condition. Focus on establishing laminar flow reflected a preoccupation 
with calibrating the instrument as steady streamlines indicating steady-state conditions as 
well as the understanding that the boundary layer plays a less significant role in architec-
ture.2 

The distance between model environment and real environment is vast. However, while 
environmental models fail to replicate all of the attributes of a flow regime evident in 
nature at 1:1, they benefit from this distillation. They focus attention on working materially 
with flow regimes in general, revealing their construction, alteration and consequences in 
ways impossible to achieve at 1:1 in the ‘real’ world. As do all miniatures, they make legible 
and manageable conditions in relation to the human body. They reveal synoptic tendencies 
not evident when occupying the world at a single place in a single moment in time. They 
enable alteration of these conditions and they enable understanding of the consequences 
of these alterations. Thus while they are far removed from the turbulence of the ‘real world’ 
they enable speculation of it in a focused way not possible without such distillation. 

1.  In urban environments, the boundary layer starts roughly 
at roof height; below this area is referred to as the canopy layer, 
and is marked by micro-scale processes related to building and 
street locations (Oke, 1978). Architectural models placed in 
wind tunnels also have boundary layers, zones adjacent to the 
model surface marked by laminar airflow; this thin laminar flow 
pocket surrounds the model and expands and contracts in 
profile depending on surface characteristics and air movement 
direction. However, as mentioned in wind tunnel catalogue 2b, it 
is not feasible to achieve Reynolds number continuity in small-
scale, low-tech wind tunnels. Architectural models would either 
need to be extremely large or wind movement excessively fast 
to approximate equivalent air movement conditions at full scale. 

2.  In aeronautics research, the boundary layer of a wing 
profile indicates the transition from laminar to turbulent flow as 
well as the point at which the two systems separate determines 
the uplift properties of a wing profile (Barlow, Pope and Rae, 
1999). It is therefore crucial that flow similarity is achieved when 
working at scale in a wind tunnel to test aeronautic principles 
as the consequences otherwise can be fatal.  Addington notes: 
“often microscopic modifications in the surface of an airfoil can 
dramatically affect the boundary layer conditions between air-
plane wing and atmosphere. If one treated this energy exchange 
problem in the same manner as use for mitigating the energy 
exchange in a building, then we would be trying to manage the 
pressure of the entire atmosphere rather than that within a few 
centimeters of the plane’s surface” (2005, p.77). In this research, 
boundary layer conditions are of more significance theoretically 
than technically, as explored in more detail in chapter 4, section 
4.4 Thermal Asymmetry.
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Architectural Models / Models of Architecture

Environmental models problematize architectural models. Environmental models raise 
productive questions about the relationship between architecture, models, and environ-
ments. Architectural models have played a curious role in this thesis. On the one hand, 
the architectural model is one of the defining elements of the environmental model. On 
the other hand, the architectural model has largely played a secondary role to either the 
environmental phenomena or the instrument that produces it. The architectural model is 
either not present or plays a limited role in chapter 2 and prototype catalogues 2A/2B. In 
chapter 3, it recedes from view, overshadowed by the complexity of the thermoheliodon. 
Chapter 4 refocuses attention on the architectural model both through reading Reid’s 
experiments as architectural models as well as by using architectural models submerged 
in the filling tank to reveal a particular conception of architecture as a vessel for thermal 
asymmetry. Despite their prominent role in chapter 4, even here the architectural model 
plays a supporting role. 

The architectural model plays three key roles in the prototyping process. First, by acting 
as stand-in models in the testing bed, they enabled calibration of the environmental instru-
ment and visualisation of flow patterns that disrupt steady-state conditions. Second, given 
the scalar ambiguity of the environmental models in some cases, the architectural model 
fixes a scale of observation that is legible to the viewer. Third, in the filling box, varying for-
mal configurations of the architectural model explored how inlet and outlet configuration, 
movable componentry, sectional complexity and volumetric interconnections impacted 
flow. These models were used to test the limits and possibilities of the technique. Why use 
complex shapes if the model only plays a supporting role as an element to help calibrate 
the environmental instrument or to test basic spatial concerns? The formal complexity of 
the architectural model reflects an implicit limitation of other modes of flow visualisation. 
Fluid dynamics software often can’t cope with complex geometries; complex forms must 
be distilled to a series of stacked wireframe boxes for necessary algorithms to process 
accurately. This impacts design workflow significantly.  Environmental models, on the other 
hand, enable rapid testing of any shape or configuration of model that can be physically 
fabricated. The architectural models presented in this research reflect that what physical 
environmental models may lack with regards to numeric precision they make up for with 
potential for rapid fabrication and testing of complex geometries. 

Environmental models are variants of architectural models. What makes environmental 
models particular as variants of architectural models is their added technological demands 
(of creating a steady-state, legible airflow, of making knowable the ‘non-visual phenomena 
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object of airflow’). These ‘technological’ demands are not significantly different from other 
demands or expectations one might impose on a design project; any demand offer a 
productive resistance, a honed sensibility, or a focused lens of investigation. What makes 
environmental models distinct is that they focus this lens explicitly on questions of environ-
mental exchange and mediation. 

Architectural models offer a theoretical and methodological framework for environmental 

models. A key value of the architectural model in this thesis lies less in the actual models 
profiled and more in their role in constructing a theoretical framework for what is other-
wise understood as an engineering device. Chapter one outlined a number of theories of 
architectural representation about the relationship between the model and its target. These 
theories offers a framework for discussing how environmental models interface with their 
target systems. These theories of architectural models also offer a discipline-specific frame-
work for extending cultural studies theories about the miniature or gigantic into a contem-
porary context of environmental alteration and climate change. Finally, methodologies of 
working with architectural models inform methodologies of working with environmental 
models in this thesis. Architectural models reveal, through conceptual translation, insights 
about imaginative possibilities in the world. These insights are often revealed through 
misreadings, substitutions or alterations of that which is modelled; the mental act of making 
these translations is a foundational principle of architectural design thinking. Thus the 
architectural model offers ways of thinking and working that are central to the discipline of 
architecture to objects typically considered as devices for engineering experimentation.

Environmental models shift focus from architectural model as physical artefact to architectural 

model as mental ideal. Reading and making physical environmental models has led to the 
conceptualisation of models of environmental design. Chapter 3 explored this dialogue 
between two competing paradigms of environmental architecture, one represented by the 
physical ‘Phoenix-balanced house’ model in the thermoheliodon and the other suggested 
by the domed enclosure. This chapter moved from an architectural context of climate con-
trol to the instrumentation of the thermoheliodon as a controlled environment as a way of 
revealing two models of architecture--one predicated on environmental mediation and the 
other predicated on encapsulation. A similar dialogue developed in chapter 4, using filling 
tank model tests, to establish two models of architecture, one predicated on thermal asym-
metry and the other on thermal equilibrium. While Marey’s does incorporate architectural 
models as part of his testing regime, his aeronautic profiles suggest a model of architecture 
as environmental inscription in which the form of the building reads as an erosion caused 
by prevailing breezes. 
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5.3 Future Trajectories

It would be impossible and imprudent to follow all leads exposed by a project so ex-
pansive. Inevitably there are many questions left unanswered in this thesis; some of these 
open questions point to future lines of inquiry. This section acknowledges limitations of the 
current research and reflects on future trajectories it might take.

Trajectory1: Design Methodology 

One trajectory for future research is to hybridise the environmental instrument with the 
architectural model as a methodology for designing buildings in response to a given brief. 
Initially, architectural models tested within prototypes operated more as proxies for any 
architectural models than as considered architectural proposals. In some cases, over time 
the architectural model borrowed a similar architectural language or became increasingly 
integrated with supporting componentry of the environmental model. Working to a set 
architectural brief using the techniques honed through the environmental model prototyp-
ing process would productively conflate the componentry and workings of the controlled 
environment with that of the architectural model. Working with a set brief would also 
establish clearer relationships between the context-less steady-state condition that environ-
mental models are predicated on and the contingencies of a given full-scale site, establishing 
productive dialogues between the two. 

A starting point for conflating architectural model and environmental model would be 
to modify environmental model componentry in service of understanding their potential as 
building componentry. The three environmental model prototypes are means to different 
ends, but they have common elements. A series of ubiquitous environmental componentry 
has emerged through the prototyping process. A rough categorisation of these compo-
nents follows. Baffles limit (air)flow spread; they are the expansion and contraction cones 
and the honeycomb matrices that straighten air and direct it into and through the wind 
tunnel testing bed. Hoods limit the spread of light; in filling tanks, they prevent reflections 
on the surface of tanks. Ballast gives stability; they anchor contraction cones and provide 
support for testing beds and reservoir. Reservoir holds fluid; they hold dyed water in water 
tables and salt water in architectural models in filling tanks. Obstructions redirect flow; 
they are the architectural models placed in the wind tunnel and water table testing beds. 
Sources generate flow; they are the wind tunnel fans, the water table hoses. Indices indicate 
flow direction; they are the flags in the wind tunnel testing beds and the threads on the 
honeycomb air straighteners. Controlled environments are vessels containing steady-state 
environments. While nascent, this cataloguing of model componentry suggests a catalogue 
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of architectural componentry for further design speculation.

Trajectory2: Case Study Building Analysis

Future research could apply a similar analytic lens used to assess case study models to 
assess case study buildings. Analysis of case study models has established a framework 
for reading environmental models and for understanding their architectural potential. This 
process has led to the development of conceptual idealisations of environmental archi-
tecture.  In chapter 3, analysis of the Olgyays’ thermoheliodon suggested two paradigms 
of environmental architecture, both of which intensify focus on building enclosure. One 
paradigm is an architecture as environmental mediator; the other is that of architecture as 
environmental buffer. Similarly, chapter 4 explores two conceptualisations of environmental 
architecture, both of which intensify focus on space. The first is architecture as a vessel for 
differential; the other is architecture as vessel of equilibrium. These categories are nascent, 
there is conceptual overlap between them, and they have not been rigorously tested 
against a broader range of projects nor analysed comparatively in relation to models of 
environmental architecture suggested by others. A related extension of this research would 
be to use environmental models as a technique for case study building analysis. In other 
words, elements or components from case study buildings could be translated to case 
study architectural models, tested within the environmental model, and then discussed in 
relation to the idealisations of environmental architecture they suggest.  

Trajectory 3: Building Ventilation Analysis + Cfd

A third strand of related research would be to use environmental models in service 
of more actively engaging with contemporary technical concerns and techniques. Passe 
and Battaglia note the importance of the first sketch in developing a successful ventilation 
strategy (2015). While references to the physical principles of building ventilation have been 
used throughout this research, neither the case study models nor the design prototypes 
have been analysed in relation to the principles of ventilation that they reveal. Thus while 
environmental models are effective in making fluid processes visible and tangible, additional 
scrutiny is required to hone understanding of their direct application for ventilation design 
as part of an architectural design methodology. Further research could prompt develop-
ment of an iterative design experimentation methodology rather than a fixed model-mea-
sure-analyse methodology for assessing building ventilation explicitly. 

Moreover, future research might make more active links between the digital ‘ideal’ envi-
ronment and the messy physical environment by engaging directly with digital simulation. 



Some limitations of computational fluid dynamics are outlined in chapter 1. The intent 
of this thesis, however, was not to critique cfd nor to suggest that environmental models 
supplant cfd. Hight critiques cfd as ‘cumbersome’, environmental models are also ‘cumber-
some’ in the sense that working with them is at times slow, tedious and resistant to direct/
quick insights. However, Cfd and environmental models in this research are a means to 
very different ends. Environmental models reveal particular material and tectonic insights 
through direct material engagement working with air and the physical componentry of the 
environmental instrument. Cfd reveals more focused insight about aerodynamic processes 
in an idealised digital environment. It would be naive to downplay the importance of cfd 
as a contemporary environmental verification tool. Some of the analysis in this research 
are applicable to cfd. Future research could more closely scrutinise digital environmen-
tal simulation, focusing less on using it as a tool for environmental analysis, and more on 
understanding how it operates, what insights it reveals, and what some of the underpinning 
assumptions are that govern its use. Moreover, given that both cfd and environmental mod-
els are means to differing ends, a future line of research would entail developing a design 
methodology that incorporates both, making more active links between the digital ‘ideal’ 
environment and the messy environment of the physical model.   

5.4 Working Prototypes Exhibition

Environmental models enable visualisation and scrutiny of a project in relation to the 
atmospheric exchanges it invokes at the scale of the seam (1:1 prototype), the building (as 
environmental ideal) and the world (as anthropogenic construction). The final stage of this 
thesis, an exhibition titled Working Prototypes: Streamlines, Vortices & Plumes of Environmental 

Models and their Shifting Targets, added a final vantage point for viewing model prototypes: 
that as a spectator viewing the models as artefacts within a given spatial and material con-
text. The exhibition took place in the ESALA (Edinburgh School of Architecture and Land-
scape Architecture) Research workshop June 14-21, 2019. The intent of the exhibition was 
to play a supporting role to the written thesis, highlighting those aspects of the prototypes 
that are less accessible when presented through other visual means in the thesis. Work was 
organised by model type to highlight the materiality and tectonics of each prototype at 1:1 
and to illustrate their associated flow visualisation trajectories. 

Typically used for large-scale concrete casting and structural testing, the ESALA Research 
Workshop has distinct spatial and material qualities that reflect its intended use as a work-
shop rather than as an exhibition space. A series of hanging flourescent lights offers the 
only source of artificial lighting. Visible mechanical ducts and electrical conduits run through 



the space. A concrete mixer, safety supply cabinet, and large rig for supporting heavy cast 
objects occupy the space, which appears in a continuous shroud of cement dust. The space 
is robust, durable, and spatially ad hoc, with ceiling heights, a mezannine, door heights, and 
window locations without consistent alignments. 

 Organising work in the space prompted consideration not only of how to best present 
prototypes individually and relationally, but also how to best do so with consideration to 
the qualities of the space in which they sat. This was the first time the prototypes were 
understood as being part of and contained within a given context, as nested environments. 
To this point in the research, the prototypes had been understood as acontextual. On the 
one hand, the interior steady-state condition in the mode interior represented everywhere, 
in the sense that it could be used to simulate airflow for any context. On the other hand, 
the interior environment represented nowhere in the sense that the steady state condi-
tion replicates no existing, turbulent boundary-layer exterior environment. Moreover, the 
prototypes themselves were designed as autonomous, mobile, internalised artefacts, as 
worlds within worlds. Capturing high contrast planometric flow visualisation views required 
intentional occlusion of external environmental conditions deemed distracting. Light baffles 
eliminate light infiltration. Overhead lighting was eliminated in favor of integrated under or 
back-lighting. Effectively, the context in which the models sat had been to this point in the 
research considered a liability requiring visual erasure. 

The exhibition opened new vantage points for viewing the environmental models, from 
the outside in rather than the inside out. From the outside in, they took on new presence 
as material artefacts in their own right. A series of photographs of the environmental 
models document them as artefacts that, rather than occluding environmental phenomena, 
amplify them depending on lighting conditions and vantage point. The research workshop 
is space of production, and the environmental models read in some cases as extensions of 
this workspace just as Marey’s wind tunnel was an extension of his physiological research 
station. There was an ambiguity at times between where new work starts and existing 
context begins. A water table was integrated into an existing sink. Views of wind tunnels 
and adjacent ducts become visually analogous. Reflections off of plexiglas surfaces extend 
materiality of the space. Other reflections blur distinctions between model exterior and 
interior. Strategic lighting focused view rather than occluding it, creating focal points of 
intensity and shadowy pauses. 

Case study models placed environmental models within broader historic, cultural, and 
methodological contexts. Prototyping reinforced a technical reading of the environmental 
model as being without context, representing both anywhere and nowhere. The exhibition 
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placed the environmental models into a context of floating dust, exposed ducts, raw stone, 
and material production. The environmental models became at times extensions of existing 
infrastructure, receptacles for projections, and backdrops for suspended dust particles 
highlighted by projector lights. From the seam that leaks to the vessel that breathes to the 
atmospheric skydome that encapsulates, this final move placed the environmental model as 
objects immersed within the sub-nature of messy material production.
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Exhibition fliers incorporate photographs of the prototypes in 
context. The visual language of flow visualisation documentation 
is planometric, flattened and high contrast. Photographs on 
fliers, on the other hand,  reflect the spatial, material, and lighting 
environments otherwise occluded. 
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Engineering environmental experimentation devices such as heliodons, wind tunnels and water 
tables are often understood as distinct from and technical supplements to the architectural models 
they test. This research situates the device that generates environmental conditions as active agents 
in the architectural design process, exploring how physical environmental models operate as 
contemporary architectural design tools to ‘make knowable’ the ‘non-visual phenomena object’ of 
airflow (Hight, 2009). 

This exhibition features prototypes and associated documentation of three types of environmental 
model—wind tunnels, water tables, and filling tanks—all of which make airflow associated with 
natural ventilation visible. Prototypes are designed, constructed and calibrated to create continuous, 
steady air-flow materialised as streamlines; vortices and plumes reflect disturbance to this steady-
state condition. It is through trying to make the environmental work as a mechanical device that 
it also works as a conceptual design device that reveals insights about architectural environmental 
mediation. These architectural insights are in some cases tectonic, revealing ways of thinking about 
joints, surfaces, and assembly logics. They are in other cases responses to natural forces associated 
with pressure of air or weight of water. Fundamentally, the prototyping process revealed air’s extreme 
sensitivity to both constructional anomalies and external disruption, revealing the complexity of 
creating a steady-state environment.

In the written thesis accompanying this exhibition, historic case study environmental models explore 
reciprocities between the phenomena of airflow, the devices that generate this phenomena, and 
models of architecture they suggest. They also establish origins of persisting concerns in sustainable 
design associated with flow visualisation, environmental building control, and models of thermal 
comfort. Both modes of research explore how understanding environmental models as technological 
artefacts opens up ways of conceiving of them as conceptual design artefacts.

WT1 WT2 WT3 WT4

WAT1 WAT2 WAT3 WAT4

FT1 FT2

Working prototypes 
 
 

Lisa Moffitt
PhD Architecture by Design
University of Edinburgh

Streamlines, Vortices & Plumes: 
environmental models and their shifting targets
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Chapter one contextualises environmental models theoretically and disciplinarily. 
It introduces a working defintion for the term environmental model as instruments 

that create controlled environments that materialise airflow in relation to a scaled ar-

chitectural model.  Environmental models are extensions of three existing practices: 
model experimentation in engineering, responsive modelling in landscape archi-
tecture, and full-scale architectural environmental installations. Historian of Science 
D. Graham Burnett analogical / ontological model distinction places environmental 
models within a theoretical context. Burnett’s framework describes those produc-
tive moments in which a dialogue emerges between a model and its target system. 
He suggests that it is the oscillations between a physical model and the target 
system that it represents that allow the model to become a ‘thinking’ tool, opening 
up new conceptions of the model and the world that it represents. This research 
builds on Burnett’s argument by suggesting that the productive dialogues that 
occur between models and their target systems also occur internally within the 
constituent elements of the environmental models: the instrument that generates a 
controlled environment, the materialisation of air as a moving phenomena, and the 
architectural model itself. The remaining chapters illustrate this point by developing 
conceptual dialogues between these three components (instrument, phenomena, 
architecture) and between these components and their target systems.

ch 1 introduction

Filling tank 2 model: the architectural model is a tank 
within the tank of the skydome Source: author. 

In Chapter 2, Étienne-Jules Marey’s 1900-1902 wind tunnel prototypes, one 
of the first wind tunnels developed in service of early aeronautics research, is 
presented through two frames: first through the lens of the camera and then 
as a spectator in Marey’s physiological research station.  The initial frame focus-
es on the phenomena of airflow and its materialisation through the addition of 
smoke, placing Marey’s work within a broader context of early developments 
in flow visualisation.  Marey’s central contribution to flow visualisation is that 
he materialised air movement and in so doing made behavioural distinctions 
between laminar and turbulent flow legible.  The second frame of reference 
is as a spectator in Marey’s physiological research station, observing the wind 
tunnel itself.  While the wind tunnel appears a robust mechanical assemblage, 
it is in fact a delicate instrument that sensitively registers exterior disturbance. 
Understanding the wind tunnel as a sensitive instrument places it as an 
extension of his graphic method techniques that instrumentalise air as a force 
transmitter as well as a medium of resistance impacting the mechanics of flight. 

ch 2  Étienne-Jules Marey’s Wind Tunnels:  
Streamlines

67

Fig 2.13:  Marey’s wing profile study in his 21-smokestream wind 
tunnel.  Source: Didi-Huberman and Mannoni, 2004. 

Marey’s wing profile study in his 21-smokestream wind 
tunnel. Source: Didi-Huberman and Mannoni, 2004. 

Abstracts of each chapter of the thesis establish conceptual links 
between physical material contained within the exhibition and 
written material in the thesis. These abstracts were mounted onto a 
plywood shelf attached to an existing concrete support rig. 
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Marey’s wind tunnel and associated photographs establish flow visualisation 
as a process of negotiation between air materialised through smoke, finely 
calibrated wind tunnel components, and external disruptions that impact 
steady-state conditions. Catalogues 2A and 2B profile the prototyping process 
of both wind tunnels and water tables, revealing further complexities associ-
ated with achieving controlled environments of legible air movement. While 
the swirling vortices on the trailing edge of Marey’s wing profile models are 
beguiling, the prototyping process revealed that creating the steady cords of 
smoke, reflecting laminar, steady-state flow was far more challenging.

Chapter one describes the prototyping process as a ‘designerly’ variant 
of experimental research, suggesting that prototypes work in two lights: as 
mechanical devices and as conceptual devices. In the former, they are evaluat-
ed based on the defining features of the environmental model: the degree to 
which airflow is materialised legibly in a steady state environment in relation 
to an architectural model. Each catalogue features consistent photographs, 
drawings, and digital models that describe the mechanics of each prototype.

Environmental models also reveal, through the focused act of creating the 
working mechanical object, design insights about working with air and water 
as material systems. Design insights vary from prototype to prototype but are 
loosely understood in relation to four themes: occlusion, inversion, instrumen-
talisation, and sensitivity.  These themes are and colour-coded and described 
through further supplemental visual material particular to each prototype. 

catalogue 2A: Wind Tunnel Prototypes 
+
Catalogue 2B: Water Table Prototypes

While water table 3 created steady streamlines, water 
table 4 failed to create a steady moving sheet of water. 
Moreover, it leaked into the supporting undercarriage 
below. Photo: author. 

Those full-scale attributes in the world that a model represents are referred 
to as a model’s target system. The target of a conventional architectural model 
is the future building that the model represents. Similarly, the target of a con-
ventional environmental experimental chamber, when understood as a scale 
model of an environmental system, is the climatic phenomena at full scale 
that the model simulates—a space of wind flow from a given direction or of 
solar trajectories for a set latitude. Environmental models therefore appear to 
have at least two model/target systems: an architectural proposition and an 
environmental phenomenon, creating direct dialogues between the two. 

This chapter explores the dialogic relationship between environmental 
models and the target systems, focusing in particular on the thermoheliodon, 
an incomplete experiment featured in the appendix of the canonical envi-
ronmental design book by Victor Olgyay, Design with Climate: A Bioclimatic 

Approach to Architecture (1963).  The thermoheliodon was intended as an 
advancement of the heliodon, simulating solar trajectories as well as wind flow 
and heat on physical models.  This chapter presents the thermoheliodon as 
reflecting two conceptions of environment—variable exterior and controlled 
interior—as well as two conceptions of architecture that mediates these 
environments--one predicated on variability and adaptation and the other 
on stasis and control.  While these models of architectural mediation reflect 
particular post-war concerns about building climate control in American sub-
urbia, the broader legacies of both approaches persist in relation to models of 
environmental building control today. 

ch 3  victor and aladar olgyay’s  
thermoheliodon: Shifting Targets  
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Figure 3.8: Photograph of the Thermoheliodon. Understood 
as an improvement on the heliodon, the thermohleliodon also 
tested thermal performance in relation to scaled architectural 
models. Source: Olgyay, 1963.

Photograph of the thermoheliodon included in the ap-
pendix of  Victor Olgyay’s Design with Climate (1963). 
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Chapter 4 pairs a historic case study model,  physician David Boswell 
Reid’s convection test tube experiments featured in his 1844 Illustration of the 

Theories and Practices of Building Ventilation with a contemporary engineering 
modelling technique, the filling box.  Unlike Marey’s wind tunnels and the Olg-
yay’s thermoheliodon, Reid’s experiments are extreme distillations, consisting 
in solely a test tube, a naked flame, dyed and clear water, allowing them to 
operate readily as devices for architectural speculation. Instead of focusing on 
the componentry of the environmental instrument, this chapter examines the 
relationship between the phenomena of buoyancy-induced air movement the 
architectural model, and architecture as a vessel of thermal variability.

In the filling box, dyed salt water is injected into acrylic models submerged 
within a tank of fresh water, simulating the introduction of cold air into a warm 
environment or, when mirrored, the introduction of warm air in a cooler envi-
ronment. The models make complex and beautiful convective thermodynamic 
processes visible, revealing insights about environmental processes taking place 
within and around buildings. In this chapter, mirror images of model studies 
are accompanied by writing that draws on the science of thermodynamics 
to explore the atmospheric milieu of architecture, aligning an increasingly 
ubiquitous concept in architectural design and thermal comfort discourse – 
thermal variability – with a design technique that foregrounds this concern.
This chapter return to the air’s materialisation as introduced in chapter 2, but 
focuses on plumes of convection in particular and models of architecture that 
foreground this phenomena. 

ch 4/4B  David Boswell Reid’s 1844 Convec-
tion Experiments + filling tank Prototypes: 
Plumes  

Filling Tank 2 model study. Photograph: Lisa MoffittFilling Tank 2 thermal chamber study. Credit: Author. 

ch 5: environmental models: 
making knowable what and how

The concluding chapter responds to the initial key research question: How 
do physical environmental models operate as architectural design tools? and 
the related question: What environmental conditions are made knowable by 
using environmental models? 

Environmental models yield foundational insights about airflow as a material 
system with particular tendencies rather than yielding explicit insights about 
building ventilation practices. Foundational insights about airflow arise through 
the process of calibration, or fine-tuning the instrumentation of the environ-
mental model. Moreover, they ‘make knowable’ environmental conditions by 
establishing internal dialogues with their constituent components and external 
dialogues with their target systems. Environmental models reveal the extreme 
sensitivity of working with air and water; this sensitivity is highlighted by the 
challenge of creating a controlled environment of steady, continuous flow. 
Creating this steady-state condition establishes direct reciprocities between 
solid and fluid material systems.. As a result of air’s material sensitivity, joints 
are particularly vulnerable and assemblies require stability. Environmental 
models are understood as variants of architectural models, shifting focus 
from architectural model as physical artefact to architectural model as mental 
ideal. Fundamentally, environmental models are predicated on substitutions, 
inversions, distortions, and omissions; these operations, which entail viewing 
the models from various vantage points, enable design insights about air as a 
moving material system to emerge.

Water Table 4 undercarriage leak study. Credit: Author. 
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Each model type is clustered within the space.  Wind tunnels 
hover within the center of the room, reflecting their physical 
ambiguity as both suspended and grounded artefacts. 
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High contrast grayscale photo stills and videos illustrate progres-
sion of flow visualisation techniques as a process of instrument 
calibration. 
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The ESALA research workshop is a space used primarily for 
large-scale material production, and the environmental models 
were understood as extensions of this space. Water tables were 
placed along a wall containing an existing sink. Prototype 3 was 
mounted on the sink so that it could operate. Large format 
images of streamlines of each prototype are attached with 
magnets to an existing metal duct. 
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Filling box prototypes were organised along an existing rough 
stone wall. Mirror views of the models in operation were hung 
from a steel cable offset from the stone wall. A large projection 
on the plasterboard wall above placed the single views within 
a broader temporal context of model activation. The physical 
prototypes were situated to take advantage of particular envi-
ronmental characteristics of the space. Prototype 1 was placed 
in a dark corner and acted as a screen for a projection of itself 
in operation. Prototype 2 was rolled in front of an existing glass 
door for backlighting during operation. 
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